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All Staff’

Timesheets
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Tiinesheets for May from Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd should only be entered into CONQUEST. This is not to be done until
1st June 1998 but should then be done on the usual week-by-week basis.

Private Medical Insurance I remiums
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
With effect from 1st May 1998, the premiums for the group private medical insurance scheme (PPP Healthcare) are to increase to:
Employee (single membership) normally
paid by Scott Wilson

£22.34

Payable by employee member for:Spouse/partner
Family rate
Single Parent Family rate

£22.34
£33.50
£11.17

-

As indicated in ScottLight Issue 136, where the employee’s premium is paid by the employer and is processed/taxed ‘at source’ via the
payroll there is no longer the need to report this benefit to the Inland Revenue on Self Assessment forms etc.

Agency Staff Timesheets
from Maggie Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
May we remind you that all agency staff whether technical or administrative, must always complete our own mauve ‘temporary’
timesheets. No permanent member of staff should approve an agency’s own timesheet unless it has attached to it the SWKCL
timesheet which should also be signed for approval.. Agency site staff should fill in the appropriate site timesheet on a weekly basis.
Account tirnesheet calendars for the present financial year, May 1998 to April 1999, are now available. They can be obtained from
myself, Maggie Gibbons in the Data Control Dept, Accounts.

Housing Grants Construction and
Regeneration Acts News
from Roger Durgan
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The provisions of the above Act came into
effect on 1 May 1998 and all construction
contracts entered into after that date have
to comply.

The Act stipulates that all contracts shall
have a provision for adjudication. From
the time one party notifies the other of a
dispute there is a period of 7 days in
which to appoint and agree an
Adjudicator.
Resolution by the
Adjudicator has to be completed within
28 days, or an extended period if agreed
by both parties.
The results of the
adjudication are final and binding until the
end of the contract, after which thne a

final decision can be made by legal
proceedings, arbitration or by agreement.
The Act also outlaws “pay when paid”
clauses and provides for regular payments
to be made within any contract. If a
contract is let without including the
provision of the Act, the Act overrides the
relevant part of the contract and is
applied.

As far as any construction contracts
prepared by Scott Wilson are concerned,
all existing forms of contract need
amendments before being used for new
projects, unless they already contain
adjudication procedures in accordance
with the Act.
The Conditions of Contract Standing Joint
issued
have
(CCSJC)
Committee
amended clauses for the ICE family of
contracts and copies of these are available
in Basingstoke (Steve Bnmdle/Bob
Ballard) and Glasgow (Gordon Bathgate).
The Base Contract Document maintained
in
Section
Construction
by the
Chesterfield now has amended computer
copies for both the ICE 5th and 6th
Details are also
edition contracts.
available for the ICE “Design and
Construct” and “Minor Works 2nd
Edition” Contracts.
The Engineering Construction Contract
requires no amendment as it was one of
the bases for the “Latham Review” which
led to the new Act. Other forms of
contract such as JCT, GC Works and I
Chem E Contracts will also have been
updated.
Other Highways Agency forms of
Contract, held in computer form by
Construction Section are:
Highways Agency Term Maintenance
Contract (including HA adjudication
procedure)
Highways Agency Bonus/Charge (Lane
Rental) (including HA adjudication
procedure)
Engineering
Agency
Highways
Construction Contract (ECC) Option A
(including HA adjudication procedure)
Highways Agency ECC Option B

Submissions should be received in the
Institution by Friday 11 September 1998.
For further information contact The
Institution of Structural Engineers, 11
Upper Belgrave Street, London SW1X
8BH, Tel: 0171 235 4535, Fax: 0171 235
4294
e-mail: istructe.lon@mail.bogo.co.uk.

Purchase of Books, Standards etc.
from John Taylor
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Will staff in the Basingstoke office please
note that all requests for the purchase of
books, standards etc are to be made
through the Library using the Requisition
for Supplies or Services form Qi 8.

The following items appeared in the April
edition of South West Building &
Construction:
Concrete: A Special Feature
André Evans is chairman of the Concrete
Society’s Devon and Cornwall region. A
job he admits he graduated to after being
“bulldozed on to the committee five or six
years ago”. Not that he minds. It’s a job
he believes is well worth doing. André
explains: “I did various tasks on the
committee and was then invited to be
vice-chairman, and the chairmanship
followed.”
“The Concrete Society certainly has great
value. I believe it is a useful body which
gets people within the industry together
and provides a very useful function. I
really have enjoyed the job.”
André is project director at Scott Wilson,
consulting civil and structural engineers,
based in Plymouth. He has been with the
many of them in
firm for 20 years
Amongst projects he has
Plymouth..
been involved with are the flood relief
scheme at Polperro and the new
submarine school at HMS Raleigh,
Torpoint.
-

Highways Agency Design and Build
(including HA adjudication procedure).
If you would like copies of any of the
above or further information on the Act,
in
please contact Roger Durgan
Chesterfield (extension 246).

Institution of Structural Engineers
Special Awards 1998
Submissions are invited for consideration
for an Institution Special Award for
structures which have been completed in
the last 12-15 months or are likely to be
completed during 1998. The Special
Award is for “structural engineering
excellence, as expressed in a physical
form in an existing building or structure”.

A civil engineer, he graduated from City
University in London in 1972 and went
on to do a Masters Degree in Structural
Engineering at Manchester University in
1974.
He sees an upturn in construction projects
in the south west which means increased
activity for members of the Concrete
Society.
-

“There certainly is an upturn in the south
west which must be due to the economy

picking up and a backlog of projects
fmally getting off the ground” he says.

Uses of Concrete in the South West
from André Evans
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
In the south west, the use of concrete
appears to be increasing. Notably, in
Devonport Royal Dockyard, major
concrete pours have taken place and more
are planned as part of dock strengthening
projects. One interested project in the
dockyard will involve a major concrete
pour under water.
This will be a
challenge to consultants, suppliers and
contractors alike.
Historically, pioneering works have been
undertaken as part of the dock
construction around No 5 basin. By and
large, this concrete is in good condition
and is quite serviceable today. In the
1940s a major underwater pour was
carried out using innovative techniques
which were most successful.
Concrete has however, not been without
its problems. The combination of local
sea-dredged aggregates and high alkali
cement from the Plymstock works have
encouraged alkali-silica reaction (ASR)
more commonly known as concrete
cancer.
-

The first structure in the UK diagnosed
with ASR in 1976 was the Charles Cross
Car Park in Plymouth. Since that time
other problems have been found locally
and Plymouth has become known as the
ASR capital of the UK.
Ingenious and innovative ways have been
found to overcome this problem. At
Marsh Mills bridge decks were slid into
position over a weekend in order to
minimise disruption to traffic. At Charles
Cross
careful
and
management
monitoring has allowed the car park to be
used continually some 20 years after the
discovery of the problem.
Many may not be aware that concrete can
float. It is however used in a number of
locations in the south west in pontoons
and boats. In this context, the mix will
normally
incorporate
lightweight
aggregate and fibres.
University of
Plymouth students are currently creating
concrete canoes which they intend to race
against teams from other universities.
The Concrete Society has provided advice
and materials for this project.

Lunch Time Seminar
Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

TRAVELLERS

—B.

Wednesday 20 May, Conference Room
2A/2B at 12.30 pm
Jim Baldwin is currently carrying out a
study in India for DFID which looks at
new approaches to the sustainability of
rural village water supply. This has
uncovered many interesting activities and
solutions that have been developed by
NGO’s and individuals to solve this
problem. The realities of life in rural
India and the priorities given by villagers
are seldom considered by donor agencies,
but this is changing. The seminar will be
an opportunity for staff to hear what
actually happens at village level and see
slides illuslrating the situation villagers
face.
It is hoped that as many people as possible
will attend. The meeting would qualify
for CET and CPD requirements so all,
especially Graduates, are asked to confirm
their interest to me on ext. 350 as soon as
possible so that I can make arrangements
and order the buffet.

Location

Traveller

Dates

Tanzania
Philippines

David Magowan
Mike Jackson

8-16/5
3-15/5

Following last week’s announcement of
Robin Osborn’s retirement:
Scott Wilson’s Cambridge Connections
From Bronwyn Alexander [Hong Kong]
The Cambridge lecturer who gave Robin
Osborn such good advice all those years
ago was Andrew Schofield who was with
Scott Wilson in the 1950s and who is
currently the professor of geotechnical
engineering at Cambridge. He is also
retiring this year and his successor is
Robert Mair who was with Scott Wilson
in the 1 970s, and who worked with Robin
in Hong Kong on the design of Kwai
Chung Container TerminalS.

Road Management for
Senior Engineers
from Richard Levett
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson, with Crown Agents and
Transport Research Laboratory, are
planning to deliver a 2 week high profile
course in Worthing, UK (from Monday
15 June to Friday 26 June) for Senior
Managers. (Fully residential course
£2,650).
-

“

-

-

Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering
Says Goodbye to Phil Green
On Thursday 23 April Phil Green
attended a lunch with all the staff (except
for those who were out earning fees on
fieldwork!) to mark his retirement from
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering. Phil
had been instrumental within Scott
Wilson in establishing the Company with
the University of Nottingham and
Professor Stephen Brown in 1985. He was
Chairman of the Board for some ten years
before handing over to John Nutt but
continued as an active Director
representing Holdings after incorporation.
The photo above shows John Nutt
presenting Phil with a beer tankard
inscribed” Phil Happy Days from all at
SWPE”. Other gifts included books on
jazz and gliding. At this point John
referred to the similarity between gliding
and some aspects of developing a
business; once you are up and flying you
need to be constantly on the lookout for
the next thermal to keep you up or take
you to greater heights. Sometimes you get
-

This will be the fourth year of the course.
The numbers are marginal at present, i.e.
about 6. We need 12 to be financial
viable. Can staff help by publicising the
course
and
identifying
interested
delegates. Please let Debra Power or
myself know if you detect interest that
should be followed up.

Professor Stephen Brown then recounted
the history of meeting with Phil and
starting the business and the establishment
of the Teaching Company Scheme with
the University. He added the University’s
and his personal thanks to Phil and
presented him with a polished section of
core mounted on a wooden base with a
plate bearing the University
of
Nottingham logo and Scott Wilson mark
inscribed
P A Green Chairman and
Director 1985 1998. In appreciation of
your
foresight,
leadership
and
commitment in elevating pavement
engineering from research to practice
with a little help from your friends” For
those of you wondering about the origin
of the core it is a section of hot rolled
asphalt taken from the Ml motorway in
Derbyshire within Scott Wilson’s Area 14
Super Agency highway maintenance
contract.
-

Internal Training Sessions
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The next lunchtime seminar of the
internal training programme will be held
on 18 May at 12.30 pm in the Conference
Room, Bayheath House. The topic is
Advanced Composites and this will be
presented by Ken Weir.
Anyone
interested in attending should contact me
as soon as possible on ext 217.

3
into difficulties and at this point Phil was
given a gift inscribed “For when you are
lost in thick cloud at a 1000 feet”. Phil
guessed it to be a crash hat but it turned
out to be a twin pack of Andrex! Phil was
presented with a signed card and John
extended thanks from all the staff in the
UK, USA and Malaysia for his major
contribution to the Company. In
recognition of this the Directors had
decided to introduce the “Phil Green
Innovation Award” which would be
presented annually to a member of SWPE
and require him to come back at least
once a year to see his friends.

The event concluded with Phil thanking
all those present and agreeing that he
would be very pleased to fly in annually
to present the innovation award.

Thanks from Phil Green
[ex SWHL, London]
Friends and colleagues,
I have been overwhelmed over the last
few weeks by your good wishes,
condolences, cards and presents. I would
like to thank everybody who wrote to me
or spoke to me concerning Lucinda; your
thoughts were a great help.
Pavement Engineering gave me a superb
farewell dinner on 23 April, together with
several lovely presents. I would like to
thank everyone in that Company for their
kind thoughts and I send them my best
wishes for the future.
Following my retirement last Thursday, I
visited Basingstoke on 1St May for what I
thought was going to be a quiet lunch
with a few Directors, only to be
overwhelmed once more by a reception
continued overleaf

party, with an enormous farewell
retirement card and other cards from the
There was also twelve
UK offices.
beautiful crystal wine glasses, fun
presents and a bottle of wine with which
to christen the glasses. May I please
thank you all for your farewell wishes and
for all the presents which I will use with
fond memories of Scott Wilson.

have engaged us again to perform this
role.
The tender was awarded on both cost and
quality. Scope of work is not yet known,
but is likely to attract a fee in the range of
Scale C.

A55 Llandegai to Holyhead DBFO
Tender Submission
from Paul Bracegirdle [SWKCL, Telford]

from the NEA to encourage the capacity
building aspects of their work. It will also
relate to a World Bank team evaluating a
series of NEAPs in Africa.
This will be my third visit to the Gambia
within 12 months building upon the
excellent contacts in the environment and
fisheries sectors which I have developed
over this period.
(Fee Scale D)

omputr 7p.

from Angela Lowle [ScottLight Editor]
A number of people have asked me this
question apologies to those who already
know this:
-

When checking your e-mails don’t be
misled by the message ‘# unread’ at the
bottom of the screen under Sent Mail.
This does not mean the recipient has not
read the message it means you yourself
have not looked at it. To know when your
recipient has received the message you
need to attach a ‘return receipt’ by ticking
the relevant box in Options, before
sending your message. As soon as the
recipient opens your message a receipt
will come back to you.
-

from Peter Ansell [SWKCL, Telford]
Does anyone know how to switch off the
request for confirmation of deletion of
selected words or blocks of text which
appears at the bottom of the screen on
some (older?) versions of Microsoft Word
6.0? The normal computing support
channels have not been able to come up
an answer.

After the frantic activity of the last 22
weeks, I would like to offer my sincere
thanks to all 114 staff who assisted in the
preparation of the tender submission for
Autolink JV. The application and
dedication ( not to mention the significant
amounts of Y Time worked ) was
absolutely essential to enable our major
a
submit
Autolink
to
clients
comprehensive and competitive tender.
The Tender was submitted to the Welsh
Office on 15 April 98 and there is now an
eight week period leading to the
shortlisting of tenders.
As general information for staff not
familiar with the Project; an illustrative
working design had to be produced for the
31 km of new dual two lane all purpose
trunk road which will run across
Anglesey, together with TAF submissions
for the 46 structures. Full Bills of
Quantities had to be prepared to enable
Autolink to price the works. Operational
and Maintenance strategies for the 30 year
concession period also had to be
developed and the concession includes a
which
of existing
road
section
encompasses the historic Menai and
Britannia Bridges.
Thanks again to all concemed, I hope the
Tender is successful and then the real
work can start
(Fee Scale A)

What’s Gothg On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Highways Agency Design Manual
from Robert Arrnitage
[SWPE, Nottingham]
Further to David Webster’s article in the
Easter issue (No 137) regarding Scott
Wilson’s role as Advisor on Scottish
Office Standards, Scott Wilson Pavement
Engineering have also been successful in
winning the maintenance contract for the
Highways Agency’s Design Manual for
Roads and Bridge Vol. 7.
SWPE were the authors of DMRB7 back
in the early 1990’s. It is now due for an
overhaul, and we are pleased that the 1-IA

Environmental and Natural Resource
Management in the Gambia
from Peter-John Meynell
[SWRC, Edinburgh]
As a follow up to previous work
undertaken for the National Environment
Agency in the Gambia during last year, I
have been requested to visit the Gambia
again in May for about two weeks. I will
be helping to evaluate the implementation
of the Gambian Environmental Action
Plan, one of the few NEAPs in Africa
which
been
have
successfully
implemented, and will be drawing up the
logical framework outline for the
programme for funding for the next phase
of implementation GEAP Phase II. This
will involve working with a small team
-

Scott Wilson Resource Consultants
Adds To The Range Of Services
Offered To Our Clients
Rob Persey has recently
joined the Tourism & Leisure
team as a Principal Consultant
within
Abingdon
the
office.
He has moved from the English Sports
Council where he co-ordinated the
programme with Governing Bodies of
Sport producing national strategies and
provided advice and guidance to major
capital projects seeking support from the
Lottery Sports Fund.
I

Rob’s sports and recreation
expertise, allied to our
existing resources, ensures
that Scott Wilson can now
“7’
provide a comprehensive advisory service
in the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Sports Specific Strategies
Local Authority Sport & Recreation
Strategies
Project Feasibility Studies
Project Funding Applications

If you become, or are currently, involved
in projects where Tourism & Snort
expertise may be of benefit to the client
please let us know.
We are currently discussing potential
projects in the UK with Wolverhampton,
North Wiltshire, South Shields and the
National Indoor Arena, and working with
Golf Courts Ltd in the promotion of a new
golf product that has appeal in the UK and
intemationally. The golf cOurt is booked
on an hourly basis and allows proper golf
to be played on small areas of land
between 6 and 15 acres. All the work in
hand has potential to expand into other
services which Scott Wilson can provide.
If you think there are ways of enhancing
the services Scott Wilson can offer to
clients, contact Rob Persey on 01235
555535.

5
multi-disciplinary
teams
and
be
committed to identifying and winning
new prestigious contracts to build our
planning capability within the region.

Support for Loddon School
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstokej

Moves
TRANSFERS
Dems O’Gara has transferred from
Derby Southern Bypass to Telford office.
Rumour has it that the local Jackfield
Brass Band have already sent their scouts
into the area!

Sports & Socials
Southampton Croquet Tournament
from Nigel Catling
[SWKCL, Southampton]
What sort of a leader are you?
Can you motivate people to
superhuman efforts?
Are you keen to respond to a challenge?
If you consider that you can answer these
questions positively, the staff of the
Southampton office call upon you to lead
a team of colleagues onto the field of
sporting conflict in a game of skill, tactics
and guile; a game that has been likened in
its academic challenges to chess and in its
physical challenges to, well, draughts.
On a number of Monday evenings
throughout the summer we will be hosting
a croquet tournament, hopefully being
played against the best that Scott Wilson
can muster. This is a game for every man,
or woman, lack of physical strength
should not deter you. The (local) rules are
relatively simple and these will be
provided to you in advance of your
playing date.
All you have to do, as a team builder and
leader, is to construct a tightly meshed,
integrated assemblage of your most able
colleagues, tell us of their names and
confirm your common ownership of this
opportunity by identifying two or three
Monday evenings on which you would be
prepared to play this game of Kings.
Your team should consist of four players
(two pairs).
Acceptance of your entry and allocation
of dates will be on a strictly first comefirst served basis.
The venue will be the lawns of
Rownhams House and the games will be
played on Mondays between 5.30 and
730pm. Refreshments will be provided.
At the end of the season there will, of
course, be a prize for the best challengers
Furthermore the series, as well as notable
games, may well be reported in
ScottLight.

I would like to thank everyone who
purchased tickets on behalf of Loddon
School (residential school for children
with autism and challenging behaviour).
The draw took place on Friday I May and
I was pleased to present Margaret Aurin
with a radio/cassette player. Well done
Margaret.
Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Essential
qualities
will
include:
commercial awareness, good document
writing and presentation skills.
2 Principal Project Managers Railway
and Transportation, Basingstoke or
London
-

Principal
Project
Manager
Transportation: General planning, design
and project management experience
preferably, but not necessarily, in a
railway environment.
-

1.

A paper run was done on Saturday 2 May
and 56 boxes of paper was collected. As
you can imagine this is a lot of paper it
took my husband and myself a total of
four hours to get this into boxes. It is
weight that is needed (approx 60p for a
full box) and on Saturday I found most of
the paper thrown on the floor, apple cores,
paper cups and manila envelopes buried
in it plus a full pack of new paper in one
box. This makes it really hard work.
Although I appreciate everyone keeping
this paper for me, after a lot of thought I
have decided not to continue to collect it.
I will, of course, let you know what the
final money is spent on.
-

-

Thanks to everyone who has supported
me in the past.

A Brainteaser from Denis O’Gara
[SWKCL, Telford]

Q. Construct a meaningful sentence
which contains the word ‘and’ five
times consecutively.
A. The owner of the “Dog and Duck” pub
decided to spruce up the place a bit
and erected a new name sign.
He
then received a complaint from one of
his keen eyed customers.
The
complaint was the spacing between
Dog and and and and and Duck was
incorrect.

‘Vacajncjes
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Senior Planner Birmingham
-

We are seeking an energetic Chartered
Senior Planner with considerable public
and private consultancy experience. You
will work on major projects within our

Principal Project Manager
Railways:
Experience of timetabling or railway
planning, who has an understanding of
most railway technologies and is now
ready
for
project
management
responsibilities.
-

As well as performing senior liaison and
development roles for clients, they will
both be responsible for the control,
motivation and co-ordination of internal
and external multi-disciplinary design
teams on major engineering projects,
predominantly railway and transport
related. Additional responsibilities will
include: budgeting, adherence to working
schedules
and
all
necessary
administration.
Each candidate -must demonstrate
excellent management skills across wide
engineering disciplines with ideally, an
appreciation of, or practical working
knowledge in the formative stages of
major railway or transportation projects.
Membership of a recognised and
professional body is essential, as is a
relevant degree.
If you are interested in any of the above
positions, please contact Sally Mason on
ext 210.

Resident Engineer Dubai
-

Immediate vacancy for supervision of
construction of new tanker berth. Work
includes dredging, blockwork quay wall,
seawater intake and firefighting system.
Good heavy civil engineering experience
with M & E experience required.
Contract
period
10-12
months.
Accommodation is a flat best suited to
single status.
Contact Don Wootton, Basingstoke ext
405 or Caz Spencer, Basingstoke ext 209
for details.
continued overleaf

from Andreas Sher [SWAP]

V

What’ on
your Mind?
from David Webb
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further to various comments about the
use of email, could I make a comment:
Whether or not MS Mail is put into the
Startup Group is irrelevant if MS Office is
in the Startup Group (as is the default SW
setup) since the mail reporting facility
identifies at logon time whether there is
any new mail.
What would be very useful is to have an
add-on (shareware if necessary) that
notifies the user whenever new mail is
received, because MS Mail’s notification
procedures only work well if you are
listening hard to the PC’s speaker.
Such a program would be easy to write
for anybody who is familiar with
Windows programming (eg with Delphi
or Vis C++) and knows the workings of
MS Mail. This (hypothetical) programme
would simply display a Message Box on
top of the (Windows) Application that
was currently on the screen. The Message
Box would simply say “You have new
Mail” with an OK button.
Perhaps somebody out there has seen such
a programme on the Internet, if so I would
love to use it.

from Mike Grimmel
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Enterprise breaks down every Friday.
Therefore something must cause it to
break down every Friday. Is it possible to
make whatever it is that causes the crash
to be carried out at the weekend? Please!!

from David Green
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
I note that salaries were paid into the bank
on the last day of April and not as
paragraph 6.1.1, Salary, of the Employee
Handbook. This is not a very good start
by the new payroll provider or bank. I
trust that anyone inconvenienced by this
has recourse to compensation.

I was passed a copy of the Ideas of the
Week articles from Issue 139 of Scott
Light and would like to share our
experience.
I have converted all our controlled forms
into Excel templates (except fax and
memo letterheads which are Word
macros). These are available through a
searchable list. The forms can be
electronically completed, printed and
saved. However, to address Paul Miles’s
comments, the electronic version is not
the “official” version and should not be
formally c-mailed. Since most forms
require a signature, the electronic system
merely acts as a “filing cabinet” for
retrieving the latest forms. The form still
has to be printed and signed.
To maintain version control, only the
Quality Assurance Manager (myself) has
“write rights” to the directory where the
files are stored, and each files is password
protected. The protection extends to the
wording and layout only, the fields for
data entry are unprotected.
I will gladly share what we have done
here to anyone who is interested in setting
up such a system. I am currently working
on converting the Quality System
Documents into Windows “Help” Format,
with links to the forms. I am also
interested in Mr..Miles’s Calculation and
Note Sheet proformas. These are still
missing in our system!
Finally, I would like to add a suggestion
myself! It would be very useful to have
the contact information for submissions to
Scott Light somewhere on the newsletter
to make it easier for people to send
articles in.
Editor: In reply to Andreas Sher final
paragraph, the back page of ScottLight
every week gives all the contact
information required for sending in
articles, as well as a ‘handy’ sheet for use
byfax or post. Obviously Andreas did not
receive the sheetfor some reason.
(This appears to vindicate the decision to
continue issuing the back sheet despite
some requests to stop it.)

Ildea of the Week
from David Thompson
[SWKCL, Abingdon]
It would be advantageous to have a set of
brochures from each part of the Scott
Wilson organisation on display and
available in the reception of each office.
As well as the marketing benefits to
visiting potential clients I imagine the
information would also be of use and
interest internally.

from Rob Rushmer
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Every year it seems, at least up here in
Civils, Chesterfield, there is a back-log of
leave to be taken in April. This can result
in the section being terribly short of staff.
I suspect this situation is repeated across
the company. Would it not be better,
therefore, to stagger the end of the leave
year? This could be easily accomplished
by each person’s leave year starting on
their birthday. With the recent addition of
the remaining entitlement column to leave
cards it would be a simple matter for
Heads/Office
Personnel
Section
Departments to keep track of an
outstanding
entitlement.
individuals
Additional entitlement would be added at
the start of the next leave year following
completion of the period giving rise to the
addition. Finally, transfer to this system
could be by a pro-rats allocation of
remaining leave.

Thought for the week:
“Things will get better despite our
efforts to improve them.”
Will Rogers
-

Editor Note: You willfind attached to
this edition a chart showing the new
operating structurefor Scott Wilson
Europe.
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All Staff!

New Inland Revenue Travel and Subsistence Rules
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstokej
The new tax year has seen the Inland Revenue introduce slightly different travel and subsistence rules. The changes relate to:
1. Provision of tax relief for travel and subsistence costs of site-based employees. This only applies where a site-based employee
‘temporarily’ works at another site (or office), away from their normal site/place of work, and is expected to return to their normal
site after the temporary period of working away.
Expenses can now be paid free of tax for ‘business’ visits/travel.
The tax exemption still does not apply to travel/mileage expenses or lodging and subsistence allowances paid in relation to
working at the employee’s normal site/place of work.
2. The current 12 month detached duty concession (temporarily working away from the normal place of work) is replaced with new
statutory tax relief for up to 24 months.
3. The rules for triangular travel (the ‘lesser of’ rule) has been abolished and replaced by the ability to gain tax relief on full travel
costs from home to a ‘temporary’ place of work.
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd continue to reimburse travel costs/mileage based on an ‘excess home to duty’ basis.
Therefore, employees will be able to claim tax relief on any un-reimbursed parts of allowable travel expenses directly from the tax
office. This is a similar arrangement to that which had previously been available to employees who use their private vehicle for
business purposes, but are reimbursed business mileage at a rate which is below the Inland Revenue’s ‘Fixed Profit Car Scheme’
(FPCS) rates. Currently employees can claim tax relief on the additional amounts allowable using the FPCS rates.
For information, the Inland Revenue’s FPCS mileage rates for the tax years 1997-8 and 1998-9 are:-

Engine Size
1000cc or less
1001cc to 1500cc
1501cc to 2000cc
200 icc or over

First 4,000
business miles
p
35
45
p
63p

Additional
business miles
p
17
20p

Should any employee have a query relating to the above they should contact their Personnel Department or, alternatively, seek further
information or assistance from their tax office, as appropriate.

Catering Service Form Q121
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

successful (and for any benefit not to be
declared on individuals P1 iD’s) working
and auditable procedures must be in place.

RC DBU
from Peter Guthrie
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Please ensure that Catering Service Form
Q121 is used even if it is only morning
coffee or afternoon tea being requested.

Once approved the form should be passed
to the catering provider, eg in l3asingstoke
the approved forms are to go to Nina Day
not to Mike Sales.

With effect from 1st May, Russel
Matthews and the staff in Edinburgh and
Leeds offices will all be in RC DBU.

We are making an application to the
Inland Revenue for a dispensation to rule
that our Catering Service provision is not
‘benefit in kind’. For this application to be

The move is intended to simplify
responsibilities and communications,
although naturally they will continue to be
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in close liaison with staff in C DBU and
throughout the firm.
For those staff who do not know the
people in the Edinburgh and Leeds
offices:
Edinburgh has:
Principal
Environmentalist
Principal Tourism &
Ken Glass
Leisure Specialist
Principal Landscape
Nigel Hackett
Architect/Planner
Peter John Meynell Principal
Environmental
Specialist
Graduate Ecologist
Sarah Oakley
Environmental
Martin Sichel
Specialist
Secretary
Lynn Robertson
Sue Bell

Leeds has:
Associate Planner
Mary Holt
Anthony Docherty Principal Leisure &
Tourism Specialist
Principal
Steve Mannings
Environmental
Auditor
Principal Ecologist
Stephanie Peay
Ecologist
Stephenson
Neil
Brenda Ainscough Secretary

Accuracy of E-mail addresses
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basingstokej
Please remember that you must be “letter
perfect” when you give your internet e
mail address to somebody. I have seen a
couple of instances recently where an
individual’s internet e-mail address has
been published with the dots missing.
The internet gateway will reject
incorrectly addressed e-mails including
those with missing dots!
-

Q-Forms on Computer
from John Taylor [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have followed the recent exchanges
regarding the mounting of Q-Fomis onto
computer.
With regard to the Q-Forms in the Quality
Procedures Manual, these are presently
being officially produced on computer by
the Marketing Department in Basingstoke.
These will be published with an update of
the QPM within the next two months.
The intention, with a couple of
exceptions, is to make the forms available
for either completion by computer or on a
blank template for completion by hand.

ScottWorld in a Whirl
from Bronwyn Alexander
[SW Hong Kong]

the meeting, CB did not offer to provide,
nor did Lidi ask for, a written report or
confirmatory letter.

Remember ScottWorld, the newsletter for
Scott Wilson staff worldwide? It came out
twice last year, and was due out again in
June 1998. As the former editor, I want to
inform you that the International Directors
have decided to suspend ScottWorld.
There are a few good reasons for this. One
reason is that ScottWorld was not
information
timely
communicating
between the three regions. The three
regional newsletters (ScottLight, News
SWAP and ScottDrum) are issued quite
frequently and they are now posted in
offices worldwide, giving us up-to-date
information on happenings in the other
regions.

For a number of reasons, the scheme
suggested by CB at the meeting, when
implemented, failed. As a result, the work
on site did not deal properly with ground
water containing phenols and prohibition
notices under health and safety legislation
was served. Ultimately, Lidi failed to
gain planning permission culminating in
an expensive 3.7 million pound
remediation package.

There was consideration of giving
ScottWorld an overhaul with a marketing
emphasis and releasing it to clients as well
as to staff. However, a properly done
newsletter or magazine which is suitable
for clients is quite expensive and it was
thought that Scott Wilson’s marketing
dollar (or rand, ringgit or pound) could be
better spent. The Annual Review, for
instance, is a good, glossy publication
which can be used for marketing.
I appreciate all the contributions that were
received for the last issues of ScottWorld.
We’ll now give ScottWorld a rest, but
keep going with those entries to
ScottLight, News SWAP and ScottDrum!

A Cautionary Tale
from Peter Guthrie
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The following is a helpful if alarming
story from Dibb Lupton Alsop, Solicitors.
“Summary
A recent case is a cautionary tale for
consultants who give informal advice, on
a speculative basis and without a fee, in
the hope of obtaining work.
Facts
In Lid! Properties v. Clark Bond
Partnership Clark Bond (a civil and
structural engineering finn) were called to
a meeting by Lidi Properties to give
advice about contamination removal on a
site Lidl were proposing to purchase. The
meeting with CB was hastily arranged
with no prior agenda circulated. There
were no minutes of the meeting and it
lasted only twenty-five minutes. At the
meeting, Lidi indicated that they
contemplated making an unconditional
offer for the site but CB were not aware
that Lidl were prepared to exchange
contracts. Following the advice given at

Lid! challenged:
1.

that Clark Bond owed them a duty of
care in and about the advice they had
given at the pre-acquisition meeting,
and that

2. Clark Bond’s advice was negligent.
The Official Referee concluded that
despite the fact that CB had given the
advice without a fee they were under a
duty of care to Lid! as they had assumed a
degree of responsibility by attending.
However, the Official Referee also
concluded that CB had not been
negligent. Lid! alleged that CB’s scheme
was unworkable but the Official Referee
found that the scheme failed because it
was not properly put into effect by the
architect, quantity surveyor, developer
Indeed, initially the
and contractor.
sewage undertaker and the former NRA
had approved CB’s scheme. In any event,
even if CB had been negligent, the Court
held that its costs estimates concerning
remediation had not been decisive in
influencing Lidi’s decision to purchase
the site.
Comment
It has long been established that a
professional person who gives advice in a
serious forum knowing that it might be
relied on owes a duty of care even though
he might not be paid for giving that
advice. However, commercial pressures
sometimes dictate that the usual QA
procedures and normal professional rigour
are omitted where advice is given on a
speculative basis. For example, if CB
knew that they were going to be paid a fee
for giving advice they may well have
confirmed that advice in writing which
would have enabled them to explain any
limitations on the information they
consulted
arrive
to
at
their
recommendations.
Ultimately, consultants must be aware that
however they give advice, normal loss
prevention
procedures
should
be
implemented the consultant should only
-

advise on an area where he is
appropriately qualified, he should indicate
the potentially relevant data fields he was
• not able to consult, and he should reduce
his advice to writing and that written
report should be checked by somebody
else within the organisation.
Such
procedures will add to the cost of
providing speculative advice. Perhaps, in
the future fewer consultants will offer it.
But why should a consultant exercise
judgement and take on risk without any
guarantee of reward?
Lidi Properties v. Clark Bond Partnershz
reported in Env. Law Mgrnt., 10(1) JanFeb 1998, page 4 and (1997) 38 Env Law
Bulletin page 47 (Official Referee).”
Contaminated land remains the greatest
risk to the Scott Wilson Group. No
advice should be given formally or
informally unless and until the specialists
in contaminated land in geotechnics land
and water quality have been fully
involved.

Construction Industry Council
Gordon Bathgate of Scott Wilson
Scotland Ltd (Glasgow) has been
informed that from 1 May 1998 he has
been included on the CIC Register of
Adjudicators.

Infoculture
Watch out for the leaflet advertising
Stephen Vincent’s new book “Infoculture”
in New Civil Engineer on 14th May!

from Sean Meades [SWKCL, Matlock]
Following on from recent articles
regarding computer generated forms and
sheets. Does anyone have an HA Form
Roads 277 (Rev 4/94) in computer format
compatible with Microsoft Access
Version 7.0. A copy of this form is
required at Matlock as part of the area 14
superagency works. All offers will be
kindly received by Sean or Graham on
01629 761777.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Botswana

Ralph Cobham

Pakistan

Don Wootton

18/5 5
weeks
24-29/5
-

What’s Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -4,999; F: less than £999

MoD Firing Ranges Kirkudbright
from Sue Bell [SWRC, Edinburgh]
-

Scott Wilson have just been appointed to
prepare an Integrated Land Management
Plan (ILMP) for the MoD firing ranges at
Kirkcudbright (SW Scotland). This is
separate from the commission to build
accommodation blocks which was won
earlier this year by Scott Wilson
(Scotland).
The ILMP will involve
extensive ecological survey work (bats,
badgers, vegetation, invertebrates, reptiles
& amphibians) and some landscape
assessment. The completed plan will
combine this new data with existing
information about the archaeological
features present on the site, and produce
recommendations on how the land can
best be managed in the future. The data
will all be placed onto a specially
designed GIS system. This is the first of a
number of ILMP to be commissioned by
the MoD, and this project places us in a
good position to compete for these future
projects.
Fee Scale C

3
bewilderingly complex requirements and
need a friendly consultant to guide them
through the maze enter Scott Wilson.
-

In addition to the previously reported
A701 PF1 scheme, we have recently been
commissioned to assist Midlothian
Council in preparing the Outline Business
Case for the £300 million Dalkeith
Regeneration PFI scheme, and Stirling
Council in facilitating their risk workshop
on the Balfron High School PF 1 scheme.
We also recently submitted a tender for a
major Technical Advisor role on the A92
DBFO scheme in Angus Council.
All this work is under the direction of
Ronnie Hunter, with myself as Project
Manager and Denise Ritchie doing all the
hard work.

congratulations!
to Phil Shepherd on becoming a Fellow
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

-“

Institute
The
of
Ecology
and
Environmental Management (TEEM)
recently held the inaugural meeting of
their Scottish branch.
Biodiversity
formed the theme of the day and I was
invited to address the meeting to provide
consultants
‘a
perspective
of
Biodiversity’. I stressed the role that
consultants have to play in maintaining
biodiversity (a fancy name for wildlife!),
and the particular importance of working
with developers to ensure that projects are
designed in an environmentally sensitive
manner.
IEEM hope to publish the
proceedings of the meeting in due course.
But in the meantime, anyone who wishes
to see a copy of my talk should contact
me in Edinburgh.

PH Procurement
from Alan Frew [SWSL, Edinburgh]
SWSL is continuing to forge a strong
foothold in the PFI ‘industry’ in Scotland.
Having been heavily involved in
Scotland’s two previous major DBFO
road schemes (the £300 million M6
DBFO as Client’s Agent, and the £150
million M8 DBFO as designer to the
Border Highway consortium), we are now
being courted by various local authorities
to assist them in adapting PF 1 to suit their
needs. Essentially the Councils still see
PF1 as a Pandora’s Box full of

Congratulations to Lynn
Lupton and Mark Lewis
(both of SWRL) on their
wedding on 2 May 1998.

Mov’e
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
June Taylor who joined Civils, Swindon
on 23 March.
Ian Aficock who joined RSE (Crewe) on
27 April.
Sarah Oakley who has joined SW
Edinburgh as a Graduate Ecologist
Dave Williams who joined Structures,
Manchester on 5 May.
Adrian Welsh who joined Landscape
Architecture & Urban Design, Manchester
on 5 May.
TRANSFERS
Manchester office extends a warm
welcome to Mike Lipscombe from Kuala
Lumpur who will be working in the
railway section.
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LEAYERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to:

and accommodation are free. Prizes are
available for the top fundraisers.

development projects, preferable with
experience of using MOSS software.

For an information pack and application
form call 0645 777 779 or write to
Mencap Hike Challenge, FREEPOST,
London EC1B 1AA.

Both of these positions will provide
excellent experience for individuals
intending to complete CPR later this year.

Patsy Johnston, Scott Neale Secretary,
who left on 30 April.

Vacancies

James Grant who leaves the Plymouth
office on 15 May.

Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.

and to the following staff who left Scott
Wilson Railways recently:

Principal Engineer (Level 4.1)
TelfordJWest Midlands

Gwilym Hughes, Mark McMahon,
Simon Dyne and Gareth Pritchard.

Sports & Socials
Plea for Sponsorship!
from Annette Lardeur
[Environment Agency]

-

A Principal Engineer is required at the
Telford Office to take responsibility for
Airports Infrastructure and Surface
Access work and to be responsible for
Roads activities undertaken from the West
Midlands Offices.
Suitable candidates will be:
*
*

u.i June 6th I am taking part in the Monro
Challenge which is raising money for
WaterAid. The idea is that at a certain
time in the day there will be somebody
on the top of every Monro. I have been
led to believe that Monros are high
mountains in Scotland (i.e. over 3000ft)
and it will be fun! It seemed like a good
idea at the time to take part and for my
sins I will be joining groups from the
Environment Agency travelling up to
Scotland.

*

*

*

*

*

If anyone would like to sponsor me for
any reason (pity, generosity, sympathy or
simply looking for a way of getting rid of
that excess cash) I would gratefully
receive pledges and contributions.
Environment Agency staff are expected to
raise at least £100 each, can a Scott
Wilson secondee do better?
I can be contacted by phone:
0113 213 4797
e-mail (annette.lardeur@environment
agency.gov.uk) or by post.

Ultimate Fundraising Challenge
for Mencap
This year Mencap is urging company staff
to take part in the ultimate fundraising
challenge a ten-day hike in the shadow
of Pakistan’s dazzling Hindu Kush
mountain range. The hike takes place
from 29 September to 10 October 1989.
Participants will be expected to pay a
£250 registration fee and raise a minimum
sponsorship requirement. Flights, food
-

energetic and highly motivated
a technically hands-on Project
Manager
able to develop and build client
relationships
responsible for the promotion and
management of transport related
projects
technical
the
for
responsible
management and control of subconsultants and associated agreements
with
deal positively
able
to
construction risk, preparation of bids
and Commercial Risk
able to undertake the Commercial
management role of major DBFO
projects.

The West Midlands offices are in the
forefront of D+B and DBFO Roads and
this is an opportunity to be part of a
rapidly developing and growing section of
the Firm’s business and therefore
positioned ideally for furthering personal
career development.
For further information please contact
Ron Wall at Telford to discuss.

Graduate Engineer
Chesterfield Civils

-

Opportunities exist for 2 graduate
engineers with 3-4 years experience to
join the Civils team at Chesterfield to
undertake infrastructure design work
new
associated
with
generally
developments.
Candidates should have Roads, Surface
Water and Foul Drainage experience for

Individuals interested in the above should
Rook,
Mary
contact
Chesterfield
Personnel.

Database Programmers
Basingstoke
-

Two vacancies have arisen within the
Information Systems Group for people
with good Computer Programming /
Information System skills
An MS ACCESS programmer is required
to design and develop applications
including input forms and reports for our
Road Maintenance and Flood Mapping
systems. The resulting databases will be
linked into our GIS mapping systems.
Applicants must have a proven record in
developing ACCESS applications.
Also an ORACLE/SQL programmer is
required to work on developing Reports
for our CONQUEST Financial and
Accounting package. Applicants must
have good SQL coding skills and an
understanding of ORACLE database
development. Developer 2000 Report 2.5
skills would be an asset but training will
be provided
If you wish to apply or know of
somebody suitable please apply to Lisa
Litchfield at Basingstoke on ext 358.

-

Project Manager
Environment Agency, Worthing
8 month secondment

The project is part of the Section 105
survey work (flood plain mapping) being
carried out in Southern Region, current
value about £500,000. The work will
involve letting of land survey and
photogrammetry contracts together with
administration and validation of work
carried out on the mapped products; and
commissioning of flow modelling work.
If you are interested in this position, or
know of anyone external to the firm who
may be interested, please contact Erilc
Faithfull, Water Section, Basingstoke in
the first instance.

5
Director’s Secretary Basingstoke
-

We are seeking a highly capable
individual to provide full secretarial and
administrative support at Director level.
Ideally, your experience will have been
gained within a consulting environment.
In addition to the expected secretarial role
you will also become involved in the
compilation of proposal documents and
production of presentation material for
our successful Mechanical & Electrical
and Facilities team. It is essential that you
possess good organisational skills and
have an excellent working knowledge of
Microsoft Word 6 and PowerPoint.
Naturally, a mature approach is required,
together with excellent communication
skills, along with the ability to work
effectively under pressure.

Young Maintenance Contracts
Engineer required for possible post in
Botswana.
12 month contract, with possible one year
extension, to take responsibility for tender
documentation, contract supervision and!
or supervision of term contracts,
evaluation of tenders, review of
contractors claims and organisation of
materials surveys.
Prospective candidates must have BSc
Civil/Highway Engineering or equivalent,
and not less than 5 years post qualification
experience in the design and/or
supervision and/or contract administration
of road projects.
Contact JA Simms or R Draycott at the
Basingstoke office.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale: Pair of Mordaunt Short MS2O
speakers (black ash) with 2xlOm Naim
cables and target speaker stands. £50
o.n.o. Please contact Ian Campbell in the
Chesterfield Office (x.330) if interested.

For Sale: Sony Playstation games £20
each ‘Alien Trilogy’, ‘The lone soldier’
and ‘Thunderhawk’. Please contact Pat
Lock on Ext 339, Basingstoke.
-

Wanted: Would anybody travelling
through or from Petersfield, Hants most
days be interested in offering an
occasional lift to/from the Basingstoke
please contact Doric Tong on
Office
ext. 342
-

What’on
your Mhriid?

J

Reply of the Week
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

from Tim Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Computer Tips
When is the first formal update of the
Employee Handbook likely to occur?
Whilst ScottLight has been used as the
vehicle of advice of updates since its
issue, this now means that the front of the
handbook is full of clippings from the
‘blue sheet’. In view of the various
amendments that have gone on, would it
be a reasonable practice to issue an annual
update of all formal amendments to
ensure that the main document is kept up
to date (or are we supposed to be writing
in the amendments as they come up and
noting the same on the Record sheet in the
Handbook?)

Scott Wilson Home Page
from Ian Campbell
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Further to recent (if rather cryptic)
comments by Richard Nicholson (Issue
136) regarding the photograph on the
Scott Wilson home page, I too would like
to ask whose idea was it to use a picture
of a neolithic monument to advertise our
services. Shouldn’t a more appropriate
image be used on a page which describes
a company whose vision is “to become
world’s
the
leading
independent
consultancy in the built and natural
environments”?

from David Lyon [SWKCL, Manchester]
An improvement on Rob Rushmer’s
sensible proposal for the Annual Leave
Year would be to start it on the day an
employee joins the company and allow no
carry over. Unfortunately the recent staff
notice ‘Annual Leave Year’ may have
superseded Rob’s idea.

John Parkhouse [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
has also put forward the same suggestion
of starting the leave year on the day the
employee joins the company.

Further to the suggestion in Computer
Tips in ScottLight no. 141, I would ask
that the receipt facility in MS Mail is only
used when it is important that the sender
knows when the e-mail has been received.
Indiscriminate use of the receipt facility
could double the number of e-mails on the
system with a consequent loss in
performance.
Typing tutors
In reply to Peter Newman’s Idea of the
Week in ScottLight no. 140, I would like
to point out that we have had a couple of
typing tutorial programs for several years.
“Accu-type” is currently in Basingstoke
while “Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing” is
in Basildon.
Please contact the
Computing Helpline on Basingstoke ext.
250 if you would like to use either of
these programs.

Thought for the week:
“A professional is a person who tells you
what you know afready, but in a way you
cannot understand.”
Anonymous
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A tten tion All Staff’
From Geoff French

[SWUIL]

Scott Wilson Foundation Awards 1998/99
The International Board at their meeting held in Glasgow on the
4 May 1998 were pleased to make the following awards under
the Scott Wilson Foundation.

FELLOWSHIP

-

A Fellowship has been awarded to:

Neil K Valentine [SWKCL, London] Neil is to study for an
MSc in Project Management at Cranfield University.

PIP AWARDS The successful applicants for awards are to
receive assistance with the costs of studies they have personally
committed their own resources (time and money) to pursue.
-

By Region they are:
Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd
Julian Harrop [SWKCL, Dounreay] Julian is studying for an
MSc in Facilities Management by distance learning from the
University of Strathclyde.
Lynn Lupton [SWRL, Swindon]
Lynn is undertaking an
Advance Diploma in Admin Management through evening
classes.
Seamus O’Sullivan [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Seamus is
undertalcing his third year of study through the Open University
for an MBA.
Neil Pickering [SWKCL, Chesterfield] Neil is studying for a
BA in Computer Studies at Sheffield Hallam University
David Rawlinson [SWKCL, Basingstoke] David is studying
for a Diploma in Management through evening courses and
distance learning.
David Stephens [SWSL, Glasgow] David is studying for an
MSc in Engineering Management by distance learning.
Elena Yakovieva [SW Russia] Elena is studying for an MBA
from Henley Management College by distance learning and
tutorials in the UK.

Scott Wilson Africa Ltd
Ewan Findlay [SW Zimbabwe] Ewan is studying for a ]
Civil Engineering.

:

Lise Lilleby [SWSA, Durban] Lise is studying for a Diploma
in Architecture and Development.
Julie Macher [SW Zimbabwe]
by distance learning.

Julie is studying for an MBA

Melissa Makwarimba [SW Zimbabwe] Melissa is studying
for an MBA by distance learning and tutorials.
Hamish Muir [SW Zimbabwe]
BTech in Civil Engineering.

Hamish is studying for a

Balungile Ngwenya [SWSA, Durban] Balungile is studying
Accounting through evening classes.
Garth Sims [SWSA, Durban]
Garth is studying on an
Advanced Project Management Programme with the University
of Pretoria.
SW Asia Pacific Ltd
Chan Hee Mm Dickson [SW(HK)] Dickson is studying for
an MSc in Civil & Structural Engineering through evening
classes
Chu Wai-yee Vernice [SW(HK)] Vernice is studying for an
MSc in Civil & Structural Engineering through evening classes
Easterbrook, Nigel J [SW(HK)]
Nigel is undertaking the
third year of studying for an MBA in Technology Management
through distance learning
Leung yeun-chui, Roger [SW(HK)] Roger is studying for an
MSc in Computer Information Systems through distance
learning
Zen Tung Yee Toni [SW(HK)] Toni is undertaking the third
year of studies for an LLB(Hons) through distance learning
Holden, Derek [SW(AP)j
through distance learning

Derek is studying for an MBA

Loo Chu Tong [SW(AP)] Tong is studying for an MIT in
Computer Science through night classes and weekend
attendance
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Timesheets
from Geoff French
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
From June 1998 onwards, Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd timesheets should be completed to the nearest quarter hour.
The timesheets have been re-printed to allow two decimal places in the total column so there will no longer be any need to round 0.25
and 0.75. (The revised general timesheet is dated 12.5.98 and the revised weekly and temporary timesheets are dated 14.5.98).
Unfortunately there are still far too many errors in timesheet entry. Congratulations to Birmingham, Basildon and Plymouth who
have shown in April that it is possible to keep these errors to a minimum. The league table of timesheet
errors in April was:

Birmingham
Basildon
Plymouth
Chesterfield
Peterborough
Edinburgh
Manchester
Telford
Abingdon
Basingstoke
London
Southampton
Leeds

Error
Coefficient
0.0
0.8
1.4
4.2
4.6
5.0

5.0
5.1
5.2
5.8
6.0
8.8
10.0

Birmingham were bottom of the league in February so their improvement shows just what can be done!

Simulation Of Passenger
Movements Within Buildings
fromDWFarthing
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Aviation/Airports section of PA Division
are preparing two proposals for which a
capability in Passenger Movement
Simulation in Terminals has to be
demonstrated.
The need for this in-house capability has
been under discussion for some time with
both Planning division and the Ports
section and these two potential projects,
one at Newcastle Airport and the other at
the main Moscow Airport Sheremetjevo,
offer the ideal catalyst to progress the
development of a passenger simulation
model within Scott Wilson.
We have had a preliminary meeting with a
small firm called Modus Operandi who
specialise in simulation of processing
within buildings.
Strictly on a ‘no
commitment’ basis Richard Morell of
Modus Operandi has offered to develop
the passenger check-in element of the
model required for Newcastle and provide
a demonstration using Microsoft ‘Fox
Pro’ which we already have in-house.

The demonstration has been irranged for
Tuesday 26th May at 10 a.m. in
conference room 2AJB. Pie ise let Joan
Kingett (ext 326) know if you wish to
attend. Numbers will have to be limited.
PS. Please note that passenger movement
simulation is not about animation nor
about three dimensional computer
models which provide a ‘walk
through’ or ‘fly around’ a capability
which we already have in-house.

Technical Indexes
Training
-Monday 8 June
from Alison Knowles
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
There will be training for the new CD
ROM System in the Library.
Each
session will last approx 45 minutes
starting at 9.30 am. Please could you let
me know on ext 300 if you wish to attend.

RAE Benson
from Andrew Moore
Hello all of SWK. We are the Windsor
Group EWC (Establishment Works

Consultant) Clan.
We joined the
company on 1st April 1998 (No April
Fool!) after the company engineered by
Brian Murphy and Ian Smith won the
contract from Unicorn. We are spread
across 3 sites with 7 employees in total.
The lead EWC is Andrew Moore with
Alan Brandon his deputy and Paul
Belcher as his assistant. Linda Hunt is the
administrator (part time)
all based at
RAF Benson. Ben Smith is the assistant
EWC at DSL Beaconsfield and Lawrence
Tristram as assistant EWC at JSCSC
Bracknell.
Amanda Penny is the
administrator for both these sites at
present, although part time.
-

Editor: It’s good to have contact from
new people and with useful information.
(TelephoneJfax/e-mail
also be helpful.)

numbers

Internal Training
Sessions
from June Brown
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

would

‘7..

The next evening seminar of the internal
training programme will be held on 2
June 1998 at 5pm in the Conference

3

Room at Bayheath House. The topic will
be Traffic Impact Assessments and will
be presented by Bill Gallear. Anyone
wishing to attend should contact me on
ext 217 as soon as possible.

anyone else has the same problem/is
interested:
In Word, go to Tools/Options/General
and then uncheck ‘Navigation Keys for
Wordperfect Users’.

WinDes (Microdrainage)
from Mike Grimmel
[SWKCL, Basingstokej

However, whilst this is correct it is not the
whole story; I found that you also have to
make sure that ‘Help for Wordperfect
Users’ is also unchecked.

The
Highways
and
Infrastructure
Department
in
Basingstoke
have
purchased a copy of WinDes W6.
WinDes is a drainage design programme
consisting of a number of modules
covering all aspects of sewer design.
The main microdrainage module is for the
design of foul and surface water networks
including the production of manhole
schedules, long sections and calculation
printouts containing all the information
required by checking authorities.
The storm module deals with the design
of surface water attenuation allowing the
efficient sizing of off-line and on-line
tanks, ponds, culverts and oversize pipes.
The channel module is for the design of
draina e channels and ditches taking into
accoun the properties of open channel
flow.

I am also advised by Ian Campbell that
the ‘delete confirmation’ request relates
back to Wordperfect Version 5 which did
not have the ‘Undo’ facility.

The programme has already been put to
good use on a variety of projects and is
suited to use on any residential, industrial,
highway or retain drainage scheme. This
software is suitable for the design of large
and small drainage schemes, so if you
have a project which requires the design
of foul or surface water networks and you
wish to use this programme call me of ext
354 or Rachel Davies on ext 335.

omputcr 7p

from Peter Ansell [SWKCL, Telford]
Thank you to the three wise men who
responded to my query on removing the
delete
confirmation
prompt
from
Microsoft Word. Stewart Dalton, Alec
Patterson and Ian Campbell all came up
with the same answer which was, in case

to James Alberts of the
Chesterfield Office on
being selected as part of a
six man team to represent
the UK at a Junior World Cup cycling
event to be held in France between 12th
and 14th June.
Good luck from all of your friends. Let’s
hope that this is the first of many.

Moves
Laptop Backups
from Chris Ford [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Does anyone have, or know of a piece of
software for automatically updating
chosen directories on a laptop computer
with corresponding server directories?
The intention is to ensure that both laptop
and server always contain the latest
version of all files. The Windows 95
Briefcase software updates individual files
between laptop and server but I have
failed to make it work with whole
directories in which files are added
between successive uses of Briefcase.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Alan Bain who left Birmingham office on
15 May.

Sports & Socials
Golf Outing
from Alan Frew
[SWSL, Glasgow]
From:

TRAVELLERS
The simulation module is for use on both
existing sewers and new designs to
interpret the flow conditions within the
sewer “or various design flows. The
results indicate which sewers will flood,
are at risk of flooding or are surcharged.
The results can also be displayed in the
form of animated graphics.

Congra tula tEns!

Location

Traveller

Dates

Moscow
Harare

Peter Frankham
John Butterworth

1-12/6
12-23/6

NB: Don Wootton is
now travelling to
Pakistan as stated in last week’s ScottLight.

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 £49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999
-

PR for Scott Wilson at Conference
from Anan Allos [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
A paper describing the work we carried
out on rationalising the bus services in
Maputo, Mozambique has been accepted
for presentation at the emme2’ user
conference. The conference is partly
sponsored by one of our larger clients,
London Transport, and the presentation
will thus serve as a very good PR exercise
for Scott Wilson, in addition to substantial
exposure to other prospective clients.

Alan Frew, Glasgow

Being a modest chap (??!) I’m going to
find it very difficult to complete the
following article, but here goes
SWS entered a team into the NT Central
and Southem Scotland golf outing at
Schawpark in Aba on 14 May 1998 and
by a mixture of sheer luck and divine
intervention managed to amass the
embarrassingly high Stableford total of 51
points to win by a substantial margin.
The team, consisting of Alan Seywright
(Scottish Office PFI Unit), Bill Sandland
(Midlothian Council) and myself are
undergoing intensive drug testing and
handicap scrutinising; however since
we’ve already spent the winnings in the
bar, and the pro-shop, any attempt to
reverse the result is unlikely to be fruitful.
Hugh Blackwood, who had to withdraw
from the team at the last minute (to be
replaced by Bill) now finds his place for
next year in serious jeopardy perhaps a
position as caddy and score keeper is all
he can hope for.
-

I, by dint of a more respectable individual
score of 36 points for 2nd place, now get
to represent the local branch at the
national “Locan Cup” at Worgret Manor,
Dorset in September. Heady heights
indeed bring on Tiger!
-

continued overleaf
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Bruce Grobelaar World Cup
Prediction Competition
from Mike Grimmel
[Official Engineer to the England World
Cup Squad, Basingstoke]

Fantasy Football The Final Analysis
from Paul Starr [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

After 9 months of dedicated managerial
combat the joint Scott Wilson/Rendel
Palmer & Tritton fantasy football has
reached it’s conclusion. Inevitably SW
have given Rendel’s a damned good
seeing to. Results were:

You’ve booked your leave, you’ve used
the official toilet bleach of the England
World Cup Squad, and if you’re Scottish
you’ve booked your taxi to the airport to
welcome the team home on 26th June!!!

League
Champions

Team
Jammy
Dodgers

Manager
Richard Payne
(SW)

1st Runner
Up

Gunning
for Goal

Michael Ashby
(SW)

Telstars

If you haven’t been to see Eileen yet, you
may be thinking there is no other way to
participate in the World Cup. Think
again!!!

2nd Runner
Up

Terry Smith
(RPT)

Last Place

C&J
United

Chris Downs
(RPT)

Cup
Champions

Double
Trouble

Jo Loveridge
(SW)

Cup
Runners Up

The
Mighty
Spanners

Tim Grosvenor
(RPT)

Why not enter the Bruce Grobelaar World
Cup Prediction Competition. Don’t worry
if you know nothing about football, you
can still play, after all this hasn’t stopped
Jimmy Hill giving his pearls of wisdom
for the past 20 years.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Return the attached form with your
score predictions filled in, together
withl,tomeby3rdJune 1998.
A computer print-out of your
predictions will be returned for you
to check.
As the games progress your
predictions will be checked against
the actual scores. You will receive 3
points if your predicted score
matches the actual score and 1 point
if you have the correct overall result
of the match.
A league table of positions will be
posted on the Wall of World Cup and
the 3rd floor Scott House daily for
participants to check their position.
The outright winner will receive 50%
of the prize fund, 2nd place 30% and
The
judge’s
3rd place
20%.
decision will be fmal (that’s me).

The more people who play the larger the
prize, so return your form and money
without delay. Remember ‘No Purchase
Necessary’. Anyone who predicts every
score correctly will receive the special
Bruce Grobelaar Trophy of Achievement.
Unfortunately this prestigious event is
only open to those working in
Basingstoke. However, if other offices
wish to be a part of this momentous
experience feel free to set up your own
game based on these rules.

Prizes are on their way. Congratulations
to all successful managers and thanks for
playing.
Scott Wilson Fantasy Football League
Final Standings
from Graeme Thompson [SWKCL, Plymouth]
So, another Fantasy League season draws
to a close in the Plymouth office. Our
second season proved just as popular as
last year with the sports pages being
studied with interest every Monday
morning. Ian Wright’s sudden loss of
form, Dennis Bergkamp’s suspension, the
remarkable Michael Owen and Nigel
Martyn’s sudden inability to keep a clean
sheet all played their part in what turned
out to be an eventful and close fought
fmish.
j place went to André Evans and his son
who have had a runaway lead for all but
one week of the season.
place was taken by Roy Durrand,
again with help in the background from
his son, he only captured second place
over the last two weeks and was only two
points ahead of Chris Taylor going into
the final week.
In
place was Gareth Head who has
climbed
steadily
and
peiformed
consistently all season and was rewarded
with a ‘podium place’ in the last week.
4.lh place went to Chris Taylor who had a
very bad start to the season languishing in
the lower regions of the league. A number
of inspired signings later and he started

what seemed to be an unstoppable march
to the top of the table, coming within 2
points of André in week 31. He was let
down in the fmal few weeks by
disappointing performances from both
Arsenal and Manchester United who
formed the backbone of his midfield and
defence.
Chris Hicks captured j place, roughly
where he has been all season, give or take
a place or two.
I had to settle for mid-table mediocrity
again this season at fli place, unable to
recover from the battering my defenders
took in the early part of the season.
The best of our non-resident managers
was John Dooley in
place, who
despite malcing some impressive signings
and having the foresight to stick with the
boy Owen all season was let down by an
inconsistent midfield and a weak back
five.
In fli place was Graham Kirkby who
underwent a remarkable loss of form over
the final few weeks to drop from the top
end of the table where he had been
battling with Chris Hicks over 4th and 5th
place almost every week.
The surprise manager this year was Pam
Hare who took
place and a number of
Manager Of The Week spots throughout
the season despite being penalised the first
weeks points for submitting her team after
the entry date.
Our second non-resident manager,
Richard Brown, took 10th place, a
position he had occupied frequently in the
later part of the season despite spending
the first 11 weeks in the top half of the
table, rising to the dizzy heights of 2nd
place before starting his slow spiral
downwards.
In thh place, last but not least, is Karen
Head, the only manager to fail to break
the two hundred point barrier and who
consistently propped the bottom of the
league up, despite taking a few Manager
Of The Week spots. Unfortunately she
also managed to take her fair share of
Donkey Of The Week spots too, capturing
this dubious honour on the last day of the
season.
Congratulations
to
the
winners,
commiserations to the losers, there is a
World Cup Fantasy League starting soon,
which, if there is enough interest I will be
running. That will take us pretty much up
to the start of the new domestic season
when another Fantasy Football League
will start.
Thank You
Mark and Lynn Lewis would like to
express their sincere thanks for the best
wishes and generous gifts from all their
colleagues at Scott Wilson Railways
Swindon.

D

c,7, J J
from Rob Lewis [SWR, Swindon]
Following the brainteaser from Denis
O’Gara, (ScottLight w/e 8 May) how
about a sentence consisting of the word
“right” 5 times, albeit with different
spellings:
A school teacher was attempting to get a
pupil (named Wright) to write his name
correctly and shouted “Right, Wright,
write Wright right!”

‘Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Computer Support Engineer
Chesterfield
-

Based in Chesterfield the post holder will
work as part of a small team providing
support to offices in Manchester, Leeds
and Peterborough as well as assisting with
the development of our computer systems.
Preference will be given to applicants
possessing a degree in a computer related
subject with experience in supporting PC
systems including DOS, Windows 3.11,
Windows 95 and MS Office. A full
driving licence is required. Knowledge of
Novell 3.12 would be an advantage.
Quantity Surveyor Area 14
-

An opportunity exists for a Chartered
Quantity Surveyor to join the newly
formed Area 14 team based in Matlock.
Preference will be given to applicants who
have some experience of Highways
Agency procedures.
For further
information please contact John Trinick.
Anyone interested in either of the above
positions should contact Mary Rook at
Chesterfield Personnel.

largest road contract undertaken by Scott
Wilson in the UK and is likely to be the
last major road procured by the traditional
contract for some time.
To mark the end of an era, I have
produced a solid brass Scott Wilson mark
mounted on a hardwood base with an
engraved plate “Derby Southern Bypass
Opened 5 September 1997”. These are
available to anyone who may have been
involved with the scheme, man and/or
boy, over its long gestation period (or
indeed everyone) for £8.00 including UK
postage & packing.
The solid brass Scott Wilson mark (80 x
70mm approx) is also available as a
paperweight for £4.50 and mounted on
the wooden base (without a plate) for
£5.50 again including UK P&P.
All these may be ordered through David
James at Derby Southern Bypass (Tel No:
01332 691694; Fax No: 01332 691692).
If someone could co-ordinate office
orders, there would be a saving in P&P
which would be passed on.

What’s on
your Mmd?
from Tim Cuell [SW (Malaysia]
As a remote user of the MS Mail system I
totally agree with Steven Leach’s
Computer Tips (Issue 142) point
regarding the use of the receipt facility.
For a number of Scott Wilson offices and
individual users email is received by
dialling into the SITA system. To send a
receipt it is necessary to dial in again.
Whilst the receipt is sometimes important
it is frequently unnecessary and leads to
wasted time and increased costs.
Please think carefully before requesting
a receipt.

leave at the end of a common year is
avoided and no carry over is required.
from Robert Shanks [SWSL, Glasgow]
Regarding Rob Rushmer’s Idea of the
Week (Issue 141) we too have a backlog
of leave which staff usually take in April.
The simplest system must be for the
annual leave year to be the same as the
calendar year. Therefore, any backlog
would be used in December, when the
offices are closed, thus minimising the
inconvenience to the company.

J[dea of the Week
from Dorothy Bettesworth
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I was interested to see the lists for those
staff in the Edinburgh and Leeds Office
having recently had difficulty in knowing
which offices individuals are at and how
they spell their names.
-

Can we continue, perhaps over a few
weeks, in knowing who is at Abingdon,
Basildon, Birmingham, London etc. to
cover all the offices in the UK.
Chesterfield and Scott Wilson Railways
are already covered for those of us in
Basingstoke as they are listed in our
telephone lists.

The results of Ideas of the Month for
April are attached to this issue.

Thought for the week:
“I’ve tried relaxing, but I don’t know I
feel more comfortable tense.”
Cartoon caption
-

-

from Rob Rushmer
[SWKCL, Chesterfield]

For Sale & Wanted
from David James
[Derby Southern Bypass]
The design of Derby Southern Bypass
was started in 1968 by the East Midlands
Road Construction Unit at Matlock and
was taken over by Scott Wilson in 1981.
The bypass was opened on 5 September
1997 with a minimum of ceremony. At
£110 million, this was probably the

Further thoughts re my earlier suggestion
concerning annual leave, for inclusion in
‘What’s on your Mind’: The recent staff
notice, ‘Annual Leave Year’ whilst
partially addressing the problems of leave
back-log, could possibly only shift the
staffmg difficulties from April to June.

Note from the Editor: Because of the
Bank Holiday,
week’s ScottLight
will be a reduced issue Ifyou have any
important items that need to be included
would you please ensure that they are
submitted by
Tuesday
lunchtime
(26/5/98).
Thank you.

next

My original suggestion, or as amended
by David Lyon and John Parkhouse, has
the benefit of, more or less randomly,
distributing the end of all leave years
throughout the year. Thus, bunching of
continued overleaf

The Bruce Grobelaar World Cup Prediction Competition
Name:

Date

Team

10-Jun
10-Jun
11-Jun
11-Jun
12-Jun
12-Jun
12-Jun
13-Jun
13-Jun
13-Jun
14-Jun
14-Jun
14-Jun
15-Jun
15-Jun
15-Jun
16-Jun
16-Jun
17-Jun
17-Jun
18-Jun
18-Jun
19-Jun
19-Jun
20-Jun
20-Jun
20-Jun
21-Jun
21-Jun
21-Jun
22-Jun
22-Jun
23-Jun
23-Jun
23-Jun
23-Jun
24-Jun
24-Jun
24-Jun
24-Jun
25-Jun
25-Jun
25-Jun
25-Jun
26-Jun
26-Jun
26-Jun
26-Jun

Scotland
Morocco
Italy
Cameroon
Saudi Arabia
France
Paraguay
Spain
Republic of Korea
Netherlands
Yugoslavia
Argentina
Jamacia
England
Romania
Germany
Scotland
Brazil
Chile
Italy
South Africa
France
Nigeria
Spain
Japan
Belgium
Netherlands
Germany
Argentina
USA
Colombia
Romania
Italy
Chile
Brazil
Scotland
France
South Africa
Spain
Nigeria
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany
USA
Argentina
Japan
Romania
Colombia

Score

Team
Brazil
Norway
Chile
Austria
Denmark
South Africa
Bulgaria
Nigeria
Mexico
Belgium
Iran
Japan
Croatia
Tunisia
Colombia
USA
Norway
Morocco
Austria
Cameroon
Denmark
Saudi Arabia
Bulgaria
Paraguay
Croatia
Mexico
Republic of Korea
Yugoslavia
Jamacia
Iran
Tunisia
England
Austria
Cameroon
Norway
Morocco
Denmark
Saudi Arabia
Bulgaria
Paraguay
Mexico
Republic of Korea
Iran
Yugoslavia
Croatia
Jamacia
Tunisia
England

A Mike Grimmel Production

Score
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Area on the computer system where staff could place copies of CAD drawings, spread sheets,
standard forms etc.
McNally [SWKCL, Manchester] (Issue 137)

sfr. ‘s
’
4

Jim

2.

State the disciplines that Scott Wilson is involved with on the back of business cards.
Mike Ashby [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 137)

3.

Issue Schedules: amend to include space for receiver to countersign and return copy.
Tini Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 138)

4.

Create a file containing all details of all service companies in the UK.
from André Gilleard [SWKCL, Basingstokej (Issue 138)

‘‘

,l
z
4
-

(25)
5.

6.

Q Forms put onto the computer network to stop use of DIV forms.
Richard Hennessy {SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 139)

.$- ‘4’.

..on of
Measures needed to control issue of information electronically, and standardisati
material issued electronically.
from Paul Miles [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 139)

**

.

.

.

7.

On e-mail set up ‘send with receipt’ option by default.
Charlie Salisbury [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 139)

8.

E-mail addresses to be added to newly issued business cards.
David Thompson [SWKCL, Abingdon] (Issue 139)

.

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for April 1998. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region, not just SWKCL,
or are they the only company with innovative and inventive
staff?
£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation

* **

=

Idea 5 Q Forms put onto the computer network to stop use
of DIY forms.
-

This suggestion has prompted responses in ScottLight from
John Taylor and Andreas Sher (SWAP) and met with a high
degree of agreement in committee. As with Jim McNally’s
idea, this is an issue that is perhaps going to be addressed by the
Intranet and, to repeat, such perceived operational needs that
you believe could be helped by the Intranet you can use
ScottLight as the means to communicate them or send them to
Jim McCafferty in Glasgow office.
Idea 6 Measures needed to control issue of information
electronically, and standardisation of material issued
electronically.
-

Accumulate
£25 can be claimed.

through commendations and an award of

Cheques to this month’s winner(s) will be in the post!

Idea 1 Area on the computer system where staff could
place copies of CAD drawings, spread sheets, standard
forms etc.

Paul’s point is well made. There is always a danger whilst
issues are being considered that the horse can escape before the
door is shut. The need for interim measures, those Paul
suggests or perhaps others, will be urgently reviewed.

-

This is happening locally but it is something that an Intranet can
address. Jim McCafferty is the Director responsible in Europe
to act as a channel for suggestions concerning what should be
on the Intranet. ScottLight can continue to provide a means of
communicating your suggestions or you can send them directly
to Jim in Glasgow office.
Idea 2 State the disciplines that Scott Wilson is involved
with on the back of business cards.
-

An understandable suggestion Mike but, without going into the
pros and cons, it is not intended that the group print on the
reverse of business cards.
Idea 3 Issue Schedules: amend to include space for receiver
to countersign and return copy.
-

Idea 7
default.

-

On e-mail set up ‘send with receipt’ option by

The practice of using the ‘send with receipt’ option is not to be
adopted as a matter of routine for reasons that have been stated
in ScottLight recently and previously. Staff are asked to
exercise their judgement and only seek a receipt where it is
really necessary to feel confident the message has been
received.
E-mail addresses to be added to newly issued
Idea 8
business cards.
-

When business cards are being re-printed e-mail addresses are
already being added so, sorry David, your idea is a little late. In
some cases where company names are being changed and re
registered this will delay the addition of e-mail addresses. The
intention is once all company names have been fmally fixed all
new business cards will contain e-mail addresses.

Sorry Tim, the committee were split between perhaps worth a
try, overly bureaucratic and what happens if no one sends them
back.
Idea 4 (25 achieved on an aggregate basis)
Create a file containing all details of all service companies in
the UK.
-

André’s suggestion raised some issues that need to be
addressed. As ScottLight readers will have realised from the
response André’s suggestion elicited from Scott Wilson
Railways, it always pays in a group of our size to include the
other operating companies when seeking to resolve a problem.
It is perhaps worth reminding all of us that there is no
information that should be available to some but not to all.
Finally André deserves a star for volunteering and for being a
consistent contributor of ideas. Keep it up André.

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 816 835

Date

I

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOYLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From:

Locatiow

Idea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date:

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

V

Name
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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Week ending: 29 May 1998

All St(dlff’
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Unproductive Time on Technical Timesheets
from Terry Rhoads [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Please be aware that as from May 1, 1998 the use of “Personal Charge Numbers” will be discontinued. Technical staff should
allocate their unproductive time according to the Divisional Business Unit to which they belong. Taking Telford Office as an
example, the Job Numbers and Sub-numbers will be as follows:
DBU
Administration:

Development &

FOOCT

APACT

PA

ACECT

C

ANTCT

JO

APLCT

P

ARCCT

RC

ASPCT

SP

FOOCT

D Ditto Administration

External Committees FOOCT

E Ditto Administration

*Leave

FOOCT

L Ditto Administration

Meetings

FOOCT

M Ditto Administration

Non-Working Time

FOOCT

N Ditto Administration

Recruitment of Staff FOOCT

R Ditto Administration

Sick

FOOCT

S Ditto Administration

Writing Papers

FOOCT

W Ditto Administration

Research

*Because of the requirements of Personnel, the categories of Leave not forming part of the employees’ own annual standard
entitlement i.e. Bank Holidays, Compassionate Leave, Special Leave, and Maternity Leave (LBH--, LCL--, LSL--, and LMTrespectively) will remain unaltered and not be recorded by DBU.
Also, from May 1, the job cost reports for each of the offices’ overall unproductive time jobs will be sent to the Director or Associate
in charge of the office for review rather than being retained by the Head of Administration.
These changes only apply to those members of staff completing a technical timesheet; the “ADMIN” job sub-numbers for
Administrative staff remain unchanged at present.

Scott Wilson’s New
International Board
from Bronwyn Alexander
[SW, Hong Kong]
With the retirement of Robin Osbom, Phil
Green and John Voysey at the end of
April 1998, a new board of International

Directors (IDs) has been formed. Five
people comprise the International Board,
and two of them Bob McGowan and
Richard Denton-Cox
remain on the
Board while three others are new. The
incoming Tl)s are Ron Rakusen
representing the Asia-Pacific region,

Geoff French from Europe region, and
Richard Rawson from Africa region.

—

—

In this issue we highlight Bob McGowan
and Richard Denton-Cox, the Chairman
and Managing Director, respectively, of
both international companies (Scott
Wilson International Ltd and Scott Wilson
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International Holdings Ltd). Next month
we will introduce Geoff French, Ron
Rakusen and Richard Rawson and their
responsibilities as International Directors.

(portfolio) groups. The IFG monitors the
financial performance of the group
worldwide and helps manage its fmancial
resources and investments.

;c

,

f

A’

challenge at present, Richard will
An avid,
maintain his base there.
although admittedly a somewhat erratic.
golfer Richard fmds the green fees in KL
quite attractive, especially compared to
those of Hong Kong.
In his role as Managing Director of Scott
Wilson International Ltd and Scott Wilson
International Holdings Ltd, Richard will
carry out his duties in Kuala Lumpur with
administrative support in both KL and
Basingstoke.

Lunch Time Seminar
Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

‘7..

WI’

Television Education Network
Bob McGowan
BSc, FICE, FlStructE, FIHT, FCIArb
On 1 May 1998 Bob McGowan
of
Chairman
Scott
the
International Ltd and Scott
International Holdings Ltd. He is
Chairman of the European
company.

became
Wilson
Wilson
also the
holding

Bob’s career started in contracting,
working for Mitchell Construction in both
the UK and Zambia and for Balfour
Beatty in London and Canada. In 1967 he
joined the Scott Wilson practice in his
hometown of Glasgow. Prior to his
becoming a Principal in 1981 he was
responsible for all bridge and structural
work undertaken by Scott Wilson
(Scotland).
In recent years Bob has been responsible
for Scott Wilson’s acquisition of two
former British Rail design offices and as a
part-time activity has acted as arbitrator in
several construction arbitrations. He has
held numerous
appointments with
professional bodies including, from 1992
to 1995, membership of the Council of the
Institution of Civil Engineers. He is
currently a Director of Thomas Telford
Ltd and is a past chairman of the
Institution’s Arbitration Advisory Panel.
Following the worldwide incorporation of
Scott Wilson in 1995, Bob moved from
Scotland to Basingstoke, where he took
up appointments as a Director of Scott
Wilson Intemational and as the Chairman
of the English and Scottish operating
companies. His base will remain in
Basingstoke where he will direct the
activities of the International Board.
Bob is also responsible for the
International Finance Group (IFG), one of
the
four
international
functional

BSc, FICE,
Richard Denton-Cox
FHKIE, FlStructE, FIHT, ACIArb
Richard Denton-Cox is based in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, and is Chairman and
Managing Director of Scott Wilson AsiaPacific Ltd in addition to being the
two
of the
Director
Managing
international companies. Scott Wilson
Asia-Pacific is the holding company for
Scott Wilson operating companies in the
Asia-Pacific region. He is also on the
boards of several regional operating
companies.

Richard joined Scott Wilson in 1965 after
graduating from University and he
became a Principal of the firm in 1986.
He gained experience in UK and the
Middle East on highways, bridges and a
variety of civil infrastructure works before
moving to Hong Kong in 1971. He has
had responsibility for multi-disciplinary
engineering and building projects, port
and other maritime structures including
the Express Rail Link in Kuala Lumpur,
Laem Chabang Shipyard in Thailand, and
in Hong Kong several terminals at the
Kwai Chung Container Port, new town
developments and major highways.
As a member of the International Board,
Richard’s management portfolio includes
the International Marketing and Business
Development Group (IMBDG). The
IMBDG establishes a unified corporate
image and marketing policy for the group
worldwide, and develops strategy for
business development, including mergers
and acquisitions.
In 1995 Richard moved from his long
time home in Hong Kong to Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, to help establish the
regional headquarters for Scott Wilson
Asia-Pacific. While Malaysia’s local
economy is proving to be a major

Sue Moore will be leading a seminar on
Wednesday 10 June at 12.30 in
conference room 2aJ2b. This is a T.E.N.
seminar with a discussion based around
the video topic ‘Construction Law
Corporate Responsibility: Recent cases
and trends.’
-

It is hoped that as many people as possible
will attend. The meeting would qualify
for CET and CPD requirements so all,
especially Graduates, are asked to confirm
their interest to me on ext. 350 as soon as
possible so that I can make arrangements
and order the buffet.

GIS Capabilities
from Doric Tong [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
To strengthen and broaden the GIS &
Mapping capabilities of the Information
Systems Group we need to locate staff
who have had any exposure or skills in
GIS products such as ArcView or
MAPINFO. If you or your clients have
any GIS related products or can see the
potential benefits of using Automated
Mapping then please contact:
Donc Tong in Basingstoke on ext 324
or e-mail doric.tong@swkeurope.com
We also have a spare Magellan Global
Positioning Unit (GPS) available for
short-term project use.

Window Cleaning
Scott House
from Mike Sales
[SWKCL, Basingstokej
The windows will be cleaned in Scott
House this weekend (30/31 May). Please
ensure that all surfaces near windows are
cleared.

What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Azov/Taganrog Update
from Peter Ranger [SW, Russia]
From the Tacis 9409 team in Azov and
Taganrog (run for the atlas Mum)
apologies first
we have moved our
location and forgot to inform you sorry.
-

-

Our Novorossiysk Project is now
complete (in March my, how the time
flies) and we are on another Tacis Project
on the sea of Azov, which is ‘round the
corner’ of the black sea. This is again a
technical assistance project developing
institutional structure and management
information systems; our project partners
are the Belgian Apec Group with a total of
eight experts from Apec and SW.
-

preparing
standard
technical
specifications, standard drawings, bills of
quantities and notes for guidance for toll
motorway construction. The study will
run for a period of fifteen months from an
office located within the offices of
Transprojekt Warszawa, our local partner
for the project in Warsaw. He will be
assisted on the project by specialists from
Basingstoke, Pavement Engineering,
Independent consultants, Iberinsa of Spain
and quantity surveyors Corderoy.
We will now have Scott Wilson project
managers working from four separate
offices in Poland as follows:
•

We are well into the project and using the
past four years ‘Russian Experience’ to
help with the development of both ports.
We have had some old ‘expert’ friends
visit us like Tony Bayley, Peter Anderson
and Brian Tucker. Nice to see familiar
faces although the new faces, like David
Lambert, are also very welcome. The
welcome also included the higher echelon
such as Peter Frankham who braved a
cold winter visit. We will write a fuller
account of the ‘Azov Epic’ later in the
project.
Kind regards to all at SW-UK.

A Further Project in Poland
from Richard Cooper
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson have won a further project in
Poland under the EC fmanced Phare
Programme. This adds to the three
projects currently being carried out by
Scott Wilson in Poland under World
Bank, Tacis and Phare funding.
On 9 May Graham Law packed his bags
in Ankara and flew directly to Warsaw
ready to start the new project on Monday
11th. Under the project he will be

-

-

•

-

-

•
Part of the Tacis Team from
Novorossiysk went up to Moscow to
bring some local expertise to the Tacis
River Ports Project. Myself and Elena
have spilt the chores of the two ports of
Azov and Taganrog which are separated
by two hours of driving time or forty
minutes by speedboat.
Unfortunately
project funds would not permit a
speedboat so a trusty Lada has to suffice.

Richard Kurek
World Bank,
National Road Improvement
Tel.
4822 6219309, Fax. 4822 7576943
Douglas Rasbatch
Tacis, Border
Crossing Study
TelJfax
4822
8224710
Tom Krawezyk Phare, Cross Border
Co-operation
Tel. 4822 6517257
Fax. 4822 426063
Graham Law Phare, Specifications
For Toll Motorways
Tel. 4822
6195041 ext. 124, Fax. 4822 189703
-

-

•

-

-

(Fee Scale A)

Baguio-Bontoc-Banawe Road,
Philippines
from Gareth Hearn
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The rehabilitation design of the 180km
Baguio-Bontoc-Banawe road in North
Luzon, Philippines commenced in
January 1997 and is due to be concluded
next month with the submission of design
reports and tender documents to the client
(Department of Public Works and
highways, DPWH).
The road is
constructed through extremely difficult
terrain where it has been visited by
earthquakes and typhoons, rendering
slopes unstable and leading to road loss or
deformation on a large scale.
The need for engineering geological and
geotechnical input to design and
construction is perhaps more obvious here
than it has been on some of our other
mountain road projects, including Nepal,
which is traditionally regarded as one of
the most difficult areas in which to build
and maintain roads in the world. And yet
the in-country expertise in engineering
geology and quality control within the
geotechnical and ground investigation
spheres appears to be somewhat lacking.
Geotechnical engineering exists for the
building sector in Manila, lowland road
structures and infrastructural works
generally, dam schemes and the mining
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sector, but there is limited appreciation of
the value of engineering geology and
quality control in road works, especially
with regard to comparatively low cost
road design, construction, rehabilitation
and maintenance schemes in the more
remote mountain areas.
With this apparent shortfall in mind we
appended a geotechnical session to the
RIMMS
DPWH
Institutional
Strengthening Training agenda in Manila
last January. This was followed by an
introduction to the engineering geological
aspects of the Baguio-Bontoc-Banawe
road with comparisons drawn from Scott
Wilson’s experience in Nepal. In April
myself and Jonathon Hart, who joined
Scott Wilson in September 1997 as an
Engineering Geologist and who has been
in the Philippines Institute of Volcanology
and Seismology in manila on the
engineering geology of the Baguio
Bontoc-Banawe road and its relation to
the wider structural geological frame of
Luzon.
Despite the high level of
geological expertise in the audience,
Jonathan fielded the structural geology
questions well, and the debate afterwards
was lively and positive.
-

On the 14 and 15 May Cohn Chant,
currently in Baguio from the SW Hong
Kong office and myself, presented a twoday workshop seminar to DPWH
engineers in Manila on the subject of
Overseas Road Note 16 ‘Principles of
Low Cost Road Engineering in
Mountainous Regions’. The workshop
introduced the various engineering design
topics from Desk Studies and Planning,
through Investigation, Analysis, Design
and Construction, concentrating on slope
and erosion problems and related issues.
Cohn and I managed to survive the
arduous exercise despite the fact that the
only bar selling draught Guinness in the
Philippines can only be seen to be
appreciated and that one of us then went
on to witness Chelsea can-y away the Cup
Winners’ Cup at GMT +8!
Surprisingly,
the
participants
also
managed to survive the course, but they
too had their distractions: between session
ball games with rock and soul music
interludes for energising and inspiration
and the draw of the weekend bowling
tournament on a Friday afternoon.
Despite losing one or two to this fate, the
consensus of the majority was that the
proceedings had been well received and
the need for further specific training was
agreed.
All participants received a
Certificate of Attendance and a copy of
Road Note 16.
The next phase in the training is a study
tour to Nepal, now programmed for
continued overleaf
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The routing will be via
November.
Bangkok, and the distractions very
different.
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Hong Kong- West Rail
from Phil Shepherd [SWR, Swindon]
West Rail is to be Hong Kong’s new main
rail through the New Territories to the
borders with mainland China and is due to
open to traffic in 2003.
Scott Wilson Railways at Swindon
responded to a request from a major
international contractor by deploying a
team of E&M engineers to Hong Kong to
assist in preparation of the bid document
for the southernmost tunnel on the
proposed West Rail route. The team was
in Hong Kong from late March to early
May and worked in parallel to SWHK
office civils team who were dealing with
tunnel and building construction.
The tunnel, known as Tai Lam, is to be
twin-bore construction 5.5km in length
and will include the latest technology in
its electrical and mechanical engineering
systems. The project will include major
buildings at each portal which will
and
points
control
accommodate
ventilation equipment.
engineers
Scott Wilson Railways’
prepared pricing specifications, outline
designs and M&E bills of quantities for
the following technical areas of the
project:
Electrical power, lighting, cable systems,
fire detection and control, drainage
pumping, UPS, remote monitoring and
control, lightning protection, building
services.
The team photo shows (left to right) Phil
Shepherd, John Harper, Phil Pearce,
Stuart Dickson, Gareth Pritchard and
SWHK Administrator Twinky Tong.

A warm welcome to:
Jane Southey who joined Peterborough
office on 5 May as Senior Ecologist.

confidential which will call for total
discretion.
With a proven record of secretarial
success, you will possess excellent WP
skills, ideally shorthand competency and
well honed communication skills.
A
natural organiser, you will work
effectively under pressure and have a
flexible approach to working hours.
Technical Clerk Basingstoke
-

Hildegarde Fernando became permanent
secretary in the Environmental Section,
Basingstoke from 18 May.

Siports & Socilails
Scott Wilson on
Top of the World
from Charles Walker
[SWSL, M6 Site]
Noon on Saturday 6th June will see five
of Scott Wilson’s M6 site group on top of
Scorr Ruadh (The Red Peak), one of the
highest mountains in the infamous
Torridon range, north west Scotland. The
time and date has been set by WaterAid
Munro+Challenge and it is planned to
have teams on every summit in Britain
over l000m.
Led by David (Ranulph Fiennes) Fleming
and supported by navigator Howard
Gayle
Seward,
medic
(Compass)
(Masseuse) Pearson, R&R Convenor
Chris (The Railway) Curley and publicist
Chic (1S09001) Walker, the Moffat based
team are confident of raising hundreds of
pounds for charity. Details of their
training techniques, team photographs,
and
other
T-shirts
autographed
commemorative memorabilia will soon be
available by accessing the ‘Red Peak’ web
site. Until then sponsorship commitment
can be forwarded to the team leader at
“david.flemingm6dbfo.co.uk”.

Basingstoke Airports section require an
experienced and computer literate clerk to
perform a wide variety of tasks to include:
Assisting with the presentation of
drawings;
Production of capability statements;
Maintaining databases;
Document and drawing tracking;
and
drawing
printing!
Document
filing/photocopying.
Your attention to detail and a logical mind
will enable you to take each department
assignment to a successful conclusion.
Educated to A level standard with, ideally,
an engineering qualification.
If you are interested in either of the above
positions, please contact Sally Mason on
ext 210.

For Sale & Wanted
Diamond Ringfor Sale
Beautiful two diamond twist set in an 18
carat gold band. Excellent condition.
£270 ono. Size H (but of course can be
altered to fit).
Contact Katie on (01256) 814696 or
Basingstoke ext. 439

Thought for the week:
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Senior Secretary/PA Basingstoke
-

Scott Neale & Partners require a highly
capable Secretary to support their Chief
Executive and his dispersed team.
Wide ranging responsibilities will include
co-ordinating proposals and reports,
recording staff movements, making
travel
organising
appointments,
arrangements and maintaining company
files. In addition, much of the typing is

“Suburbia is where the developer
bulldozes the trees, then names the streets
after them.”
Bill Vaughan

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256 816 835

Date

FOR iNCLUSION iN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Location

I1de’i of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

NameS
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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GCHQ The Final Hurdle
from Steve Bnmdle
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

Tuesday, 2nd June, was the date set by GCHQ for the announcement of the Preferred Bidder for the £200m PFI project. In the event
they have elected to name two bidders who will be taken forward to a fmal stage of negotiations before a Preferred Bidder is
announced in October. The good news is that one of the two bidders is the Group 4/Tarmac/BT consortium with which Scott Wilson
are involved and the announcement, therefore, heralds the start of another hectic period for our team.
Scott Wilson’s input to the consortium continues to be focused in areas Df management, planning and infrastructure. Derek Webb is
based at the project office at Broadway supporting Group 4 on operations and decant management whilst Ken Jores and Roger
Edwards lead the planning and infrastructure teams from their respective offices in Abingdon and Telford. The excellent work by
our team to date has been well received by our clients (Tarmac and Group 4) and has also undoubtedly made a major contribution to
the consortium’s success in getting this far. To cross the final hurdle is, oing to require another major effort from all concerned but it
provides a further opportunity to bring a broad range of Scott Wilson’s skills to bear on a major prestigious project.

Internal Training
Sessions

.
• •

a.

from June Brown [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The next lunchtime seminar of the
internal programme will be held on 16
June at 12.3Opm in the Conference Room,
Bayheath House.
The topic is
Law:
Adjudication,
Construction
Arbitration, Dispute Resolution and this
will be presented by Allen Flatman.
Anyone interested in attending should
contact me as soon as possible on ext 217.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Bangkok

Tee Pemba

4/6-2/7

Delhi

Gil Thomas

14-20/6

Cambodial
Vietnam

Bob Weekes

10-27/6

What’ GoIia’r On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,(OO -£99,999;
C: £10,000 £49,999; D: £5, )00 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £9)9
-

Re-opening Ceremony
Barry Buddon Training Camp
from Alistair Napier
[SWSL, Edinburgh]
Major General M J Strudwick, General
Officer Commanding the Army in
Scotland, officially re-opened Barry
Buddon Training Camp, Momfieth,
Scotland, at a ceremony held on 31 May
1998 following the completion of the
second phase of the Training Camp
redevelopment (5 3m).
In his address Major General Strudwick
noted that:
“It gives one great pleasure to be able to
be here today to mark in this symbolic
way the completion of the second and
fmal phase of the rebuilding of this
Training Camp.
Budgetary restraints meant that we had to
spread the rebuild over a number of years.
The first phase was in two parts with the
building of the Wathgill accommodation

blocks in 1991/92 and the camp
headquarters block in 1992/93.
The
second phase was again in two parts with
the building of the combined kitchen and
messes in 1994/95 and then the last, and
largest part, the construction of the
remainder of the camp.
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick were appointed
as project managers for the final phase.
They had also previously had the same
responsibility for the combined kitchen
and messes. Andrew Ailcmen has been
the Project Manager for both and he and
his design team are to be congratulated on
their pivotal role in the project.
The contract was let on 6 January 1997
and was completed on time on 14 May
1998. It is not often that the three critical
constraints of time, quality and cost are
met in the way that they have been on a
project of this size. This can only be
achieved by team work and everyone
associated with the project can be very
proud of their achievements.
This training camp has set the standard for
the future and I look forward to the start
of the work at Kirkcudbright next year
and then subsequently at Garelochhead
and Cultybraggan.”
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SWSL were represented at the ceremony
by Directors Jim McCafferty and Alistair
Napier, and Project Manager Andrew
Aikrnan.
SWSL are currently Project Managers on
the development at Dundrennan Training
(Fee Scale A)
Camp, Kirkudbright.

Tamil Nadu Bridges
from Commodore A C Maihotra
[SWK India]
We have been appointed Project
Managers for Survey, Investigations
Project Management, Preparation of
Tender Documents, Design Review and
Construction Supervision of two packages
via Package IV for 13 bridges in Trichy,
Perambular and Karur and Package No 7
for 10 bridges in Thanjavur and
Nagapattinam Districts.
The length of the high level bridges varies
from 8 mtrs to 120 mtrs. The duration of
the Contract is 24 months. The tender
documents will be prepared/based on field
particulars such as bridge alignment,
hydraulic and geotechnical data obtained
by us. Contracts will be awarded on
turnkey basis and supervised by a
construction team for each package.
The Project Management team is headed
by T Viswanathan and assisted by Mr V
Ramachandra (Project Co-ordinator),
Naim Hasan (Highway Engineer), A
Vaidya and Pankaj Prasad (Bridge
Engineers).
(Fee Scale A)

Beer, skittles and rock & roll
The rehabilitation design of the 180km
Baguio-Bontoc-Banawe Road in North
Luzon, Philippines commenced in
January 1997 and is due to be concluded
next month with the submission of design
reports and Tender Documents to the
Client (Department of Public Works and
The road is
Highways, DPWH).
constructed through extremely difficult
terrain where it has been visited by
earthquakes and typhoons, rendering
slopes unstable and leading to road loss or
deformation on a large scale.
The need for engineering geological and
geotechnical input to design and
construction is perhaps more obvious here
than it has been on some of our other
mountain road projects, including Nepal,
which is traditionally regarded as one of
the most difficult areas in which to build
and maintain roads in the world. And yet
the in-country expertise in engineering
geology and quality control within the
geotechnical and ground investigation
spheres appears to be somewhat lacking.
Geotechnical engineering exists for the
building sector in Manila, lowland road
structures and infrastructural works
generally, dam schemes and the mining
sector, but there is limited appreciation of
the value of engineering geology and
quality control in road works, especially
with regard to comparatively low cost
road design, construction, rehabilitation
and maintenance schemes in the more
remote mountain areas.
With this apparent shortfall in mind we
appended a geotechnical session to the
Institutional
DPWH
RIMMS
Strengthening Training agenda in Manila
last January. This was followed by an
introduction to the engineering geological
aspects of the Baguio-Bontoc-Banawe
road with comparisons drawn from SW’s
experience in Nepal. In April. myself and
Jonathan Hart, who joined SW in
September 1997 as an Engineering
Geologist and who has been in the
Philippines ever since, gave a presentation
to the Philippines Institute of Volcanology
and Seismology in Manila on the
engineering geology of the Baguio
Bontoc-Banawe road and its relation to
the wider structural geological frame of
Despite the high level of
Luzon.
geological expertise in the audience,
Jonathan fielded the structural geology
questions well, and the debate afterwards
was lively and positive.

Low Cost Road Engineering in
Mountainous Regions”. The workshop
introduced the various engineering design
topics from Desk Studies and Planning,
through Investigation, Analysis, Design
and Construction, concentrating on slope
and erosion problems and related issues.
Cohn and I managed to survive the
arduous exercise despite the fact that the
only bar selling draught Guinness in the
Philippines can only be seen to be
appreciated and that one of us then went
on to witness Chelsea carry away the Cup
Winners’ Cup at GMT +8!
the
participants
Surprisingly,
also
managed to survive the course, but they
betweentoo had their distractions:
session ball games with rock and soul
music interludes for energising and
inspiration and the draw of the weekend
bowling tournament on a Friday
aftemoon. Despite losing one or two to
this fate, the consensus of the majority
was that the proceedings had been well
received and the need for further specific
All participants
training was agreed.
received a Certificate of Attendance and a
copy of Road Note 16.
The next phase in the training is a study
tour to Nepal, now programmed for
November.
The routing will be via
Bangkok and the distractions very
different.

Moves
STARTERS

-

IL & FS Ahmedabad Mahesana
from Commodore A C Mathotra
-

-

Following provision for IL&FS of the
Feasibility Study recommending a BOOT
and
Ahmedabad
between
project
Mahesana (52km) in Gujarat State, Scott
Wilson have recently been asked to assist
IL&FS in assessing prequalification bids
and in preparing bid documents to be
issued in the next few weeks. Further
assistance will be provided on receipt of
the bids. Work on site is planned to
commence on 1 January 1999.
(Fee Scale D)
Apologies to Gareth Hearn. His article
which appeared in Issue 144 had a
section missing. Here it is again with the
mis-typed section underlined.
Baguio-Bontoc-Banawe Road,
Philippines
from Gareth Heam
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Engineering Geology in the Philippines

On the 14th and 15th May, Cohn Chant,
currently in Baguio from the SW Hong
Kong office and myself, presented a twoDPWH
day
workshop-seminar to
engineers in Manila on the subject of
Overseas Road Note 16 “Principles of

A warm welcome to:
Ian Harris who joined the M&E Section,
Basingstoke as a Graduate Engineer on 5
May.
Steven Richards who joined the
Edinburgh office as Assistant Leisure &
Tourism Specialist on 26 May.
James Racheter and Mark Hessey who
join the Structures section in Basingstoke
as Trainee CAD Technicians wef 1 June.
Pat Paterson who joins the M&E section
as a Senior Electrical Engineer also on 1
June.
Steve Richards who joined Scott Wilson
Resource Consultants (Edinburgh) office
as a Leisure and Tourism Consultant on
26 May.
Delhi office welcomes two new engineers
Mr Naim Hasan (Highways) and Mr
Avinash Vaidye (Bridges).

-

Since 1 April when the Matlock office
opened a number of people have joined
the team. A warm welcome to: Tern
• Ford, Andrew Fraser-Smith, Susan
Upton, Sue Chambers, Richard Fry,
Kevin Williams, Peter Tilsley, Helen
Gleeson, Brian Smith, Ian Smith, Keith
Woolley and Nick Smith.

TRANSFERS
Sarah Dewsbury, Graduate Coastal
Specialist, transferred from Peterborough
to Basingstoke office on 1 June.

LEAVERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Angela Winter and Lee Hammett who
left Basingstoke office on 29 May.
Jannette Hunter who leaves
Peterborough office on 5 June.

the

During May Chesterfield office lost three
long serving members of staff who will all
be greatly missed. Jeannette Barlow and
Martyn Glossop have gone to new jobs
and we wish them luck with these. Eric
Warburton has retired early and will be
spending part of this year in France. We
are green with envy!

Sports & SocEi1’
Kwogs Quaich
from Willie Burrell
[SWR(S)L, Glasgow)

The Annual Scotland Golf Outing for the
KWOGS Quaich took place over Lenzie
Golf Course on Thursday 21 May 1998
(You all remember what a Quaich is don’t
you!) The event attracted 39 golfers of
mixed handicaps.
The sun blessed us with its presence all
day and there are a few people with red
noses and foreheads and also some with
wee patches of red at their crown.
The competition was fierce, but the
eventual winner of this most prestigious
of trophies was Mike Monaghan of the
Edinburgh office with 38 stableford
points. The competition was so close that
Mike won it on a count back of the last 6
holes with Alan Soutar of Railways
coming second. Third was that most

hardened of professionals Alastair Napier
of the Edinburgh Office with 35 points.
Nearest the hole at the short par 3 6th was
Paul Bracegirdle of Telford. The longest
drive at the part 4 14th was Norrie Kitson
of the Edinburgh office. The wooden
spoon was won convincingly by David
Rollo of Railways, who managed,
somehow, to accrue 12 stableford points
over 18 holes. Second booby was won by
Tom Bryson on a better inward half with
18 stableford points.
Of the non-team members Jim Millar was
first with 32 points (BIH), Douglas
Walker second and Alex Kerr third with
29 points.
You will recall in the Easter Issue of
ScottLight, the Glasgow Office invited
challenges for the Williams Wood having
held it for seven years without a
challenge. the gauntlet was picked up by
all of the other Scottish offices and a team
from that far flung corner of
Englandshire, Telford.
In the end Edinburgh, with 101 points, are
now the proud holders of the Williams
Wood and await challenges. Telford were
a close second with 97 points and took
away the Scottish Team Trophy for their
efforts.
The Scottish Offices would like to thank
the four chaps from Telford, Paul
Bracegirdle, Peter Ansell, Robin Hogben
and Bob Elcock for coming to the Scottish
Golf Outing and putting up a fme display.
Haste Ye Back!
Future challenges for the Williams Wood
should be directed in writing to Alastair
Napier at the Edinburgh Office.

Bruce Grobelaar World
Cup Prediction
Competition
from Mike Grimmel
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

A

A reminder to get your entries in! The
date is extended to 10 June before 12
noon for those who you who have been
studying the recent friendly fonn. If you
have lost your entry form ring ext 354 and
I will send you one in the internal mail.
Remember, don’t waste that pound on
food, the mortgage or other nonessentials. Fill in the form, stick the quid
on it, put it in an envelope in internal mail
and a vast fortune may be yours. You’ve
got to be in it to win it. Isn’t that right Mr
Gascoigne?
(Ed: Now Gazzer ‘s even managed to
creep into ScottLight!)

Sun Life Trips
from Caz Spencer
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As promised, I am pleased to announce
that Sun Life of Canada are once again
inviting us to join their staff on some
interesting trips, there should be
something to suit everybody. The prices
are discounted and very reasonable. The
latest happenings are:
Saturday 6th June
70’s Groove at Muswells Wine Bar in
Winchester. Cost £2.00 per person plus
£3.00 coach.
Thursday 16th July
The new West End show ‘Dr Dolittle’
staring Phillip Schofield and Jim
Henson’s wizardry. Cost £29.25 plus
£3.00 coach.
5th-7th Nov
Disneyland Paris
1998 Firework
Spectacular.
The cost varies from
£89.00 per adult to £119.00 per adult
depending on which hotel you choose.
There are reductions for children. Price
includes luxury coach travel, return ferry
shuttle
or
crossings,
2
nights
accommodation, continental breakfast, I
day park admission and bonfire and
fireworks spectacular.
-

22nd-25th Nov
Xmas Shopping in New York. Cost
£415 including airport taxes.
Price
includes return flight with Virgin Atlantic
or Continental Airlines from Gatwick,
accommodation at the sensational Hotel
Roosevelt for 3 nights, hotel tax and
porterage.
11th Dec to 14 Dec
Cologne Christmas Markets.
Cost
£129. Price includes luxury coach travel
throughout, return ferry crossing Dover
Calais, 3 nights accommodation at the 5
star
Crown
American
Plaza,
buffet,’Champagne’
breakfast
each
morning.
I have fact sheets on all the above which
gives infonnation on the type of
accommodation and the full itinerary. For
all the mini-breaks a deposit is required,
with the balance due eight weeks before
departure.
If you are interested in any of these events
please contact me and I will forward the
relevant details.
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“I want them both back after lunch”
replied the project manager.

Recycling
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have persuaded Di Clarke to reinstate
collections of paper in Scott House and
Berk House. The money raised goes to a
very good cause and the lack of thought
of a few individuals should not jeopardise
Di’s good efforts (see ScottLight 141).
Paper should be neatly stacked in boxes
and kept in a safe area (not placed on
landings, under sinks etc) and eventually
stacked as per the following note.
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
All paper needs to be stacked in A4 boxes
(white paper only
no fax paper or
ScottLights etc). There is no need to
remove staples. Drawings can be folded
into the boxes so long as they are on
photocopy paper.
-

\Vacajncjc’s
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.

We are also seeking a CAD Technician
qualified to HNC level with a minimum
of 5 years experience (preferably on
Microstation, although full training will
be given).
If you are interested in joining us please
contact Peter Lynch on 01793 515858 or
Diane Goddard on 01793 515262.

For Sale & Wanted

-

House For Sale

Three men: a project manager, a graduate
engineer, and a senior technician are in
Dover for a two-week project.

Hook, nr Basingstoke
One bedroomed house £62,500
-

-

-

-

About midweek they decide to walk up
and down the beach during their lunch
hour. Halfway up the beach, they stumble
upon a lamp. As they rub the lamp a
genie appears and says “Normally I
would grant you 3 wishes, but since there
are 3 of you, I will grant you each one
wish.”
The graduate engineer went first. “I
would like to spend the rest of my life
living in a huge house in the Bahamas,
with no money worries and surrounded by
beautiful women who worship me.” The
genie granted him his wish and sent him
on off to the Bahamas.
The senior technician went next. “I would
like to spend the rest of my life living on a
huge yacht cruising the Mediterranean,
with no money worries and surrounded by
beautiful women who worship me.” The
genie granted him his wish and sent him
off to the Mediterranean.
Last, but not least, it was the project
manager’s turn. “And what would your
wish be?” asked the genie.

L

from Lynn Lewis [SWR, Swindon]
In reply to the selection committee’s
comments on Ideas of the Month Issue
143 (22 May) and Issue 133 (13 March)
especially the fact that they think only
SWKCL are innovative and inventive.
Maybe the truth behind the matter is that
Scott Wilson Railways are too busy and,
in the case of Scott Wilson Railways
Swindon, many of the ideas put forward
are already in place.
-

SWR are looking for Chartered Civil or
Structural Engineers at level 2 or 3 who
are keen to progress in the railway
environment and willing to transfer to
Swindon.

It is a great help if paper is taken to the
photocopiers on each floor when a paper
run is to be made notice will be given in
ScottLight.

from John Monks [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

What’on
your Mithd?

Lounge, kitchen-breakfast area
Large bedroom, bathroom/toilet
Storage heaters
Two allocated parking spaces

Please telephone Jane Stemp
Basingstoke office, ex 324

-

from Marion Waldron
[SWKCL, Basildon]
Whilst my congratulations go to the
Birmingham office for their 0.0 Error
Co-efficient for April, it should be borne
in mind that there are only a few members
of staff in that office (or do they have a lot
of site staff?)
Would it be possible to let us know what
the percentage is based on, ie: apart from
missing time sheets, errors from FAMIS
and CONQUEST (not now applicable)?
Does this include time sheets from agency
staff that are not entered by the individual
office but by Basingstoke? Bearing in
mind that agency invoices are always a
few days late in arriving at Basingstoke,
and are not all included in the fmal
monthly total, this shows an error against
any office using agency staff, through no
fault of their own.

NB:
Illustrations above do not
necessarily bear any similarity to the
items on offer!
Thought for the week:
Wanted:
If anyone, now or in the future, has y
Sainsburys Reward Vouchers they
would like to exchange for £3 cash I
would love to hear from you.
Contact: Cathy Evans
office

-

Birmingham

“The function of the expert is not to be
more right than other people, but to be
wrong for more sophisticated reasons.”
Dr David Butler

IMTERcQhWAMY $ERVtC$ AVAUAL

Railway Civil Engineering
from Peter Lynch [SW Railways, Swindon]

To increase awareness within the company of the railway civil
engineering skills available at Swindon, I have in this article
attempted to summarise what we can offer to our clients, both
externally and internally within the Scott Wilson Group.
As Head of Civil Engineering Design at Swindon, I often take
stock of the skills, knowledge and experience we have, and
consider how we can best market these in the interests of the
company. As the centre of excellence for railway work (except
Scotland where our sister company, Scott Wilson Railways
(Scotland) takes the lead), we provide design consultancy
services for any railway-related project, at all stages from
concept to client handover. Traditionally this has meant
designing structures such as bridges, retaining walls,
foundations, earthworks, culverts and drainage. This type of
work is continuing to be won.
However, increasingly we are becoming more involved in
‘front-end’ railway feasibility studies and overseas work. With
our Railway Systems Engineering (E&M), Permanent Way
(track), Project and Construction Management colleagues at
Swindon, Crewe and Birmingham, as well as others within the
Scott Wilson group, we provide the one-stop-shop for railway
infrastructure that many of our railway clients seem to be
favouring,
With around 200 Scott Wilson Railways staff, we can provide
the full range of services, thawing on many years experience
gained from projects completed for the mainline railway. Much
of our work comes from Railtrack, either through the traditional
route working directly for them or, as is the case with much of
our current work, we team up with design & build and
“extended-arm” contractors. We also carry out other railway
works for London Underground, public authorities, light
railways and other similar clients who own, operate or interface
with railway infrastructure.
Some of the more recent projects we have undertaken are
extremely varied. We were designers for the CrossRail Project,
Heathrow Express and have carried out advisory work on
CTRL. We have completed feasibility designs for Thameslink
2000 at London Bridge station as well as designs for major
railway structures and civil engineering works at Bermondsey.
We are lead consultants for the Chiltern Lines Capacity Works,
involving the design of 30km of new railway track, formation
and drainage, signalling scheme designs, one station and major
embankment stabilisation works.
For this project, our
colleagues at Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering in
Nottingham carried out detailed inspections, assessments and
designs for the railway track formation, and our geotechnical
experts at Basingstoke are fully involved in providing
geotechnical solutions to mitigate embankment failures.

Another project involves the design of a massive concrete box
jacked under and through a railway embankment near
Maidenhead for Edmund Nuttall Ltd. We have also carried out
numerous bridge assessment projects for the UK Bridgeguard 3
programme.
Other work includes scour protection, train
washing facilities, station structural works at Horwich (Bolton),
Luton and Paddington to name but a few. A whole range of
minor structural works are undertaken from bridge bearing
replacements and parapet repairs to foundations for railway
systems equipment such as signal gantries and overhead lines.
We also undertake independent checks of designs prepared by
other consultants or other Scott Wilson offices,
One of our greatest strengths as railway civil engineers is to
provide advice and detailed engineering involving the design
development of innovative, safe, cost-effective and buildable
schemes where structures have to be built over, under or
alongside the operating railway, so that interference with train
operations is minin’iised. Value engineering plays a big part in
this process and design work carried out for contractors
normally requires us to provide this service as an essential part
of our scope of work.
Our professional staff consists of a mix of Chartered Civil and
Structural Engineers, Incorporated Engineers, Project
Managers, Graduates and CAD Technicians, backed up by very
efficient project admin staff. As well as having some of the best
professional bridge engineers in the Company, we have
structural engineers who can undertake designs for buildings,
mainline and underground stations and terminals, and have
other engineers whose skills can be readily applied to designs
for any other railway structures. We have modem CAD
facilities using the Microstation package but we also have inhouse AutoCad skills. We perform analysis and design using
SuperSTRESS, SCALE, SAM, WALLAP, SLOPE, ARCHIE
and other miscellaneous software packages. We have recently
purchased the TEDDS software program to trial it for the
automated production of engineering calculations.
My advice to other Scott Wilson offices would be that if your
project even remotely involves railway work, or you are
considering marketing Scott Wilson’s railway expertise to
existing or potential clients, the staff at Swindon (or our other
SW Railways offices) should be involved from the start. If you
are unsure as to whether or not we should be involved in your
projects, or you require further information, I can be contacted
at Swindon on 01793-5 15858. Alternatively contact any one of
my senior staff David Hubie (01793-515935), Jeff Gibson
(01793-5 15921), Geoff Smith-Grogan (01793-5 15913) or Mike
Clarke for CAD services (01793-5 15338).
-

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835
FOR iNCLUSION IN SCOTILIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Location

From

Idea of the Wk
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-
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Week ending: 12 June 1998

Al! Staff!

Pension Scheme News
from Bob McGowan [SWNL]
At the recent SWIHL board meeting in
Glasgow, the board as principal employer
of the SWK Retirement and Death Benefit
Scheme approved the appointment of Bob
McGowan as Chairman of the Trustees,
Geoff French as a Trustee to replace Phil
Green and a change of name for the
Scheme. It is now to be called Scott
Wilson Pension Scheme. The necessary
registration of these initiatives is being
processed.
For Members of the A Scheme, I advise
that effective 1 May 1998 the employer’s
conthbution (inclusive of life assurance)
has been increased from 8% to 9%. The
employee contribution remains at 6%.
The contributions for the B’ Scheme both
those of employer and employee are
unchanged.
and other News
also from Bob McGowan [SWHL]
At the Annual General Meeting of the
Institution of Structural Engineers
(IStructE) Bob McKittrick was elected a
Vice President with succession. This
means that in 2002 Scott Wilson will have
its first President of IStructE since F M
Bowen in 1963/64.
The same meeting also elected John
Tubman to serve on the IStructE Council.
We now have Bob McKittrick, Chris
Sketchley (who is continuing on Council)
and John Tubman as serving members of
the IStructE This is the first time for
some years that Scott Wilson have had
three on the Council of IStructE.
Last Friday it was nice to be able to
welcome Jim Forbes (MD SWIJ) as he
stopped over en route to Amsterdam and
Sydney. Jim was returning home having
attended the annual FIP conference ( in
English FTP is the International Federation
for Pre-stressed concrete)
-

Jim let slip that he had been appointed to
serve on the Presidium of FTP, which is

made up of the
and immediate
others. Jim has
the 4 and is the
Europe.

President, Vice President
past President plus 4
been appointed as one of
only one from outside of

Scott Wilson has been working closely
with the local MP, the British Embassy,
the Foreign Office, and solicitors to try to
agree a settlement with the bereaved
family.

A good week for Scott Wilson people
being honoured. I extend to them our
congratulations.

We are hopeful that a settlement will soon
be reached.

The IStructE Launches
Internet Website
from C J Sketchley
[SWKCL, Basingstokej

Howard Wong, who actually went out to
take over from Jamie has been working
hard to ensure that all that can be done is
being done, ably assisted by our Jordanian
staff in Amman.

The IStructE’s internet website went on
line on 1 June 1998 and can be found at:

Telephone Calls
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

http://www.istructe.org.uk

When making external phone calls which
require a response please give your
extension number. Not everybody who
operates the Scott House switchboard is as
au fait as Lesley with all the names and
extension numbers.

The website is one strand in implementing
the Institution’s policy to improve
communications. The Institution aims to
make its internet site the premier source
for
information
about
structural
engineering. The site intends to promote
the profession by providing information
about the Institution, its activities,
standards and its members. The site gives
details of branches and how to make
contact and, with development, will
provide space to each branch and to
sections.
Information is given on meetings,
conferences, courses and a host of other
events organised throughout the year.
Information on Task Groups and Informal
Study Groups will also be available.

Jamie Riches
from Mike Le Gouais
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
On Friday 8th May, Jamie who is
currently working in Jordan on the Wadi
Araba Deep Aquifer Study, was involved
in a car accident where unfortunately, an
elderly lady was killed and her son
seriously injured. Jamie however, was
unhurt. Jamie has had to remain in Jordan
while investigations continue.

Additions To The Library
from Alison Knowles
[SWKCL Basingstokej
-

The following has been added to the
library in Basingstoke. This will be held
as reference only and therefore is not to be
removed from the library.
Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia
Ministry of Water Resources.
Omo-Gibe River Basin Integrated
Development Master Plan Study.
Final Report.
Volume I Executive Summary
Volume U The Master Plan [part 1]
Technical Appendices [part 2]
Volume ifi Development Zones and
Areas
Volume IV Project Profiles
Volume V Pre-feasibility Studies
Volume VI Water Resources Surveys
and Inventories (A)
Volume VII Land Resource Surveys (B)
Volume VIII Natural Resource Surveys
and Inventories (C)
Volume IX Socio-economic Surveys
and Inventories (D)
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Volume X Socio-economic Studies (E)
Volume XI Water Resource Studies (F)
Volume XII Agricultural Resource
Studies (G)
Volume XIII Natural Resource
Studies (H)
Volume XIV Environmental Studies (I)

are asked to confirm their interest to me
on Ext 350 as soon as possible, so that I
can make arrangements and order the
buffet.

Pile Design Bug
from Chris Ford [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
A potentially serious bug has been
identified in the frequently used
WALLUP pile design programme.
The single pile analysis in programme
versions 4.03 to 4.09 under estimates
bending moments and deflections for piles
less than 1 unit in diameter (ie, less than
im for analyses using metric units). As
an example, moments are likely to be
under estimated by 33% and deflections
under estimated by 55% for a 0.45
diameter pile. A corresponding safe side
error occurs for piles more than 1 unit
diameter.
Problem details have been sent to Scott
The
Wilson’s geotechnical sections.
programme author is providing updated
disks for Scott Wilson offices running the
programme.
Anyone encountering piles designed with
the defective software should ensure that
the pile designs are reviewed.

Mallaig Branch, Installation Of
Turntables: A Feasibility Study
From Willie Burrell [SWR(S)L -Gi]

AUK/SEG Seminar
from Mike Brown
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

If you have any questions about the
report/project please refer them to Jim
Baldwin in the Basingstoke office.

On the 14 July 1998 at 2.30 pm, Messrs
A1.JK/SEG who are leading manufactures
of uninten-uptible power supply systems
will be presenting a seminar in conference
room la/lb at Scott House on latest
developments and techniques as well as
established principles. Would anybody
interested in attending please advise
Brenda Harley on Ext 344. Refreshments
will be provided.

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Slovakia!
Hungary

Alan Brookes

7/06/9817/06/98

Ethiopia

Cohn
McKenna

22/06/9810/07/98

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

National Gas Museum
from Malcolm George [SWRC Ab]
-

The retaining wall aspects
programme are not affected.

Lunch Time Seminars
Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood
[SWKCL, Basingstokej

of the

• •

PERMAROCK
Specifying External Wall
Insulation Systems

arrival of town gas at the beginning of the
19th Century.
(Fee Scale C)

Having just completed a national site
search for a new museum for the Gas
Industry, for British Gas, and putting
forward a site in Leicestershire, we hope
shortly to be appointed to prepare the
National Heritage Lottery bid for the
project, co-ordinate the management
partnership between the clients and the
local authority concerned, and prepare
more detailed business plans prior to
construction.

Scott Wilson Railways have been
appointed to undertake an unusual
Feasibility Study to determine the
implications and cost of refurbishing two
railway turntables, transporting them to
the respective site and installing them.
The two sites are at Fort William and
Mailaig. In the summer period West
Coast Railway Co, a private rail operator,
run steam train excursions between these
two stations. The installation of these
additional facilities will assist to reduce
the amount of wear and tear on the
locomotive and ensure the long term
viability of these excursions.
Highland Rail Development Partnership,
our Client, which is made up of the
Scottish Rail Companies, EWS and
various Local Authority Departments,
wish to apply for a Heritage Lottery Grant
to fund this project. The Feasibility Study
will form the basis for the Grant
application.
(Fee Scale D)
PS: Does anyone know where I can put
my hands on any redundant turntables? If
you do contact me through the Intranet.

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Richard Cook who joined the Abingdon
office on Monday 8 June as a Graduate
Landscape Architect.

TRANSFERS
The TO Division is pleased to welcome
Mai Nguyen from Hanoi Vietnam. Mai
has worked for Scott Wilson for 2 years as
PA to Alan Stanbury for the Vietnam
National
Construction
Consultants
(VNCC) Project.
-

PERMAROCK products Ltd is a system
designer, manufacturer and installer of
exterior wall insulation and external
rendering systems, who are to present a
Approved Technical Seminar
CPD
entitles “Specifying External Wall System
Insulation Systems”.
-

This is a lunch time seminar on
Wednesday 24 June 1998 at 12.30 p.m. in
conference room 2aJ2b. It is hoped that as
many people as possible will attend, the
meeting would qualify for CET and CPD
requirements, so all, especially graduates,

For those who may be concerned at the
appeal of a collection of historic gas
cookers and gas meters (and they do have
impressive collections of both as well as
gas powered radios and cinema
projectors) the museum designers that we
worked with have come up with some
impressive ideas ranging from a walk
through a swamp from the Carboniferous
period to a walk under the bed of the
North Sea as a drill bit breaks through
overhead, and in-between an introduction
to the streets of London at the time of the

Mai will be based in Basingstoke for
about 3 months to help complete the
Project Final Report and to gain
marketing and business administration
experience
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Sports &

SocEai Is

Scottish Golf Outing
from Peter Ansell
[SWKCL TL]
-

Many thanks to Willie Burrell for his kind
remarks regarding the recent Telford
office golfmg sojourn north of the border
to contest the Willams Wood: we enjoyed
ourselves very much
fme course,
tremendous weather, good food and
excellent company; pity about some of
our golf!
-

I had intended to thank Glasgow office for
their hospitality, and Willie and Duncan
Hamilton in particular, after dinner but I
was
so
overwhelmed
by
Hugh
Blackwood’s largesse in letting us
Sassenachs walk off with the (albeit
damaged) Scottish Team Trophy that I
completely forgot
please accept my
apologies and our belated thanks to all.
-

A fmal word of thanks again to Duncan
for helping with the ‘domestic’ aspects of
our visit: we didn’t take too much offence
at being booked into a hotel wedged
between
Glasgow
Zoo
and
the
crematorium honest!
-

Hope to see you all again next year for
our defence of the Sassenachs Team
Trophy!

Update ‘Scott Wilson
Top of the World’
from Charles Walker
SWKCL M6JV]

satisfaction coming upon a forlorn and
forsaken audit member transfixed with
vertigo and unable to complete his push to
the top. Some alpine advice along the
lines that he shouldn’t be a big baby
seemed to have had an effect and he was
last seen slowly but courageously
crawling towards his colleagues up at the
summit.
On returning to base camp the day was
rounded off by a BBQ laid on by the
sponsor, a well known whisky distiller. A
good night was had by all with the aching
limbs and even the ubiquitous midges
soon a thing of distant memory thanks to
partaking of the sponsor’s hospitality. The
happy campers retired to their snug tents
content in the knowledge they had
achieved the target set and after a good
night’s rest would be ready to face the
long drive south in the morning.
Photographs documenting the event are
available with proceeds going to
WaterAid. Autographed T -shirts first
worn on the summit are expected to
become collectors items but a few are
available at £20 each, again with proceeds
to WaterAid. The flag is currently on view
in the Glasgow office but maybe not for
many more weeks, as the Smithsonian
Institute is believed to being considering a
bid to obtain this now national treasure.
Further updates on this and any last
minute donations on top of the many
already so generously given, will be
acknowledged at:
‘david.fleming@,M6dbfo.co.uk’.

The Reality Of...
from Annette Lardeur
[SWKCL @
Environment Agency]

-

Just after noon on Saturday the 6th June a
Scott Wilson flag was proudly unfurled
on the summit of Scoff Ruadh (Red
Peak). This climaxed the gruelling ascent
undertaken by the Moffat based team
stalwartly led by Ranulph Fiennes
Fleming. Overcoming all adversity,
including a pre-climb sausage, bacon and
egg breakfast, the triumphant team were
now equally proud, knowing they had
raised over £500 for WaterAid Munro
Challenge(see issue 144).

Feeling a bit groggy, can hardly see, a tad
confused, a total lack of direction No
it’s not that first thing on a Monday
morning after a weekend drinking
competition feeling but how I felt during
my Munro ‘Expedition’ whilst walking
almost blind in the mist, rain and misery;
all of which was for charity and not a self
induced stupor (which in reality would be
more favourable!).

‘Vacancje’s
Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Engineer (3.2) Basingstoke
-

The Highways & Infrastructure section at
Basingstoke are looking for an Engineer
Career Level 3.2 to join their team to
initially be responsible for providing all
engineering services for a commission
with Southwark Borough under the
direction of a PE.
You would also
provide general assistance to the section
with particular input on all traffic
engineering and highway improvement
schemes.
You should preferably be newly chartered
MICE or AMICE with considerable
experience of highway design including
traffic calming and traffic management
schemes. It is essential that you have the
ability to prepare scheme assessment
reports and to interface with clients, local
authorities, public and consultees for
scheme planning and design.
If you are interested in the above
positions, please contact Sally Mason on
ext 210.

For Sale & Wanted
from Judith Rose
[SWKCL-Ch ext 248]
For Sale:
Video Camera, Sony CCD F 335E Hand
Cam, power zoom, data screen, remote
control, battery packs and charger,
carrying case etc. £250 o.n.o.

from Jane Stemp
[SWKCL BA ext 324
-

House for Sale
HOOK, nr Basingstoke. One bedroom
House £62,500.
Lounge, kitchen/breakfast area
Large bedroom, bathroom/toilet
Storage Heaters
Two allocated parking spaces
-

Soaking in the magnificent views over to
the Isle of Skye they also noted with some
pleasure their audit team struggling up
towards them (the event organisers check
to ensure teams in fact reach their
designated summit by allocating a second
team to each peak but approaching from a
different start point). With pleasantries
exchanged, log sheets signed and
photographs taken, the SW group began
their descent down the notorious north
east scree slope. They got further

Anyway mission successfully accomp
lished, against all the odds (with
Mountain Rescue only called out the once
but for my group) and I now need some
cash to donate to the needy cause so if
you’ve sponsored me or not please dig
deep, because I’ve earned it. If cheques
are made payable to me, and addressed to
Environment Agency, Phoenix House,
Global Avenue, Leeds, Sli 8PG. I’ll
forward the proceeds to WaterAid.

-

-

-

-

Room to let
Room to let in three bedroom flat for
£217 per month (excluding bills).
in countryside near Overton (good
curry house)
huge lounge with balcony
two house trained flat mates
continued overleaf
-

-

-
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Please contact either Alan Lewis x2 10 or
Simon Waddy x369
NB:
Illustrations above do not
necessarily bear any similarity to the
items on offer!

V

Jidea of the Week
from Tanya Ball [SWKCL Basingstoke]
-

Now that, as I understand, the FAMIS
system has been laid to rest and our
darling, beloved and adored time-sheets
need ‘only’ be input into the one
CONQUEST system, would it not be
possible to create a file accessible to all
staff on the network containing clear,
idiot-proof (I’m speaking for myself),
step-by-step instructions as to how to key
in our hours, job numbers etc?
Alternatively, might it be conceivable to
‘add’ on-screen instructions to the
relevant
CONQUEST
existing
programme?

C

Either option would present the distinct
following advantages:
a) Each person would be solely
responsible for his/her time sheet
administration.
b) Section secretaries could now avidly
look forward to their Monday
mornings (smile, Di! smile Jill!)
c) Terry Rhoads could AT LAST single
out, and de-stress himself on the
REAL culprits in the event of any
errors!

This roughly equates to an A3 piece of
paper weighing lOg and an Al piece
weighing 40g.

People taking leave or travelling overseas
would obviously need to ensure that they
seek adequate cover from a colleague
prior to their departure.

If 250 plots per week are produced then
the extra paper per week is 7.5kg.
Multiply this by 52 weeks per year and it
is a staggering 400kg (8801bs or 62 stone)
of paper from one office. I am aware that
this is not necessarily the same for all
offices but consider the plotting time and
ink costs added together with the
environmental impact of destroyed trees
and disposal costs. Scott Wilson as a
group worldwide could do a lot for the
environment and save money at the same
time from one simple change in practice.

from Nick Blake [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Should we not adopt this worldwide
wherever possible?

Could we not adopt as standard practice,
and even incorporate into the QA manual,
that check prints from CAD be plotted at
A3 size wherever possible, enabling a
saving on paper and plotting time. The
clarity is usually good enough for
checking and marking up for amending.
If for instance an A3 plot is used instead
of an Al plot for every check print
produced from, say Basingstoke CAD
section, and they produce say 250 plots
per week. It can be seen that a reduction
of 75% paper usage could be saved. With
paper at about 80 g/m2.

Thought for the week:
“If you have always done it that way, it
is probably wrong”

Charles Kettering

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House, Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on
Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835 e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256 816 835
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Attention

Week ending: 19 June 1998

All Staffi

Change in Personnel Function Responsibilities SWKCL
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
-

The responsibilities for the Personnel function within Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd have been changed to link more closely
with the DBU structure.
The DBU Chairmen will be responsible for the staff in their unit, agreeing new staff applications and signing letters of appointment.
Alan Morton will report to and join the monthly meetings of the Management Group (these meetings now cover many of the aspects
previously addressed by the Board.) Board meetings are now held quarterly.
Peter Guthrie is the Board Director with responsibility for Personnel Policy Issues.

Payslip Change
from Christine Haines
[SWKCL, Basmgstoke]
Please note that we will be moving to a
laser printer produced payslip from June
1998. They are more substantial than the
payslips currently produced.

Scott Wilson Website
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have had several requests recently for
information to be added to the Scott
Wilson Website www.scott-wilson.com.
Please note that the website is managed
by Simon Davies in Kuala Lumpur and,
for the time being, any requests should be
directed to him. Simon tells me that until
now he has been concentrating on
improving the accessibility of the website
and linking it to the homepages of
subsidiaries e.g. SW Railways and SWPE.
However, he is now in the process of
establishing procedures for updating the
website.
-

Constructing The Future
from Piers Currie and Suzanne Hallowes
[SWKCL, Basingstokej
Constructing The Future, which is taking
place on Friday 10th July 1998 at the
University of Surrey in Guildford, is an

engineering fair organised by the Thames
Valley local association of the ICE.
Although the fairs primary aim is to
encourage young people into the
profession it includes topical projects,
environmental issues, career guidance and
an insight into the work of an engineer. It
will be attended by Sir Alan Cockshaw,
the President of the ICE.
The format is a mixture of stands covering
the engineering industry, the professional
bodies and educational establishments. In
addition, a series of technical lectures will
be running throughout the day on
engineering projects and careers. Sir Alan
Cockshaw is to hold a Forum with
graduates and students to discuss and
challenge the role of the professional
body and its influence on their careers.
This is your chance to ask the President
about the future of the industry in which
we work.
So whether it is for the purposes of CPD,
marketing, general interest in what our
competitors are doing or the desire to
meet the President of the ICE everyone is
welcome to come along. Further details
can be obtained from Piers or Suzanne or
from the various posters dotted around the
office.

What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Training Course in FYROM
from Debra Power
[SWKCL, Basingstokej
The ID Department will deliver a regional
training course on Preparing Terms of
Reference for International Projects in the
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
(FYROM) from Monday 22nd Friday
26th June 1998.
-

The course is a regional training event for
participants from 3 of the 13 Phare partner
countries (FYROM, Bosnia and Albania)
and is part of the Phare-funded
Management and Technical Training
Programme Phase II being managed by
PTRC.
The course will be delivered by Richard
Levett of the ID Department and Bob
Carson of Leeds Metropolitan University.
Debra Power will be seminar leader and
will travel with the trainers to manage the
course delivery and co-ordinate reporting.
If there are any projects or contacts
anyone would like us to follow-up
whilst we are in-country please advise
us by Friday 19th June. We can be
contacted on ext 420 and 419 in Berk
House.
(Fee scale C)
continued overleaf

Well Hall Pleasaunce
from Russ Canning [SWRC, Abingdon]
SWRC are currently involved in the
restoration of 19 urban parks under the
Heritage Lottery Fund’s Urban Park
Programme.
Our latest instruction from the London
Borough of Greenwich is for the detail
design and implementation restoration of
Well Hall Pleasaunce Park in Eltham.
This little gem of a park includes within
its 4 ha site a complete medieval brick
lined moat and an extensive original
1930s water garden amongst the features.
Apart from landscape architecture all
professional skills other than conservation
architecture and archaeology which are
provided by the Conservation Practice,
are from within the Scott Wilson group.
These include:
landscape management
forestry
ecology
tourism and leisure
quantity surveying
hydrology
structural engineering
civil engineering
M&E
(Fee Scale A)

ASO Toyota Second Access
from Allen Flatman
[SWKCL Chesterfield]
Toyota Manufacturing UK (TMUK) are
continuing to expand their factory at
Bumaston, near Derby. As part of this
expansion they are constructing a large
new finished vehicle storage yard. Access
to the main factory is currently via a three
level interchange built as a separate
contract in 1991 and as part of A50 Derby
Southern Bypass Contract “A” last year.
However, the new storage yard requires
an additional access from the new Bypass
and we have been appointed to design it
and supervise construction. The access,
which comprises a ‘left on, left off pair
of slip roads, is being constructed for the
Highways Agency under a Section 278
Additional
Agreement with Th’IUK.
complications have arisen because the
Bypass is still within its Maintenance
Period and, when completed, the new
access slip roads will become the
maintenance responsibility of the StokeDerby Link DBFO Concessionaire. A
key aspect of this commission is that the
programme for design has been very
compressed although all the normal HA
approvals have had to be obtained.

Tender invitation is imminent, with a start
on site programmed for early July. The
new access has to be operational by the
end of August in order to tie in with the
commissioning of the finished vehicle
storage yard. The access will be used
primarily by car transporters.
The commission has been awarded under
the Highways Agency’s new Section 278
(Hourly Rates) Consultancy Agreement.
Project Manager is David Hughes and I
am Project Director.
(Fee Scale A)

Aylesford Priory Tidal Flood Defences
from Leighton Williams
[S’VKCL, Basingstoke]
Early in June Mike Le Gouais and I
attended a special service to celebrate the
successful completion of the Tidal Flood
Defence Works at Aylesford Priory, also
known as ‘The Friars’, near Maidstone in
Kent. The service was taken by the Prior,
Father Wilfred McGreal O’Carrn, and
concluded with a ceremonia’ blessing of
the works.
Aylesford Priory was found d in 1242
when the first Carmelites arri d from the
Holy Land. It is situated ur ir the tidal
limit of the River Medway aid close to
Pilgrim’s Way. The Carmlites were
forced to leave during the di solution of
the monasteries in 1538. The Friars then
passed to a local nobleman who made
considerable alterations and tu ned it into
a fine mansion. It was only in 1949 that
The Friars was put up for sale and the
Carmelites were able to buy back their
ancient home. The Carmelites then set
about restoring the buildings and within a
short time The Friars became a flourishing
Development
centre of pilgrimage.
continued into the 1960’s with an open air
shrine and chapels on the site of the
original medieval church. Today The
Friars functions as a religious retreat and
conference centre which attracts between
250,000 and 300,000 visitors each year.
It provides simple but comfortable
accommodation already well known to
Scott Wilson staff, for example, I am told
it has been the favoured base for our
CTRL badger survey teams.
The Friars retains some of its early
buildings
including
the
medieval
Pilgrim’s Hall which is right on the river
bank. There is also much archaeological
interest with former foundations, graves
and artefacts providing evidence for even
earlier occupation of the site. There are
fine landscaped gardens with some
notable trees. It will therefore be no
surprise that The Friars is a Scheduled
Ancient Monument with several Grade 1

Listed Buildings, and that the whole site is
designated a Conservation Area.
Scott Wilson only became involved with
the flood defence scheme last summer.
Aylesford Priory was the final phase of
the Environment Agency’s scheme for the
tidal Medway. The remainder of the
scheme had been designed and supervised
by McDowells who were the consultancy
arm of Southern Water. The final phase
was stalled because of the failure of
MAFF and English Heritage to reach
agreement over who should pay for the
work to Pilgrim’s Hall, a key element in
the flood defences. New ownership of
Southern
Water
saw
McDowells
withdraw from consultancy and the
Agency turned to Scott Wilson for help
through our current Fluvial Term
Commission.
Starting last August our role was to
revamp the grant application and
Engineer’s Report to MAFF. We also had
to revisit the detailed designs prepared by
McDowells
and
consequently
significantly revise contract documents,
Final grant approval came in November
and a contract was let to Johnston
Construction Limited for a tender sum of
£700,000.
Construction started in January and will
finish by mid June. The letting of the
contract was not the end of problems and
in particular we have had to work closely
throughout with English Heritage, the
local authority Conservation and Planning
Officers, County Archaeologist, and the
Cannelites.
Work to Pilgrims Hall and adjacent
kitchens included a new sub floor slab and
had to be completed in less than a month
so that the building could be returned to
use as the refectory for guests. Elsewhere
we had to raise river walls, where in half
the cases the lower wall was medieval.
We also provided new surface water
sewers
and
raised
river
nearby
embankments. Archaeological fmds were
common, including a 13th Century
skeleton and a 15th Century toilet sluice.
This kept structural engineer Geoff Mann
busy with frequent design changes to
accommodate obstructions and keep the
County Archaeologist and Conservation
Officer happy.
Other Scott Wilson
disciplines
involved
been
have
Geotechnics, Environment and Health and
Safety.
A satisfying feature of this project has
been the good atmosphere and co
operation of all involved. The contractor
took a proactive approach and contributed
significantly to fmding cost effective
solutions to the many problems

encountered at this sensitive site. Maybe
stronger forces were at work all the time
which made this a ‘Blessed’ project.

Mongolia
from Tim Hunt [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Chris Van Der Merwe will shortly be
rejoining the firm on a short-term basis to
mastermind the start-up of the 180km
Darhan-Erdenet Road Rehabilitation
Project (Fee Scale A) for which Scott
Wilson are associated with ICT of India
and Unetec of Kuwait. Chris will join a
small band of stalwarts currently resident
in Mongolia for the warm weather Cohn
Sherwood from SWAP, organising traffic
surveys for the ADB 2nd Roads Project,
together with Mike Potter and Graham
Little supervising construction work on
the 330km Ulaanbaatar to Altanbulag
Road Rehabilitation Project.
-

Ian Lunt, who has braved two Mongolian
winters with his family, continues to run
our office in Ulaanbaatar as well as
implementing improvements to yet
another road between Kharkhorin and
Tosontsengal.
The corstruction season in Mongolia is
very limited (about 6 months) which
results in a flurry of construction activity
during the summer and virtual shutdown
during the winter. Has anyone got a
project iii Tierra Del Fuego’??

No one was more surprised than Mike to
achieve this feat. Since completing his
Masters Degree in Transportation in 1995,
this was his first foray into post graduate
education and one that he started with a
considerable amount of trepidation in
view of his work and family
commitments.
Since fmishing the
Diploma in July of 1997, he has embarked
upon the University of Warwick’s MBA
programme and is now well through the
first year of this three year course.
Mike’s particular interests encompass
marketing and competitive positioning
and this was reflected in his Diploma
Thesis entitled “Market Driven Strategy
for Scott Wilson and Associated
Customer Care Programme”. This sought
to examine Scott Wilson’s marketing
environment, market segmentation and to
establish a competitive advantage by
improving the quality of service provided
to clients and their after sales care.
The award was presented to Mike by Sir
Anthony Gill during a luncheon at the
House of Lords on 29 April, which was
hosted by Lord Gregson, Chairman of
Lucas Industries and Non Executive
Chairman of a host of multi-nationals.
Also present were his wife Jill, his
director Jerome Munro-Lafon and his
college tutor, Ruth Calcott.

STARTERS

Congra tuiai /tlions.!”
to Mike D’Alton of the Transportation
Section of P Division within Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd who has been
awarded the prestigious Sir Henry Fildes
Award for his endeavours on the Institute
“Diploma
in
Management’s
of
Management”. This award is the highest
academic award that the Institute awards
on a national basis and Mike successfully
fended off competition from university
business schools, management colleges
and other colleges of higher education.

—.\
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A warm welcome to:
Peter Chaudhr’ who started in the 10
Division on Monday 15 June as a
Graduate.
LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Simon Ogborn and Jo Stanbury of the
Basingstoke office who both leave on
Friday 19 June.

Sports & Socii1s
Golf News From
The South
from Richard Cooper
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson have for 35 years been
playing golf against Brighton consultants,
originally Preece Cardew and Ryder,
taken over by Ewbank, and now part of
the Mott McDonald conglomerate. This
year’s match was played at Cowdray Park
G.C. overlooking the polo field and castle.
The course was in great condition after
recent rain; however, the rough was deep
and uncompromising. This is where the
writer spent his afternoon providing little
support to Peter Frankham in the first
pairing loss.
Mike Sales and Cohn
Holmes forced a draw with Sandy Burrell
playing a fme game to win the last with
Jim Ambridge. Result, a draw on an
afternoon when Ecosse sadly lost to
Bresil.
Measor Mashie
The venue is Dummer G.C., 4 miles south
west of Basingstoke, as last year, and the
day 21 July. All Scott Wilson golfers are
welcome and the cost is £17 for the
afternoon’s golf and dinner afterwards.
Please send your cheques (payable to
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd)
+
handicap to Diana Clarke in
Basingstoke.
Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I intend to do a recycling paper run on
Saturday 20 June. If anyone has any
paper for me could they take it to the
photocopier on their floor, or alternatively
mark it for my attention. Many thanks.
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“Somethmg to nde me overfor a
couple ofmonths. Football
management would do..

continued overleaf
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Spot the Difference

skills and proven keyboard ability using
Microsoft Office. Ideally you will have
previous working knowledge of personnel
information systems; equally important
will be your flexibility and a willingness
to see a job through to its successful
conclusion.
Relief Receptionist/Admin Assistant
(1.2)

1 GAVE THE PENALTY,
AND BLEW MY WHISTLE
I
ALL
THAT’S
REMEMBER

The Basingstoke office requires a flexible
Relief Receptionist to provide cover for
daily breaks, sickness and holiday as well
as assisting in the busy administration
section.

—

You will be answering the switchboard
for which training would be provided,
receiving visitors and sending and
receiving faxes and assisting with admin
tasks.
A good general education is required,
along with a good clear speaking voice
Switchboard
and a flexible attitude.
experience is desirable.
If you are interested in any of the above
positions, please contact Sally Mason on
ext 210.
Vacation Work
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Please note that staff must speak to
their Head of Section before replying to
any vacancy advertised.
Personnel Assistant (2.2)

Enthusiastic, motivated individual is
required to support the generalist activities
of our busy personnel office.
You will be responsible for your own
workload including co-ordinating the
administration of recruitment paperwork.
assisting with maintaining accuracy of
computensed
our
on
information
information sysierns, production of
routine reports and standard employment
documentation. In addition von may he
called upon to assist in any of our other
areas of work eg. payroll and expatriate
ser.’ ices.
To thrive in this environment you will
need to have excellent communication

Undergraduates with a science or
engineering background are required to
assist in collecting data for a Flood
Defence Asset Survey. Must be available
for 8-12 weeks and have easy access to
It is mostly
the Basingstoke office.
outdoors work along riverbank. Based in
the Basingstoke office but with frequent
trips to the Ashford and Canterbury area.
Overnight stays will be required for which
accommodation is to be provided.
For further information regarding hourly
rate, please contact Sally Mason on ext
210.
Erratum

Last week’s (Issue 146) vacancy for
Basingstoke should
Engineer (3.2)
Apologies for any
have read (3.1).
inconvenience caused.
-

V

I[d4e, (of ith e
Proposal l)eliverv to EC
from Richard Levert
[SWKCL, 13asingstoke

This is a problem area particularly, from
my experience, if you require a bid to be

delivered to a particular office and
The courier companies are
building.
reluctant to accept this responsibility this
can and does result in the need to
personally deliver the proposal.
-

Could not Scott Wilson form an
association with an individual or
company, possibly in Brussels, who will
accept the responsibility of delivery of a
proposal to a specified office and building
within EC?.
The timing of proposal preparation is
often very tight and confidence in
delivery by the due time and to the right
place is essential.

from Paul Miles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The SWK Chartered Engineer Training
Scheme has a recommended reading list
that is offered to provide background and
continuing professional development.
Some of these books are available from
local libraries but the more specialised are
more difficult to obtain. The ICE library
does not have the full list.
It would be a good idea for the Scott
Wilson library to carry the majority as
these books are recommended by the
At present we have few
company.
available. This investment would benefit
all of the graduates and staff for many
years to come and promote continuing
education and training.

from Suzanne Hallowes
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Idea 1 of 2

Recently the network in Basingstoke has
been crashing quite regularly. Whilst it is
inoperative it inconveniences most
members of staff (CAD, secretaries and
technical) and reduces productivity. Not
everyone knows immediately when the
network is back up and time can be
wasted whilst people wait to find out that
they can go back to their computers. My
idea is that if computing contact one
person on each floor when the network is
hack up it would take that person about a
minute to tell everyone on that floor that
the network was working. This method
would also prevent people from
continuously trying to get into the
network which does not help its re
establishment.
Idea 2 of 2

One of the reasons the network crashes is
due to the large quantities of data stored
on it. If a project is dead or if there are

F

large files stored on it that could be read
from a CD (aerial photographs, OS rastor
images etc) these can be backed up onto
CD to free space on the network. There
are several read-writable CD-ROMs
installed in people’s machines in the office
but to use these machines the information
has to be transferred across the network to
their hard drive (easier to back up from
there) and the machine has to be available
for use. My idea is that we should
purchase a portable read-wntable CD
ROM. This would enable people to back
up large quantities of data onto CD from
their own machines, and would hopefully
free space on the network to stop it from
crashing as frequently.

[

Results of May’s Ideas of the Month are
attached to this issue.

R(eplly of the Week
A3 Drawings
from Stephen Leach
[SWKCL, Basingstokej

check plots could be quickly and
economically produced on A3 paper.

Thought for the week:
“Running a company is easy when you
don’t know how, but very difficult when
you do.”
Price Pritchett

Prompted by Nick Blake’s Idea of the
Week in ScottLight number 146, I would
like to point out that an A3 laser printer
was installed in the Basingstoke CAD
section last year with the intention that

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House, Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on
Mondays. Tel: 01256461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835 e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835
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1.

Suggest the company purchases a self-teaching typing package.
Peter Newman [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 140)

2.

It would be advantageous to have a set of brochures from each part of the Scott Wilson
organisation available in the reception of each office.
David Thompson [SWKCL, Abingdon] (Issue 141)

3.

To overcome the backlog of leave being taken in April, each person’s leave year to start on
their birthday.
Rob Rushmer [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 141)

4.

Staff lists of all individuals in all offices in the UK to appear on a regular basis in ScottLight.
Dorothy Bettesworth [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 143)

‘-

‘

:c

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for May 1998. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region.

Idea 3 To overcome the backlog of leave being taken in
April, each person’s leave year to start on their birthday.
The ideas put forward by Rob were among those recently
reviewed in some detail by the SWKCL Board. The scheme
that has been introduced into SWKCL allowing a limited degree
of carry-over was the preferred solution.

* **

It is important that all sections schedule leave throughout the
year to avoid too many staff being on leave at any one time.

£25 award,
nearly merited an award,
Accumulate
£25 can be claimed.

a commendation that very
a commendation
=

=

=

through commendations and an award of

Cheques to this month’s winner will be in the post!
Idea 1 Suggest the company purchases a self-teaching
typing package.
Self teach typing packages are held by Computing and are
available for those who wish to use them.

-

Idea 4 Staff lists of all individuals in all offices in the UK
to appear on a regular basis in ScottLight.
Staff lists are one of the items planned for our Intranet. In the
meantime ScottLight should continue to be used by
offices/departments/sections advising others of their staff and
their capabilities.
-

-

Idea 2 It would be advantageous to have a set of brochures
from each part of the Scott Wilson organisation available in
the reception of each office.
This is a good idea for all the reasons David gives. Please
would all offices renew the material they have on display and
appoint somebody to keep them up to date.
-

There are full staff lists available by company but some of these
are large documents and their circulation is limited deliberately
for this reason. However, anybody with a regular need to
access information that a staff list would satisfy should contact
their Personnel department or responsible individual.

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.
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Attention

All Staffi

Who’s New on the International Board
from Bronwyn Alexander
[SW, Hong Kong]
In the late May issues of the regional newsletters, we introduced
Bob McGowan and Richard Denton-Cox, incumbents on Scott
Wilson’s International Board. In the coming month we’ll
introduce the ‘new kids on the block’. Appearing in this issue is
Ron Rakusen from Hong Kong. Stay posted for Geoff French
who will debut in the mid-July issue and then Richard Rawson
in late July.
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work at Hong Kong’s new airport at Chek Lap Kok and
manufacturing facilities in China.
Ron has played an active role in the profession in Hong Kong.
In 1992-93 he was Chairman of the HK branch of the Institution
of Highways and Transportation, and he was a Council Member
of the ACEHK in 1995-97 and a member of the China
Committee of the British Chamber of Commerce.
He was awarded an OBE in 1997 for his services to British
Civil Engineering in the Far East.
As an International Director, Ron manages the Intemational
Operations Group to which he brings more than 25 years’
computer experience. He has also been responsible for all of
Hong Kong operation’s computing systems.

.r
,..—

Week ending: 26 June 1998
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When Ron isn’t tapping away at his computer keyboard or
doing a walkabout in the Metropla.za office, he could be
engaged in one of his favourite pastimes. Ron is a keen amateur
photographer and philatelist (GB and Hong Kong pre-1997
only!) And on occasion he’s able to steal away with his wife
Christine to a second home in the south of France where he
continues to evaluate the nuances of Bordeaux reds.

Word 97 Documents
from Terry Finch [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Ron Rakusen BSc, FICE, FHKIE, FIHT
Representing the Asia-Pacific region on the International Board,
Ron Rakusen is resident in Hong Kong where he has been the
Chainnan of Scott Wilson (Hong Kong) Ltd since 1996 and
Managing Director for nearly two years prior to that. He is also
a Director of Scott Wilson Asia-Pacific Ltd, Scott Wilson Irwin
Johnston and Jiangsu Scott Wilson Engineering Consultants
Ltd.
Ron joined the company upon graduation in 1963 for two
reasons:- firstly they had an office in Hong Kong where he was
born and where he longed to return and secondly, they offered
him £50 more (per annum) than Freeman Fox! However, on his
first day at work in Victoria Street, they sent him to Doncaster,
after which came spells in London (Victoria Street),
Westmorland, London (Winsley Street), Plymouth, and
Basingstoke. He then had to pay his dues in the hardship posts
of Nigeria and Iraq from 1975 to 1981 before he was at last
allowed time for a little R&R and transferred to the Hong Kong
practice in 1981.
Specialising in transport planning and transport infrastructure,
Ron started on the M6 Motorway in Westmorland and project
managed the Baghdad Comprehensive Transportation Study, all
Phase 1 of the Tuen Mun LRT system, and the Route 3 Country
Park Section in Hong Kong. Not content with roads, cars and
trains, Ron has also been responsible for much of the company’s

Due to the increasing numbers of staff who are receiving
documents from outside companies which have been produced
in Word 97 Computing have now installed a converter onto
every file servers t:\ drive which will enable word to open Word
97 documents.
To install the converter, simply enter the following command
in the file run menu.
t:\wrd97cnv.exe
You will then be asked to confu-m that you wish to install the
software which should be answered with yes.
If you have any problems with this, please contact the Helpdesk
on ext 250 at Basingstoke.

Correct Names On E-Mail
from Graeme Thompson
[SWKCL,Plymouth]
When sending an e-mail would people please ensure that they
have the correct name for their recipient. There are several
people throughout the company with similar names. Myself and
Graham Thompson in Peterborough for instance.

If in doubt use the DETAILS button on the Global Address List
to check. The first two letters of the post office name generally
give the office code and server for that person, i.e. my post
office is PLEXCPO or Plymouth Excalibur.

Pipeline Industry Contacts
from Gareth Heam
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]

JIFs and JAYs
from Linda Brawn [SWKCL, Abingdon]
Please note that all HF’s and JAF’s that are input by the
Abingdon office should be addressed to Kellie Conybear and
not Janice Wiggins.

Safety EquipmentJClothing
from Beth Smith [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

I returned from the Philippines in mid May to re-establish
myself in the Basingstoke office. While I was away a contact of
mine from BP had rung to find out if Scott Wilson were
interested in desert pipeline route location, as he was putting
forward a list of specialist consultants to a contractor. I have
spoken to him since and it seems that there is a niche market to
be had in assisting pipeline contractors and consultants in
determining optimum alignments, not just in deserts but also in
other regions experiencing geomorphological hazards and
difficult ground conditions. This particular contact has been
working in South America on this very theme. He says that
contractors and consultants think they have the resources
already at their disposal, but he believes they often lack the
specialist terrain evaluation and related geomorphological and
geotechnical skills to ensure the best route is selected from both
the construction and maintenance point of view.
Does anybody within the organisation have any contacts in the
pipeline industry with whom we could discuss our capability in
this field? Terrain evaluation and geomorphology are fairly
specialised fields that most other consultants don’t have, and we
have the added advantage of being in a position to offer the
complete range of engineering and environmental services to go
with it.

I have just taken over the keeping of the Safety Equipment
Store at Chesterfield from Matt Pearson, and have undertaken
an inventory check of all equipment/clothing.
Would all personnel in possession of safety equipment/clothing,
which has been obtained from the Chesterfield Safety Store,
please notify me of its whereabouts or return it to me as soon as
possible, so that I can update my records.

Mystery Bridge!
from Tim Baker [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Can anybody identify this bridge? This photograph was
recently unearthed and unfortunately not even the more senior
members of the bridges section here could name it with any
degree of confidence!

:
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Lunch Time Seminar Basingstoke
from Val Hopwood [SWKCL,
Basingstoke]

•1

Vietnam Institutional Strengthening
and Staff Development Project
Mai Nguyen, from Scott Wilson Hanoi, and Richard Levett will
illustrate how the aims and objectives of the 2 year DFII)
funded training project have been achieved.
Objective: Transfer of technology to help Vietnam National
Construction Consultants (VNCC) offer effective consultancy
services to an intemational standard.
Method: Institutional Strengthening and Staff Development in
Hanoi Study Tours to the UK for Senior and Junior/Middle
Managers Procurement of MSc course (4 participants).

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Nigeria
Zambia

Steve Booth

18-26/6
4/7 9/8
-

The opportunity will also be taken to describe briefly past,
present and plans for the future jobs within the ID Department.

What Going Oini?

This is a lunch time seminar on Wednesday 8 July at 12.30 in
conference room 2a12b. It is hoped that as many people as
possible will attend. The meeting would qualify for CET and
CPD requirements so all, especially Graduates, are asked to
confimi their interest to me on ext. 350 as soon as possible so
that I can make arrangements and order the buffet.

Bailey Bridges in Ethiopia
from Cohn McKenna [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

We (in the guise of Cohn McKenna) have been appointed by
DFH), under our Enabling Agreement with them, to carry out
an inspection of eleven Bailey Bridges in South West Ethiopia
and prepare a strategy for the redecking of these with steel to
replace the current timber decks. The work is being carried out

for UNHCR who have responsibility for aid to refugees in the
area and also the Ethiopian Roads Authority. The project
location is far enough away from the problems of the
Ethiopia/Eritrea border for nobody to wony unduly about me.
(Fee Scale C)

Hong Kong East Rail, West Rail and Tseung Kwan 0
Extension Train Building in Australia
Following on from the successful foray to Hong Kong to
provide M&E expertise on the Tai Lam Tunnel, Scott Wilson
Railways at Swindon have responded to a request from a major
Australian train builder to assist with tenders for three new
rolling stocks for Hong Kong.
Last year Scott Wilson Railways seconded Phil Pearce,
Principal Engineer and Deputy Head of Rail Systems
Engineering to SWIJ, Sydney, to assist A Goninan & Co with a
tender for the Sydney 4th Generation Train (4GT) a design,
build and maintain contract. Phil’s reliability, maintainability
and risk work has put Goninan top in the fmal short list in a race
which looks likely to go to the wire.
In April Goninan requested SWIJ to supply more of the same
for three trains to be bid in a joint venture with Walkers
Limited, a rival Australian train builder. Phil Pearce, fresh back
from Hong Kong (see ScottLight 144, 29 May) packed and took
off with wife Jackie and 4 month old Matthew for a 10,600 mile
trip to Newcastle, some 2 hours north of Sydney, New South
Wales. There he met another face fresh from Hong Kong and
the Tai-Lam tunnel project SW(HK)’s ‘1K’ Wong, again on
secondment to SWIJ.
-

-

3
option for a 14 year maintenance contract configured into two 7
year contracts.
SWRL are providing advice, assessments and tender
submissions in Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and
Safety (RAMS). Both clients have set targets for RAMS which
are well beyond even their own world beating levels, for
example 2 million kilometres per car between failures causing a
2 minute (yes, that is correct TWO minute) delay. A typical
world expectation is 100,000 km per car between 5 minute
delays.
SWRL’s key skill is our real working knowledge of the
operating railway. This is particularly important for M&E
aspects which, while small capital cost compared to civil
engineering works, make up by far the largest whole life cost
element of a railway, due to inherent low reliability, fast
changing technology, relatively high maintenance requirement
and the immediate safety, service and revenue impact of failure.
The contractor liability period is lengthening in all areas of
engineering, and with large penalties for failure to meet such
reliability targets as have been set by KCRC & MTRC, smart
solutions are required, which recognise incident prevention and
handling. This project is indicative of the way we can expect
railways globally to focus on business risk, and an indication of
the growing market for such skills within our group.
The tenders are due in by end July (MTRC) and mid August
(KCRC East & West Rail). Our fees are on a shared risk basis
(some now, plus bonus and more work if successful), as was the
4GT. The relationship is building well, and may result in spin
off work for other disciplines, as test track requirements etc
evolve.

The bids are:
Kowloon Canton Railway Corporation (KCRC)
1) KCRC West Rail. Design-Build of 154 cars configured into
22 x 7 car sets (2 x 3 car single cab units and a central cabless
non motored transformer car per consist), run on KCRC 25 kV
overhead line system. These cars will run on the yet to be built
West rail line from Kowloon, through Tseun Wan, Tai Lam
Tunnel to Kam Tin (currently an ancient village in the new
territories), Lo Ma Chau freight crossing and joining with the
existing KCRC (‘East Rail’) at Sheung Shui and the Low Wu
border station. Further orders are included for additional cars to
provide 8, 10 and finally 12 car consists as the line of route
housing and business infrastructure develops. Sadly this implies
that sleepy towns like Kam Tin will be swallowed by
development. Hopefully the historical conscience will save the
ancient temples there.

In Newcastle Phil met up with John Scott, SWIJ Area Manager
for Newcastle, NSW, who is recently returned with his family
from Thailand. The two families have got together a couple of
times, notably for some home cooking and the ‘state of origin’
NSW vs Queensland rugby league games. (No surprise to those
aware that Phil cadged this year’s Hong Kong Rugby 7’s tickets
from Robin Osborn shortly before Robin retired). Proof
positive either that the Scott Wilson identity works globally, or
else that sport transcends international boundaries.

Coinigra ,tiuiia tions!
Pictured is Elena Yakovleva [SW, Russia] being presented
with her Scott Wilson Foundation PIP Award by Peter
Frankham in Tagenrog on 3 June 1998. An article about the
presentation appeared in the local newspaper.

2) KCRC East Rail. Design Build of 96 cars configured into 8
x 12 car consists (4 x 3 car units, only 2 cabs, 1 first class car
per consist). These 25 kV trains will run on the existing line
from Kowloon Hung Horn up through Sha Tin, Tai Po Market
and Sheung Shui to Lo Wu.
Mass Transit Railway Corporation (MTRC)
Tseung Kwan 0 extension.
Design Build of 120 cars
configured into 15 x 8 car consists (2 x 3 car, single cab units
and 1 x 2 car cabless motored unit per consist) to operate on
1500 V dc overhead line system. These cars will run on the yet
to be built Tseun Kwan 0 extension from Lam Tin (First station
out of Quarry Bay on the ‘Green’ Kwun Tong Line, by the
Eastern Harbour crossing) Tiu Keng Leng, Hang Hau and
Tseung Kwan 0 itself to Po Lam. This tender includes an
continued overleaf

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Matthew Kingsley who joined the Basingstoke Environmental
section as Environmental Specialist on Monday 22 June.
The Information Systems Group, Basingstoke would like to
welcome Simon White and Simon Woddy who join as
permanent staff from 1st July.

As announced in ScottLight last week, Peter Chaudhry joined
Scott Wilson as a graduate recruit.
Peter has an MSc in
Development Studies from the School of Oriental and African
Studies, and has worked for several years as a teacher in Japan,
where he ran training workshops on team teaching. He speaks
passable Japanese and Dutch.
Reporting to Hamish Golclie-Scot, Peter is based in the JO
Division in Basingstoke, primarily working in support of
institutional development, social development, and training
aspects of projects and proposals.

Welcome back to Graham Williams, who has just returned to
the 10 Division in Basingstoke after an absence of almost 9
months to take an MSc in Construction Management at Reading
University. Having excelled at his exams he is now sharing his
time between writing proposals and completing his dissertation
on ‘How can organisations use network technology to learn
from experience?’

Sports & Socals
Chesterfield Five-A-Side
from Tim Baker [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

Every Monday there is an enthusiastic attendance at the local
sports centre for a cosy indoor game of five a-side. Currently,
there are three Scott Wilson teams battling for supremacy over
each other. The outcome of each match is quite predictable. If
Jason McKellar is on your side, you’ve won.
However, it was to the playing fields of Matlock that we
ventured last Wednesday to take on our old rivals, Derbyshire
County Council, in an 11 a-side game on a big grassy pitch.
With a threatening sky above us we felt a little intimidated by
the open and exposed surroundings. Within the first fifteen
minutes we were 2-0 down. Undeterred, we battled on and a
well taken corner by Andy Ford landed on the foot of Darren
Kimberley and the ball crossed the line between the posts. The
second half saw some better organisation in midfield and our
captain, Gazza (Gary Hurrell), working tirelessly on the right
wing, soon hit in the equaliser. The lack of fitness of most
players began to show early in the last hour which necessitated
shorter passes and more thinldng. However, there were some
determined breaks from both sides which resulted in another
goal a piece. Scott Wilson again had to equalise, Mark Lincoln
gaining a place on the score card. Final score 3-3. Thanks to
Dave Buckley for his fme performance as goallceeper.

7i 1Fi’ IVan
Spot the Difference
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Little has been recorded upon these pages of the footballing
prowess of the Chesterfield office. For those who have not been
completely satiated with the events in France, please read on.

LEAVERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Nick Deanes who leaves the London M&E Section on Friday
26 June.

from Peter Newman
After nearly 5 years with Scott Wilson I will be leaving on 26
June. I would like to say thanks and farewell to everyone who
knows me.
I intend to go for a curry followed by a few drinics in Chicago’s
in Basingstoke on Thursday 25 June after work. Otherwise, I
will be in the Castle pub, also in Basingstoke, at lunchtime on
Friday 26 June. It would be great to see you there but, if you
can’t make it, I wish you all the best.
Answers
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Portable CD-writer
from Doric Tong [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Thanks to all who responded with CV’s to my note on staff with
GIS skills or interests.

IFoir Sale & YVairiited

Suzanne’s second suggestion in the same issue suggests the
purchase of a portable read-write CD-ROM. This has already
been suggested by others and an order was placed prior to
Suzanne’s article. By the time that this reply is published, the
device should be available in Scott House. Please contact the
Computing Support Helpline on Basingstoke ext. 250 if you
would like to use it.

Available Surplus Ring Binders
-

The Abingdon office is in the process of changing the filing
system. Consequently, we have a surplus number of 2 ring
binders to be disposed of. If they can be of use to any other
office please call Linda Brawn.

Wanted
Car roof rack ‘Base Carrier’, suitable for an M reg Vauxhall
Cavalier (Gutter Mounting).

Thought for the week:
“I don’t want any yes-men around me. I want everybody to tell
me the truth even if it costs them their job.”
Samuel Goldwyn

Also, 3 No. bike carrier rails.
Contact Stephen Bradley, SWK(S)CL Glasgow Office
-
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Toner Cartridges
from Lesley Brooks [SWKCL, Basingstokej

Tu1

)Voiuiiir .A’4Zd?
from Linsley Hird [SWKCL, Chesterfieldj

Two toner cartridges have been left
in Reception in
Basingstoke for approximately 3 months awaiting collection by
Copygraphic. If anybody knows anything about them please let
me know by next week or I will dispose of them.

Please, please now that we are all computer j.lliterate (!) can
we have consistency for data entry:
...

Alpha 0=0 Numeric 0=0
Alpha S,Numeric 5=5
Alpha Z/ Numeric 2=2

>
Reply of the Week
Server’s Up!
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
In ScottLight no. 147, Suzanne Hallowes suggests that one
person on each floor of Scott House should be notified when a
Scott House file server is available again after being down. I
am quite happy to follow this suggestion and in future the
following will be notified:
Enterprise: Sharron Pengelly, Margaret Aurin
Galileo: Alan Coomber, Phil Machin
Voyager: Caz Spencer, Angela Hogan
These staff members are either section computing
representatives or their nominees.
continued overleaf

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256 816 835

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTI’LIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Locatiow

From

Idea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

v

Location
NameS
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is not for outside circulation.
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Attention
from Geoff French [SWKCL]

All Staff’
TO LEVEL 2.3

The Directors of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd are
pleased to announce the following promotions with effect from
1st July 1998.

Greg Belcher (Site)
Philip Dawson (Site)
John Turner (Site)

TO LEVEL 4.3

TO LEVEL 2.2

Andre Evans (P1)
John Orchard (Ba)
Geoff Redwood (Ba)

SP DBU
P DBU
CS DBU

Technical Director
Techncal Director
Company Secretary

TO LEVEL 4.2
Paul Bramhill (Ab)
John Gibbon (Ba)
Peter Whitehead (Ab)

RC DBU Associate
P DBU
Associate
P DBU
Associate

P DBU
C DBU
C DBU
SP DBU
SP DBU
P DBU
SP DBU
SP DBU

Principal Engineer
Admin Manager
Principal Transport Planner
Principal Project Manager
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer

TO LEVEL 3.2
Susan Bunton (Ab)
Paul Connelly (Ab)
Dave Gardner (Ba)
John Harlow (Bn)
Darren Kimberley (Ch)
Richard Quinn (Mk)
Mike Sales (Ba)

C DBU
C DBU
C DBU
P DBU
SP DBU
SP DBU
C DBU
SP DBU
C DBU

Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Env Scientist
Technical Administrator
Senior Technical Assistant
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Office Administrator
Assistant Engineer

Lynne Robertson (Ed)

RC DBU Secretary/Administrator

TO LEVEL 1.2
Cathryn Furneaux (Ba) SP DBU

Technical Assistant

from Jim McCafferty [SWSL]
The Directors of Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd are pleased to
announce the following promotions from 1st July 1998

P DBU
P DBU
P DBU
SP DBU
C DBU
C DBU
CS DBU

Senior Town Planner
Senior Planner
Senior Transport Planner
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Facilities Manager

TO LEVEL 3.1
Martin Birt (Ba)
John Butterworth (Ba)
Ian Campbell (Ch)
Jackie Constable (Ba)
John Kinirons (Mk)
Phil Machin (Ba)
Patrick Weinling (Site)
Paul Williams (Ch)
Martin Young (Ba)

Senior Measurement Techn
Senior Measurement Techn
Senior Measurement Techn

TO LEVEL 2.1

TO LEVEL 4.1
Sandy Burrell (Ba)
Martin Burton (Ch)
Alan Crawford (Bm)
Sue Moore (Ba)
Mike Murray (Bn)
David Smith (Ba)
Chris Taylor (P1)
David Webb (Ba)

Michael Bains (Site)
Richard Caseley (Site)
Diane Harrower (Ch)
Amanda Hutson (Ba)
Justine Hylands (Ln)
Narendra Mistry (Ln)
Peter Sherwood (Ch)
Marion Waldron (Bn)
Mark Walker (Ch)

C DBU
C DBU
C DBU

P DBU
RC DBU
C DBU
CS DBU
C DBU
SP DBU
SP DBU
C DBU
JO DBU

Planner
Hydrologist
Scientist
Senior Admin Officer
Engineer
CAD Manager
Senior Project Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

TO LEVEL 4.2
Alan Frew

Associate

TO LEVEL 3.2
Peter Adams
Duncan Hamilton
George Irvine
Gordon MacDonald
William Murphy
Denise Ritchie
David P Stephens

Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer

TO LEVEL 2.3
Sheila Brown

Senior Secretary

TO LEVEL 2.2
Kathleen Healy
Robert Milne

Senior Technician
Senior Technician

from Martin Nielsen [SWRL]

from Hugh Blackwood [SWR(S)L]

The Directors of Scott Wilson Railways are pleased to announce
the following promotions with effect from 1st July 1998.

The Directors of Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) are pleased
to announce the following promotions with effect from 1st July
1998:

TO LEVEL 4.1
TO LEVEL 4.2
Peter Hillier
Rob Lewis
Mike Turner

Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer

Associate

Keith Wallace
TO LEVEL 4.1

TO LEVEL 3.2
William Burrell
Mick Fry
Rob Lees

Principal

Engineer

Systems Manager
Senior Engineer

Andrew McCracken

TO LEVEL 3.1
Tim Cooney
Chris Holdship

TO LEVEL 3.1

Project Engineer
Project Engineer

Project Engineer

TO LEVEL 2.3
David Leith
Heather MacKay

Engineer
Admin Officer

Senior Assistant
Assistant

TO LEVEL 2.3
TO LEVEL 2.2
Mike Clarke
Mark Lewis
Mario Pavan
Phil Wells

Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer

TO LEVEL 2.1

Robert McCafferty

TO LEVEL 2.2
Stuart Allabush
Rob Baker
Phil Bayntun
Julian Hawkes
Dave Leahy
Shaun Merrifield
Ian Moore
Stuart Parsons
Jeremy Reece
Mark Richardson

Senior Technician
Senior CAD Technician
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer

Glyn Roberts

Assistant Engineer

Mike Thorne
Mark Williams
Gary Withers

Assistant Engineer

TO LEVEL

Senior Technician

Stephen King

Technician

from John Nutt [SWPE]
The Directors of Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering are pleased
to announce the following promotion with effect from 1st July
1998:

Assistant Engineer

Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Senior CAD Technician
Assistant Engineer

TO LEVEL 4.2

Rick

Elliott

Associate

TO LEVEL 2.2
Neil Longstaff
Steven Pinder

Engineering Technician (Materials)
Engineering Technician (IT Systems)

2.1

Li.z Tushingham
Lucie Field

Secretary
Commercial Assistant

TO LEVEL 1.2
Andrew Brogden
Alex Evason
Kristy Roberts

Junior Project Administrator
Technician
Junior Project Administrator
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Change of Address for Durban Office
from Helen Will [SWSA, Durban]

Expenses Claim Form
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstokej
A revised (B) Form Q51 Expenses Claim Form will become
effective from 1 August 1998. The new form is dated 22 June
1998 and all other previously dated expenses claim forms
should be destroyed.

With effect from 27 July 1998 the Durban office will be
moving. The new details are:
P 0 Box 1899, Umlilanga Rocks, 4320, Durban, South Africa.
Tel: 031 (Durban code) 566 2201, Fax: 031 566 2370/71/72.

Copies of the new form may be obtained from Peter Bnmdrit in
the Scott House Print Room via Q88 Stationery Stock
Requisition or, if in Scott House, from the Q form store.

TRAVELLERS

Any queries with regard to Q51 compilation should be
addressed to Elizabeth Wallace on extension 228.

Knowledge And Research (KAR) To Eliminate Poverty
from Haniish Goldie-Scot [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
As recently advertised in the NCE, project proposals are being
sought by DFID under their KAR programme for relevant
research in the transport, urbanisation, geoscience, energy and
water and sanitation sectors.
If you intend to submit a
proposal, are considering doing so, or have previously been
involved in the DFID research programme, please contact Peter
Chauclhry in Basingstoke, preferably by email, so that a co
ordinated approach can be adopted and the maximum benefit
gained from past experience.

Necessary training will be given to St John’s first aid
certification level or equivalent.

Those Were The Days!
from Peter hines [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The following item is from the latest newsletter of the Major
Projects Association.
“I invite everybody reading this to take a glass of something
special after supper on Sunday 12th July. Why just at that time?
Because it will then be a few hours, nineteen days and
seventeen months until the end of this millennium. So what?
Well that was precisely how long it took from the moment of
the very first idea that an exhibition of the arts, manufacture and
science could be a good thing until the day in 1851 that the
Great Exhibition opened in the Crystal Palace. The exhibition
was many times bigger than anything ever done before, the
building used a new technology on a scale never attempted
before and the whole scheme was subject to continuous media
sniping. We have learned a lot about how to finance and
manage major projects since that time, but despite our infinitely
better and faster communications, we clearly don’t always get
them done any faster. So take a drink in memory of a
successful project team of long ago on 12th July.”
(With the ‘dome’ now topped-out, couldn’t we bring the
millennium forward and get it over quickly?)

Traveller

Dates

Almaty
India
Durban

Shammy Pun
Jim Baldwin
Bob McGowan
Geoff French
Bob Weekes

1/7 16/7
5/7 18/7
10/7-15/7
12/7-15/7
13/7 26/7
26/7 9/8
9/8 21/8

India
Ethiopia
India

-

-

-

-

-

What’ Gothg,r On?
Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

West Coast Main Line
from Steve Brundle [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

First Aid
from Mike Sales [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
There is a requirement for an additional First Aider in Scott
House. Anybody, who is generally based in the building and
interested, should contact Mike Sales on ext 226.

Location

Scott Wilson have been appointed by Railtrack as
Multifunctional Consultants (MFC) for the length of the West
Coast Main Line project from North of Rugby to Crewe. Well
done to all involved in preparing our bid and subsequent
presentation and particularly to Hugh Blackwood’s team in
Glasgow who did most of the hard work.
This is a major commission for the Firm which will involve us
providing a multidisciplinary service with inputs from both the
main operating company and from Scott Wilson Railways
(Swindon and Glasgow). Owen Williams Railways will also act
as principal subconsultant. Scott Wilson disciplines involved
include:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Railways (Permanent Way)
Railways Systems (OLE, Signalling etc.)
Structures
Geotechnics
Drainage
Planning and Consents
Environment

The work to be carried out under the Commission relates to
major upgrading of the West Coast Main Line infrastructure
necessary to enhance capacity, improve performance and
increase line speeds to 140 mph. This involves a number of
major junction remodelling schemes, the addition of new lines
and the removal of at-grade road and footpath crossings. Over
the next two years or so, the Scott Wilson team will be carrying
out option appraisal and evaluation followed by design
development of the preferred solutions.
A key part of our role relates to the planning and consents
process which will be led by Russel Matthews.
This will
continued overleaf

.t

include the preparation of material to support applications for
Transport and Works Act Orders, together with the
management of other statutory and non-statutory consents.
Environmental issues are expected to influence much of the
decision making and Scott Wilson will be required to make a
significant contribution to the public consultation process.
Scott Wilson are also very much in the running for the separate
route wide Environmental Management Consultancy (EMC)
appointment for which a bid has just been submitted. Good
luck to Peter Guthrie, Stuart Coventry and their team at the
forthcoming presentation and interview for this other major
West Coast Main Line commission.
(Fee Scale A-H-).

Specification for Highway Works (March 1998)
from Allen Flatman [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
The Highways Agency have just published a replacement
specification and supporting Notes for Guidance. The earlier
version was written for use with ICE 5th Edition Contracts
which included the Employer, the Engineer and the Contractor.
However, over the last few years the HA have adopted a
number of different forms of procurement (eg Design and
Build) and intend to trial more in the future (eg the Engineering
and Construction Contract). In order to use the old specification
with these forms it was necessary to include extensive
conversion clauses, which made the Contracts cumbersome to
use. The new specification avoids the use of any terms which
are specific to any particular form of Contract, ie it is
contractually neutral.
The new Specification is to be used for HA Contracts with
effect from 1 September 1998. The Contracts we will be
preparing will use the ECC and we are now examining how
these new approaches to procurement will affect the fmal
Tender Documentation. As part of this task we are also
preparing a seminar for Highways Agency staff. This will
highlight the changes and effects of the new procurement
documents.
The HA Specification and the ECC have extensive application
outside mainstream highways works, and hence the work we are
now doing will be of value to other disciplines within the Firm.
For further information contact either Allen Flatman or Roger
Durgan, both in Chesterfield office.

Goinigirai itiuiíatkijn’!
to Simon Hindshaw and lain C alder on becoming Fellows of
the Institution of Civil Engineers.

*

to Kenneth Loo of Transport Planning Section
in Basingstoke for passing his M.Sc. exams at
Imperial College, with a Distinction in the
Transport Modelling paper.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Adam Symons who joins the Basingstoke office Environmental
section as Assistant Environmental Specialist on 1 July.
Gianluca Bertolino who joins the Basingstoke Structures team
as a Graduate on 1 July.
Simon Woddy and Simon White who have been working with
us in the Basingstoke office on a temporary basis have both
become permanent members of staff working in the GIS section
as Technical Assistants wef 1 July 1998.

TRANSFERS
The Basingstoke Health & Safety section welcomes Cohn
Baker who transfers into the Basingstoke office wef 29.6.98.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Peter Newman, Basingstoke office and Richard Goldthorpe,
Abingdon office who both left the company on 30 June.
Sam Bennett who leaves the Peterborough office on 3 July.

Sports & Socials
SWR (Glasgow) attend the Adtranz
Railsport Games 5 A-Side Competition
from Robert McCafferty [SWR Glasgow]

•

-

Hearty congratulations to the SWR (Glasgow) 5 a-side football
team, who on the weekend 20-2 1 June travelled to Blackpool
anticipating a rapid dispatch from the tournament However,
with a little luck and a beautiful execution of the 4 man sweeper
system, managed to get the runner’s up spot out of 64 teams.
The team consisting of Robert (Bebeto) McCafferty, Gary
Coutts, David Leith, Andy Campbell, Kenny Nellany and Alec
(Baresi) Kerr, and our loyal and sole supporter Neil Wightman,
made the journey down on Friday aftemoon. After a quiet meal
we retired to bed ensuring we would all be on top form the next
day.
The plan seemed to work well as Saturday reaped a tremendous
set of results, two victories 1-0 and 3-0 and 1-1 draw leading to
us fmishing top of our section and qualifying for the knockout
stages the next day.
Following our confident start we decided to celebrate in the
only fashion that Blackpool knows, a day on the beach (not).
Sunday morning and all six players passed a late fitness test
which involved being mobile and the ability to see.

Our first game ended 0-0 a.e.t. with both teams looking as
dishevelled as each other. Now came the dreaded sudden death
penalty shoot out, after some brilliantly taken penalties
(including Robert’s first ever 5-a side goal) the score was 9-8,
and it was left to Gary Coutts to pull off a brilliant save to take
us through to the 3rd round.

5
v Iran clash, which cost a very valuable point. Of course, had
the match been stopped due to a bomb alert the French
authorities would have been informed of th likelihood of the
coded message emanating from Chez Rawson.
The last place is taken by Jamie Burrell (age 5), father Sandy
Burrell (age a lot more than 5) thrashing his son by a whole
two points. The wooden spoon is in fact the entire contents of
my Wall of World Cup, which will be despatched to Jamie
following the Final.
-

The next game brought us up against a side known for their
physical attributes, but once again the 4 man sweeper system
paid dividends, and a 2-1 win was gained, with super striker
Andy Campbell netting a superb winner.
Into the quarter finals, and with a feeling of disbelief sweeping
through the team, we came up against another team from
Glasgow who had looked very impressive when winning their
last match 3-0. After falling 1 goal behind, the team battled on
magnificently to gain a 2-1 victory in extra time, this time a goal
from David Leith taking us through. Even the fact that two of
our players were sick during this game did not prevent the
victory.

Rumours of side bets are unconfirmed but Geoff French is
definitely displaying a smile, whereas Bob McGowan appears
somewhat disappointed with his final position. Maybe there
was more at stake than just pride?
Watch this space ‘The Hans Segers Premiership Forecasting
Competition’ is coming soon.
-

Water Md ‘Red Peak’ Climb
In the blistering Blackpool heat we took to the pitch for the
semi-final. Our opposition were a strong side but again brilliant
employment of the sweeper system worked well. The game
ended 0-0 a.e.t. and it was back to penalties. After both teams’
ouffield players slotted home their penalties it was up to Gary.
As he looked towards the sideline the look on his face instilled a
feeling of terror into us, but he managed to put the ball in the
net. It now rested on the opposition’s goalie who looked more
nervous than Gary, but in him there was no calmness beneath
the quaking exterior his shot hit the post and we were through.
As we celebrated reaching the fmal we now realised that we
would at least have a silver medal to take home.

The victorious corporate team, who refute mmours that this was
taken behind the site offices at a stockpile of dry stone dyking
cobbles! Left to right are: Chris (The Railway) Curley, Gayle
(Masseuse) Pearson, Howard (Compass) Seward, David
(Fiennes) Fleming and Chic (1S09001) Walker.

-

Neville Hill Bombers from Leeds were our opposition in the
fmal, and after conceding an early goal it seemed we were
finished. As we began tiring badly in the heat it looked
hopeless until David Leith popped up to fire home a majestic 18
yard goal which took the score to 1-1 (it turned out this was the
only goal they had conceded over the two days). However a
combination of Saturday night’s festivities, the heat and the
superior fitness of the opposition took its toll and we could hold
out no longer two goals led to a deserved 3-1 win.
-

At first we were disappointed but then we realised that we had
surpassed our own and everybody else’s expectations
Following last year’s second round exit this was a vast
improvement and with a little extra practice next year we can
only get better.

5ot

the Difference

(6

differences)

(Commiserations to SWR Swindon who battled gamely to reach
the quarter finals).

The Bruce Grobelaar World Cup
Prediction Competition
from Mike Grimmel [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Many thanks to all those who took part in the competition. The
general reaction has been good and I hope all participants
enjoyed the game. Those following Scotland’s programme
were able to retain interest in the World Cup beyond 23 June.
The results are displayed on the attached table.

-irS NOTA VERYGOOD
DEFENCE SAYING THE
DOCTOR TOLD YOU TO
TAKE THINGS EASY!

Answers
uo

Andy ‘Statto’ Emberton led the competition for a week and a
half before Paul Starr’s remarkable display of match rigging
bagged 9 points from a possible 12 on the final day, catapulting
him into first place. Dave Rawson is now contemplating the
ramification of his ‘Match Abandoned’ prediction for the USA
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Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
On Saturday 21 June a recycling paper run was made and £16
was raised. I would like to say thank you to all those concerned
the paper was all neatly stacked in boxes which made life a lot
easier. Many thanks.
-

For Sale & Wanted
Room To Rent in luxury flat. £220 pcm (excluding bills).
Rural location, 7 miles from Basingstoke. Please contact Alan
Lewis (310) or Simon Woddy (ext 369). Available
immediately.

J[dea of the Week

V

Directors and Associates 24 Hour Meeting
from Sue Moore [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Hectic activity has been noted here on the 3rd floor in
Basingstoke as the Directors and Associates 24 hour conference
approaches this weekend. My request is that since so much
energy, time and cost has gone into preparation for this
weekend please can we also have the benefit of the results. My
suggestion would be that either lunchtime roadshows in
conference rooms are carried out or the displays are set up in
our office receptions for not only our benefit but also for our
visitors to see.

Staff Telephone List on the System
from Gary Withers [SWRL, Swindon]

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Principal Engineer (4.1) Peterborough
-

We need a senior engineer with at least 10 years experience in
flood alleviation, coastal engineering or water resources who
will take on the overall management responsibilities for our
Environmental Agency projects throughout East Anglia and the
East Midlands.
The main role will be the development of water and
environmental business, together with the direction of
engineering and specialist teams in Peterborough and other UK
locations.
The ability to deliver a service to the highest professional
standards to projects and clients are essential, demanding good
management and leadership skills.
Professional qualifications must include MICE or MCIWEM
and, preferably an appropriate Masters Degree.
Trainee Technician (1.1)

-

Now that staff photos exist in TIF file format why not put them
on the system in such a way as to allow access by all staff. That
would allow new (and not so new) staff to recognise colleagues
they have not yet met and to put names to faces they have met
briefly. Teamwork across disciplines could be enhanced and an
increased learning curve for new entrants looking at their
prospective workmates, rather than just the person they sit next
to.

from Debra Power [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
When booking travel for overseas visits involving travel to or
from the UK out of office hours, please can secretaries pass to
security the details concerning staff names, flight numbers,
times, airport details and any taxi arrangements that have been
made.
Recently when travelling home on a Saturday our flight was
delayed in Amsterdam and Ray (Security) spent a large part of
the day re-confirming travel arrangements with the taxi
company. Had he had all the details to hand it would have been
easier for him and would have given us confidence that any
problems here were being taken care of.

Peterborough

We also require a Trainee to provide general support to our
busy civil engineering office. Your responsibilities will cover
the preparation of drawings using AutoCAD 13, occasional
hand drafting and assisting on small surveys and report
complication, when required.
Ideally you will be City & Guilds AutoCAD qualified, or
studying for ONC/I-{NC in Civil Engineering with AutoCAD
experience. Previous site work, surveying and use of MOSS
will be considered an advantage.
If you are interested in either of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

All that would be needed is for the secretary concerned to send
a memo to security and a file being kept on reception for
outstanding travel. As soon as the traveller is home or has left
the UK, the memo can be discarded.

Thought for the week:
“To appear more warlike you should ride with your sword
drawn, but take care you do not cut your horse’s ear off.”
Captain Francis Grose (Advice to Officers of the British Army
1782)

The Bruce Grolielaar World Cup Prediction Comuetition
Position
1
2
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
10
11
12
13
13
15
15
15
15
19
19
19
19
23
23
25
25
25
25
25
25
31
31
31
31
31
36
37
37
39
39
39
39
43
44
44
44
44
44
49
49
49
52
52
52
55
56
56
58
59

Name
Paul Starr
Dave Rawson
Statto Emberton
Simon Ogborn
Paul Cooper
Daniel Savage
Johnathan Oliver
Ken Loo
Caz Spencer Team 2
Kirstan McGhee
Steve Rollason
Mike Selley Team 2
Michael Guy / Joseph White
Rob Carr
Mike Selley
Lisa Litchfield
Sue Offord
Richard Collison
David Smith
Ben Smee
Diane May
Alison du Sautoy
John Cuff
The Elves and the Shoemaker
Mark Judd
Pete Newman
Hilary Walton
Geoff French
Steve O’Grady
Rosemary Veck
Margaret Aurin
David Bunn
Paul Eeles
Bob Young
Caz Spencer
Mike Grimmel
Sally Mason
Graham Handy
John Andrews
Tim Jackson
Lee Gibbons
Neil Foskett
Martin Birt
Shelton Muchinenyika
Mall Sexton
Shaun Hillier
Daryl Johnson
John Orchard
Vickie Wallace
Stewart Dalton
Rachel Davies
Richard Payne
Bob McGowan
Simon White
Don Johnson
Sarah Grimmel
Sandy Burrell
Dom Howegego
Jamie Burrell

Points
52
51
50
46
45
45
45
45
45
44
42
41
40
40
39
39
39
39
38
38
38
38
37
37
36
36
36
36
36
36
35
35
35
35
35
34
33
33
32
32
32
32
31
30
30
30
30
30
27
27
27
26
26
26
25
24
24
23
22
29/06/98
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All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com

Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Location

ildea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue an a separate page if necessary):

Name
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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A50 Toyota Second Access
A55 Llandegai to Holyhead DBFO Tender
Submission
Aylesford Priory Tidal Flood Defences
Azov/Tagenrog Update

Issue
147
141

Date
19/6/98
8/5/98
19/6/98
29/5/98

Baguio-Bontoc-Banawe Road, Philippines
Bailey Bridges in Ethiopia
Barry Buddon Training Camp Re-opening
Ceremony
Benefit-in-Kind for Private Medical Insurance
Premiums
Books, Standards etc, Purchase of
Boxing Clever

145
148
145

5/6/98
26/6/98
5/6/98

136

3/4/98

141
136

8/5/98
3/4/98

Catering Service Form Q121
Cautionary Tale, A
China Proposal
Computer Tips:
Removing Delete Confirmation Prompt
Concrete: A Special Feature
Concrete, Use of in the South West
Confmed Spaces Training for Entry Into
Construction Industry Council
(Gordon Bathgate)

142
142
140
143

15/5/98
15/5/98
1/5/98
22/5/98

141
141
136
142

8/5/98
8/5/98
3/4/98
15/5/98

Data Protection Register

138

17/4/98

Election of New Directors SWSA (Pt)’) Ltd
E-Mail & Graphics
E-Mail Correct Names on
Entry Into Confmed Spaces Training for
Environmental and Natural Resource
Management in the Gambia

137
136
148
136
141

10/4/98
3/4/98
26/8/98
3/4/98
8/5/98

Foreign Earnings Deduction

140

1/5/98

Gambia, Environmental and Natural Resource
Management in the
GCHQ The Final Hurdle
GIS Capabilities
Green, Lucinda
Guide Dogs for the Blind stamps for

141

8/5/98

145
144
138
139

5/6/98
29/5/98
17/4/98
24/4/98

Hazards of Travel
Highways Agency Design Manual
Housing Grants, Construction and
Regeneration Act
News
Hong Kong East Rail, West Rail and Tseung
Kwan 0 Extension Train Building in
Australia
Hong Kong West Rail

139
141
138

24/4/98
8/5/98
17/4/98

141
148

8/5/98
26/6/98

144

29/5/98

-

-

-

-

Date

Ideas of the Month Award Announcements:
April
May
IL & FS Ahmedabad Mahesana
Infoculture
Inland Revenue Travel and Subsistence Rules
-New
Institution of Structural Engineers Special
Awards 1998
Institution of Structural Engineers
Bob McKittrick elected Vice President
IStructE Launches Internet Website
Intercompany Services Available
Railway Civil Engineering
International Board Scott Wilson’s New
Bob McGowan/Richard Denton-Cox
Ron Rakusen
Intranet Development

143
147

22/5/98
19/6/98

145
142
142

5/6/98
15/5/98
15/5/98

141

8/5/98

146

12/6/98

146

12/6/98

145

5/6/98

144
148
137

29/5/98
26/6/98
3/4/98

JIFs and JAFs (Abingdon)
John Mitchell Memorial Award 1998

148
139

26/6/98
24/4/98

Library ‘CATALOGUE’ Usemame
Library Additions to

140
146

1/5/98
12/6/98

Mallaig Branch, Installation of Turntables: A
Feasibility Study
Mongolia
Matlock Office New
MoD Firing Ranges Kirkcudbnght
Mumbai Flyover
Mystery Bridge

146

12/6/98

147
136
142
140
148

19/6/98
3/4/98
15/5/98
1/5/98
26/6/98

National Gas Museum
NCE Consultants File 1998
Nellore Bypass Project
New Directors SWSA (Pt)’) Ltd, Election of

146
137
140
137

12/6/98
10/4/98
1/5/98
10/4/98

Payslip Change
Pension Scheme News
Personnel Function Responsibilities
SWKCL, Change in
PFI Procurement
Pile Design Bug
Pipeline Industry Contacts
Planning Raising the Profile of
[and follow-up 140, 1/5/98)
Poland A Further Project
Private Medical Insurance Benefit-in-Kind
Private Medical Insurance Premiums
Profit Related Pay
Purchase of Books, Standards etc

147
146
147

19/6/98
12/6/98
19/6/98

142
146
148
137

15/5/98
12/6/98
26/6/98
10/4/98

144
136
141
140
141

29/5/98
3/4/98
8/5/98
1/5/98
8/5/98

-

-

-

-

-

-

J[IU[fle

Issue

-

147
144

-

April

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Issue
142

Date
15/5/98

RAF Benson
Railway Civil Engineering
Raising the Profile of Planning
(The true lives of Scott Wilson’s
UK Planners)
RC DBU
(staff in Edinburgh & Leeds)
Retirement
Robin Osbom
Phil Green
John Voysey
Ken Webster
RIMSS Project (Philippines)
Road Management for Senior Engineers

143
145
137

22/5/98
5/6/98
10/4/98

142

15/5/98

140

1/5/98

139
141

24/4/98
8/5/98

Safety Equipment/Clothing (Chesterfield)
Scott Wilson’s Cambridge Connections
Scott Wilson Europe Operating Structure
(chart)
Scott Wilson Foundation Awards 1998/99
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick (M&E) Ltd
Scott Wilson’s New International Board
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering Says
Goodbye to Phil Green
Scott Wilson Resource Consultants Adds To
The Range of Services Offered to Clients
Scott Wilson Website
Scottish Office Standards Adviser & Auditor
Scott World In A Whirl
Simulation of Passenger Movements Within
Buildings

148
141
141

26/6/98
8/5/98
8/5/98

143
140
144
141

22/5/98
1/5/98
29/5/98
8/5/98

141

8/5/98

147
137
142
143

19/6/98
10/4/98
15/5/98
22/5/98

Tamil Nadu Bridges
Technical Timesheets Unproductive Time
on
Timesheets
+ Agency Staff Timesheets
Timesheets (completed to nearest ¼ hour)
Training for Entry Into Confined Spaces

145
144

5/6/98
29/5/98

141

8/5/98

143
136

8/5/98
3/4/9 8

Well Hall Pleasaunce
White Cart Viaduct (see Boxing Clever)
WinDes (Microdrainage)
Word 97 Documents

147
136
143
148

19/6/98
3/4/98
22/5/98
26/6/98

X Job Budgets

140

1/5/98

Year 2000

137

10/4/98

Q-Forms on Computer

-

-
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Attenititon

Week ending: 10 July 1998

All Staiffi

from Peter Guthrie [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Directors of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd are
pleased to announce the following promotions with effect from
1st July 1998, which were inadvertently missed from last
week’s list.
TO LEVEL 3.1
Duncan Pickard
(Man Airport)

PA DBU Engineer

TO LEVEL 2.3
Terry Finch (Ba)
Stewart Dalton (TI)

CS DBU Sen Asst Computing Engineer
CS DBU Sen Asst Computing Engineer

TO LEVEL 2.2

Mileage Allowance Rates
from Alan Morton [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Following a recent review of Mileage Allowance rates, with
effect from 1st July 1998 authorised owner drivers in SWKCL
and SWR when using their own vehicle will be able to claim at
the increased rate of 40p per mile for the first 100 miles, then at
p per mile thereafter.
5
.
22
Inter-office/site mileage, fortnightly travel to home whilst on
lodging allowance, and excess home to duty travel should now
be claimed at the increased rate of 22.5p per mile.
These rates are in line with the Inland Revenue’s ‘Fixed Profit
Car Scheme’, which means that the tax office does not deem
that a profit is being made unless an individual has claimed
more than 4,000 miles at the higher 40p rate during any
complete tax year.
-

Katrina Gilbert (Pb) RC DBU Asst Environmental Specialist
TO LEVEL 1.2
Neil Collingwood (Ba) CS DBU Computing Services Trainee

All other mileage rates (for motorcycles, petrol rate and
passenger allowances) remain the same see Appendix A of the
Employee Handbook for details.
-

6o9-uhJJatthn& ta
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24 Hour Meeting
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Accounts Audit
from Chris Bennett [SWIlL, Basingstoke]
All of the companies in the group will soon be having their
accounts audited. This usually results in a number of detailed
questions being asked by the auditors to clarify some issues.
All staff are asked to give the auditors the normal full co
operation.
If you are asked any detailed questions by the auditors please
make your Director aware of them, and the answers that you
give, so that there are no misunderstandings later in the audit
process.

The Directors and Associates of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co
Ltd met for 24 hours from Sunday 28th June to Monday 29th
June 1998. The meeting heard over twenty presentations
relating to the three themes of Winning and Keeping Clients,
Making People Matter and Making Money.
The presentations, and the subsequent discussions, identified
numerous important issues to be addressed and developed
further. Notes were made of all the presentations and
discussions. These are being brought together to form a
comprehensive record of the conference and to help in the
development of an action plan arising from the issues debated.

Software Audit
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The conference clearly identified how much all members of the
firm depend on each other. One of the greatest attributes of the
firm is its range of disciplines and skills and this is something
that needs to be nurtured and developed further,

Computing Services in Basingstoke are conducting an audit of
all software licensed to SWKCL. I would therefore be grateful
if ALL software licences and original program disks from all
offices and sections could be returned to Kim Simmons in
Basingstoke by 17 July. Thank you for your help.

What was also significant was that when any particular subject
area is considered in detail it becomes clear that the expertise
within the firm is even more extensive than most people had
realised.

continued overleaf

This was the first such meeting of all the Directors and
Associates and it proved to be very successful and something
that all the delegates thought should be repeated.

Recoverable and Non-Recoverable

At the conference there were exhibitions of nine of our current
major projects and it is intended that some of these exhibitions
are mounted at our major offices over the next few weeks (as
suggested by Sue Moore in last week’s ScottLight).

It is only recoverable if it is being separately billed to the Client.

-

This is still an ongoing problem for all of us.

Care must, therefore, be taken in deciding whether an item is
recoverable or not. If we get it wrong:
-

For the attention of SWKCL Staff
CONQUEST
from Stephen Kimmett [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Conquest is now the live system. Going live was the easy part!
Now we have to use and develop it. This will include a User
Manual.
However, to make life easier for everyone there are a few house
rules that have to be followed:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The 1998-99 PROSPECTS Cup Competition
from Val Hopwood [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

All timesheets, technical and admin, to be entered weekly,
no later than the following lunchtime.

As all graduates have to acquire CET days other than by
attending formal courses, whether in-house or external, this type
of competition is worthy of your consideration.

If batches have been held users must call Terry Rhoads.

-

Recoverables wrongly allocated to non-recoverables never
get billed to the Client.

Details of this year’s Prospects Cup Competition and application
forms can be obtained from Val Hopwood in the Basingstoke
office, ext 350.

All entries to suspense job, for whatever reason, must be
cleared within 24 hours.

-

-

Non-recoverables transferred from recoverables at the end of
the job dramatically reduce profits. No one likes surprises,
especially bad ones.

The correct way of coming out of Conquest is by using the
Escape key. DO NOT USE THE TOOLBAR. If people
feel they have come out erroneously they must call Keith
Hackney.

Y-time must be booked at Rate 1. All other time Rate 0.

-

-

Non-recoverable items could get invoiced to the Client who
would not react favourably.

If you want to bill time on a lEN it must be set up as a
Time-based JE, NOT a Fee-based JEN.
61 charging rates schedule iii be supplied with lEN.
-

Billing should be done from Uninvoiced Work Report p.
Job Cost.
Invoicing is not as flexible as Excel/Word Spreadsheets. If
you have considerable detail you want to put on the invoice
send it as attachments with the invoice. Invoice wording
will be “as per attached”.
Reports can be run at any time, i.e. projects can be reviewed
on a regular basis rather than at month end.

This is not meant to sound like a diatribe but following simple
rules makes life easier for all of us.
I realise that there have been strong mutterings about the quality
of the reports issued to date. However, the system is designed
to be accessed on an active basis as opposed to producing
copious reports.
The challenge is to produce meaningful reports both for project
managers and management. This is already in hand and will be
Therefore, all constructive
an ongoing development.
comments/ideas will be appreciated.
As there has been a considerable lapse of time between the
training sessions for project managers and implementation,
additional sessions will be set up.

The closing date for entries is Saturday 12 September 1998.
Please let me know ASAP names of members, captain and
team.

Supply Of State-of-the-Art Information To Clients
from Val Thompson [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Scott Wilson undertakes many desk studies and research
relating to a wide range of subjects and today’s market requires
easy access to current databases of information to ensure we
have state-of -the-art information to present to our clients.
Access to relevant databases is virtually impossible unless we
subscribe to them or are members of a professional body. The
cost of these may appear high but if this cost could be shared
between Scott Wilson offices everyone would benefit. At
present we have to pay other organisations eg ICE, TRL to
perform searches for us. Information is an asset and needs to be
used wisely if we are to provide clients with quality and value.
We are conducting a survey to ascertain the current situation in
Scott Wilson and answers to the following questions would be
appreciated:
1. Does your office currently subscribe to any databases CD
ROMs or services available via the Internet eg 1RRD, TRIS
etc.
2. Are there any particular databases your office is interested
in?
3. Are there any members of staff in your office who can
access databases through membership to a professional
body?
,

Some time ago it was suggested in ScottLight that CD ROMs
held by SW offices should be controlled by QA and that a list of
corporate and individual members to organisations should be
held internally on a database.
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If you respond to this survey we could compile a list of CD
ROMs and members of organisations from the results and also
gauge the cost effectiveness of subscribing to external
databases.
Please send your responses to Val Thompson at SW
Chesterfield or Robert Armitage at SW Pavement Engineering.
Val Thompson

E-mail val.thompson@swkeurope.com
Fax
01246209221

Robert Armitage E-mail ija@swpe.co.uk
01159431302
Fax

‘1 raining Video Chartered Professional Review
from Paul Miles [SWKCL, Basingstokej
-

I have reserved Conference Room 2AIB on 29 July at 12.30 to
show a 30 minute video on The Chartered Professional Review
(CPR). This is a new video that follows two candidates through
their CPR and gives an insight into the reviewers’ preparation
and exactly what they are looking for on the day.
It is recommended for all graduates, especially those who will
sit CPR soon, and all Supervising Civil Engineers.
Please inform Paul Miles (Ext 410) if you wish to attend.

Mystery Bridge Solved!
from Tim Baker [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Once, a former personnel director reliably informed me, there
were two categories of staff in Scott Wilson, those who had
worked on the M6 and those who had not. Today, the first
category is but a shadow of its former self with just a handful
of engineers scattered across the Scott Wilson globe. William
Kemp is one of that notable crew and it is he who is to BE
thanked for correctly identifying the mystery bridge in Issue
148 of ScottLight with the confidence that can only come from
the one who checked the setting out!
So, we can now confirm that the bridge in question is the
Lancaster Canal Bridge on the M6, Camforth to Farleston
section.

Computing Support Chesterfield, Leeds & Matlock
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

from Mike Jones [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Qa Disi Aquifer Study: Revised Risk Assessment
In 1996 Scott Wilson completed the Qa Disi Aquifer Study in
Jordan. This major exploration project produced long term
plans for the development of non-renewable groundwater
resources and designed two major welifields for their
abstraction. Since then, the Ministry of Water & Irrigation
(MOWI) has completed the detailed design for a 325 km
pipeline to convey water from these weilfields close to the
Saudi Arabian border to the capital Amman. Before proceeding
with a BOT scheme to construct the wellfield and pipeline,
MOWI wished to review all the hazards to their implementation
and operation. By continuing liaison Shammy Pun has kept up
contact with Task Managers at the World Bank, and Scott
Wilson were appointed on a sole source basis to update the risk
assessment completed during the Qa Disi Aquifer Study, taking
account of developments in Jordan and Saudi Arabia impacting
on groundwater resource development.
With Jacqui Faulder and Donc Tong (Information Systems)
evaluating groundwater use for irrigation via satellite imagery,
Howard Wong and Mike Jones (Water Division) were once
again brought together in Jordan for another battle with
Howard’s evil creation, the 3D mathematical model of regional
groundwater flow. Our fmal report hopes to allay the
concessionaire’s concerns over the sustainability of the
groundwater resource for the initial 40 year wellfield/pipeline
operation, and more importantly, give Scott Wilson an inside
track during the next stages of scheme development.
(Fee Scale C)
Environmental Monitoring & Management in Kyrgyzstan
Among the Central Asian states of the FSU Kyrgyzstan might
not feature highly in Scott Wilson’s business development
plans, but is receiving considerable support from ADD. With
tough international competition Mike Jones, who prepared the
technical proposal, was surprised and delighted when the ADB
called Shammy Pun to negotiate fmancial terms in Manila. Of
course, his delight had nothing to do with Shammy (Team
Leader) having to spend 6 months in Kyrgyzstan over the next
18 months.

-

As of Monday 13 July Neil Collingwood will be transferring, on
a temporary basis, to Bayheath House in Chesterfield. Neil is a
Computer Assistant, normally based in Basingstoke, who will
be offering front line support to Chesterfield, Leeds & Matlock
users for approximately six weeks, by which time it is hoped
that the new permanent member of staff will have been
recruited and trained. Neil can be contacted in Chesterfield on
extension 237.

This new project enhances our presence in the water and
environmental sectors in Central Asia, and forms a base for
further expansion.
(Fee Scale A)

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

The project, carried out in parallel with a Finnish aid project,
aims to build capacity within the numerous organisations
involved in environmental monitoring and management in
Kyrgyzstan. In addition to developing data management
systems, the design and procurement of mobile monitoring
units, regional and national environmental monitoring & data
management plans will be developed. Shammy will be
supported from Basingstoke by Mike Jones, Jamie Riches &
Doric Tong, and by two Kyrgyz experts in Bishkek.

Dates
CTRL Water Quality Monitoring

Malawi and

Hamish Goldie-Scot

9-21 July

John Butterworth

9-16 July

Mozambique

Nigeria

For the past year the Water Division in Basingstoke have been
monitoring the water quality of 22 streams in Kent. This will
provide a baseline against which construction and operation
continued overleaf
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impacts of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link will be assessed.
Following successful completion of the first year of monitoring,
and a period of uncertainty over project’s future, we have been
asked to continue monitoring at 17 of these sites for an
additional year and commence the monitoring of a further 23
sites. The monitoring comprises field measurements using inhouse equipment and sample collection for analysis by an
independent laboratory. The monitoring is being carried out by
John Butterworth and Mike Jones, under the management of
(Fee Scale C)
Leighton Williams.

Congratulations!

Long Service Awards

Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have all
received Long Service Awards during June.
André Evans who completed 20 years service on 5 June.
Peter Wfflett who completed 10 years service on 9 June.
Janet Dobson who completed 10 years service on 20 June.

Many congratulations to the following staff who have been
successful at the Spring sitting of the Institution of Civil
Engineers professional reviews.

Ron Seward who has completed 25 years service.

Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
Births
Stuart Burns (A50 Site)

passed CPR and is now C Eng,
MICE

Richard Collison (Ba)

passed CPR and is now C Eng,
MICE

Richard Payne (Ba)

passed CPR and is now C Eng,
MICE

Duncan Pickard (Mn)

passed CPR(M) and is now C Eng,
MICE

Neil Pickering (Ch)

passed IPR and is now I Eng,
AMICE

Martin Stonehouse (Mn) passed CPR and is now C Eng,
MICE

Congratulations to Marjan Zwiers (Peterborough) and Peter
on the birth of their son, Hennes, born on 22 June, weighing
8lbs lOoz.

Sports & Socials
Golf Competition
from John Blackmuir [SWR. Swindon]
Scott Wilson Railways (Swindon) will be holding their golf
competition for the Mainline Rail on Tuesday 8 September at
Marlborough Golf Club. The cost will be the same as last year
at £15 which includes 18 holes plus evening meal and trophies.
First tee-off will be at about 13.30. All are welcome but we
need to have a reasonably accurate idea of numbers by the end
of July.

Scott Wilson Railways Ltd currently seconded to SWKCL
-

passed CPR and is now C Eng, MICE

Philip Wells (Ba)

Philip must be singled out for special praise as he has been
awarded the Renee Redfern Hunt Memorial Prize for the best
Section B essay of all those recommended by the Reviewers for
Philip will receive his award at the
CPR this Spring.
Institution’s awards ceremony on 3 November 1998.
It doesn’t stop there either as the project report that Philip
submitted for his Professional Review has led to his nomination
for The James Renme Medal. This is awarded to an engineer
under the age of 35 who has demonstrated exceptional qualities
in the use of engineering principles and construction Imowledge
in the design or construction of temporary or permanent works.
The objective is to recognise the importance of the design of the
works in relation to the methods of construction.

Please contact John Blackmuir (01793 515928) or Christine
Clark (01793 515906) as soon as possible if you are interested.
Monies will need to be paid by end of August.

Measor Mashie
Just a reminder for all those who would like to take part in the
Measor Mashie on 21 July to give your names to Diana Clarke
(Berk House x428) by the end of the week. Please let her have
a note of your handicap + payment of £17 for the afternoons
golf and dinner afterwards. (Cheques should be made payable
to Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd)

This is a highly prestigious and competitive award and Philip
must now wait to see if he is selected as one of four who will be
invited to present to an audience at ICE HQ in London in
September/October 1999.
an exceptional performance that brings
Well done Philip
enormous credit to you and Scott Wilson.
-

Post Script This is the second year in succession that Scott Wilson
have had a member of staff nominated for the James Rennie Medal.
-

“Give ix to me straight, doaor—ts what I’ve got worth
trievising?”
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Vacajrncje
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Marketing Officer (Basingstoke) (2.2)
An enthusiastic and motivated individual is now required to
undertake a variety of tasks including:
•
•
•
•
•

distribution of intelligence information gathered from daily,
weekly and monthly publications and Web searches
provision of infonnation required for registrations,
proposals and submissions etc
maintenance and updating of Directory listings eg NCE
Consultants File
organisation of exhibitions and maintenance of relevant
exhibition material
maintenance of the photo library including requests for
prints/slides

In addition, it is intended to extend the range of services
provided by the section and this will expand the type of work to
be undertaken.

on voiu1r

J

Mbnid?
from D G E Smith [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
It would be helpful if guidance could be given on how the
profit-related basis upon which our salary is based affects our
tax return. Otherwise our tax will be based on the formula
prescribed on the tax return and we will lose the tax advantage
claimed for the system.

J[(cllea of the Week
from Paul Starr [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Applicants must be experienced at managing a varied workload
and be willing to work flexible hours when the need arises.
Good IT and keyboard skills are desirable as is a broad
knowledge of the company and its workings.

An annual (or monthly?) list of when international Scott Wilson
offices are closed should be available to all staff. This will
avoid time wasted in attempting to contact empty offices.

If you are interested in applying for the position please contact
Sally Mason on ext 210.

from Robin Dawson [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

AutoCAD Technician (Manchester)
A vacancy exists in the Manchester office for an AutoCAD
Technician with general civil and structural drafting experience,
including RC detailing, steelwork.

AutoCAD Technician (Chesterfield)
An opportunity exists for a technician experienced in AutoCAD
version 12/13 to join the Civils team in Chesterfield to work
primarily on the preparation of working drawings from
engineers’ sketches and computer derived information from
Moss, Microdrainage etc., and should be capable of providing
trainee AutoCAl) technicians with suitable training.
Anyone interested in the above vacancies should contact Mary
Rook on ext 216, Chesterfield Personnel.

In the old days when VDUs were as few and far between as
slide rules are now all PEs were issued with a FAIV11S manual. It
told us everything that could be done with FAMIS. Most of us
viewed it with awe and wonder and looked forward to the day
when we had a machine on our desk and were computer literate
enough to use the system.
Now the day has arrived and, after much pain and effort, we
have a PC mounted accounting system, I feel that the provision
of some sort of manual would ensure that more and better use is
made of the company’s investment,
Ed’s note: Your wish appears to be answered by Stephen
Kimmett ‘s article.

Thought for the week:
“Never become irritable waiting for things to get better. If
you’ll be patient, you’ll fmd that you can wait much faster.”
Unknown

IPor Sale & Wan ted
Glasgow.
One Bedroom Flat £26,950
convenient central location near railway station
washing machine, mini cooker and fridge/freezer included
large double bedroom
secure entry
Please contact Lynn Lewis for further details on 01793
515945/07-755945.
-

-

-

-

NB. Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!
continued overleaf

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTILIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Locatiow

From

Idea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiaty companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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All Staff’

Another Newcomer on the International Board
from Bronwyn Alexander [Hong Kong]
and Chris White [Basingstokej
Hello readers, it’s that time again. You’ve had the opportunity
to meet International Directors Bob McGowan, Richard
Denton-Cox and Ron Rakusen. Time to look to Basingstoke
again and give a warm welcome to Geoff French. And if you
can hang on ‘til the late-July issue of your newsletter, we’ll
wrap up the ID Debut with an introduction to Richard Rawson!
Geoff French BSc, FICE,
MCIT, FIHT
Director SWKIHL,
Deputy Chairman SWHL,
Managing Director,
SWKCL.
Stop on any floor of Scott
House in Basingstoke and
ask if anyone has seen the
‘big man’ or the ‘big fellah’
and they will know you are
looking for Geoff French.
SWKCL’s
Managing
Director, who is a new
appointment to the International Board, is clearly someone with
a commanding presence.
Thirty years ago (on the 3rd September to be precise) Geoff
French joined Scott Wilson in London as a recent graduate of
Southampton University where he gained his first class honours
engineering degree.
For the first couple of years Geoff gained experience in general
engineering and it wasn’t until 1970 that he first got involved in
Transportation Planning. This was also the year he first went
overseas with the company. Geoff has always loved to travel
and that six-month long planning study in Botswana must have
convinced him that Scott Wilson was defmitely the firm with
which to make his career.
To complete his training Geoff was seconded to Sir Robert
McAlpine & Sons Ltd as a site engineer. Upon completion he
went straight back to Transport Planning under Partner Maurice
Watson. One of his early major projects was the Plymouth
Transportation Study where he worked alongside and learned
from Ron Rakusen amongst others. Richard Bayly was the
client’s representative on that job and was persuaded to join
Scott Wilson many years later.
Geoff also worked in Hong Kong on the Tuen Mun
Transportation Study, the findings of which recommended the
LRT system successfully now in operation. Then in 1979 Geoff
and Ron Rakusen found themselves, with their families, in
Baghdad, Iraq working on a comprehensive transportation
study. One of the team members was a certain Jerome Muiiro
Lafon. Tony King joined the company and the team in Baghdad

soon after. Significantly, the client contact for the Baghdad
study was a certain Mr Anan Allos! The custodians of
transportation planning now in SWKCL are Jerome, Anan,
Tony and Richard. Was this a Machiavellian ploy or an
example of Geoff s visionary prowess?
Geoff has always enjoyed sport, especially rugby which he
watches whenever he can. He has responsibly but reluctantly
- accepted that he should not leap around the squash court
anymore. Geoff isn’t a one-dimensional sportsman though.
Many of you may not know that he is an avid reader of history,
is a keen ornithologist and loves quizzes of all kinds. We’re
fortunate that the International Board assigned this man of
varied interests the Human Resources portfolio for the group!
—

-

Geoff is and remains a Transport Planner of significance in the
profession. This is exemplified by his recent testimony at the
Heathrow Terminal 5 inquiry after which the clients and their
barristers were full of praise for the input of Geoff and his team.
Lastly, when Geoff isn’t saying ‘Jam here in body but my mind
is still in an aeroplane’, he can be heard starting sentences with
‘Whilst shaving this morning I had this idea that...’. Don’t be
tempted to give up travelling or grow a beard, Geoff.

The Directors of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd are
pleased to announce another promotion with effect from 1St
July 1998.
TO LEVEL 3.2
Shani Flint
(Ba, currently overseas)

RC DBU

Senior Engineer

E-Mail Addresses
Please note that Scott Wilson Botswana have changed their e
mail address to swkbot@info.bw. (It was swkbot@iafrica.com)
The e-mail address for Scott Wilson in Poland is:
swkpol@medianet.com.pl

Staff Motivation Questionnaire
from David Johns [SWKCL, Telford]
My daughter has been given permission by Peter Guthrie to
carry out a survey of staff motivation, The questionnaire is
attached to this issue of ScottLight.
from Cara Johns [do SWKCL, Telfordi
As part of my A Level in Business Studies I am doing a project
on staff motivation at Scott Wilson. The first stage is a survey
using a questionnaire, attached to this edition of ScottLight, for
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staff to complete and return to me do Val Hopley at the Telford
office. I will also be visiting the Telford and Basingstoke offices
to meet some staff from as many career levels as possible, for
brief one to one discussions. I hope that as many staff as
possible are able to fmd the time to help me with this study.

Once again Ronnie Hunter is Project Director, with myself as’
PM and Denise Ritchie as Project Engineer. This is a major
commission that will utilise specialist resources throughout the
Glasgow office.
(Fee Scale A++)

If you have any queries they can be sent to Val who will pass
them on to me when I return from holiday on 3rd August 1998.

TRAVELLERS

Bistro Project at the Port of Novorossiysk, Russia
from Martin Oaten [SWKCL, London]
Scott Wilson continues to expand its Russian workload with a
further project at the port of Novorossiysk in the southern part
of the country and lying on the Black Sea.

Location

Traveller

Dates

Oman
Pakistan

Don Wootton

19 22 July
22 28 July
-

“

-

What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £lOO,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 £9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999
-

A701 Dualling PH
from Alan Frew [SWSL, Glasgow]
We were delighted to learn that, having helped Midlothian
Council through the various preparatory stages for their scheme
to upgrade a section of their strategic road network via the
Private Finance Initiative, we have now won the major
commission of Technical Adviser for the DBFO tender
competition.

The project is funded under the auspices of EC Tacis Bistro
Funding (not sitting in restaurants as the name suggests) and
follows on from the previous two studies carried out by Scott
Wilson in the port.
The study is concerned with the
development of a business plan for a new port terminal costing
some $450 million.
Split into two phases, the initial
development will include new berths for mixed cargoes
including containers, Ro/Ro, raw sugar, grain, and scrap metal
together with improvements to the transport access to the port
with improved road and rail links. Once completed the business
plan will be used as a supporting document to try and attract
international fmance to assist in the funding of the scheme.
The project is being directed by Peter Frankham and the project
team consists of Martin Oaten, Simon Thomas and John
Gibbon. The team will undertake two field visits to Russia and
the project should be complete by the middle of July 1998.

Institutional Strengthening & Staff Development
for Vietnam National Construction Consultants
(VNCC) Project
[from Mai Nguyen, SW Hanoi]

As it transpires our appointment has been achieved in the ideal
circumstances of a high technical mark more than compensating
for a fee that was some 15% higher than the opposition.
As has been noted in previous articles, we have established a
niche in the PFI roads market in Scotland and this latest
appointment helps to keep the opposition at bay.
The Technical Adviser role covers the whole gamut of PFI
procurement matters including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of the Outline and Full Business Case
Planning Application and Other Statutory Procedures
Traffic Study
Site Investigation
Planning Supervisor
Specimen Design
Public Transport Strategy
Procurement Advice
Development of the Public Sector Comparator
Value for Money Assessment
Preparation of Tender Documentation
Control of Tender Process
Negotiations with Preferred Bidders

The scheme capital costs are estimated at £20 million, which is
at the lower end of the conventional PFI- viability threshold;
one of the major challenges will therefore be to develop the
procedures and documentation to enhance the viability. We
have been successful in assisting the Council in persuading the
Scottish Office (and the private sector) of the scheme’s PFI
viability to date but the main challenges lie ahead!

The 2 year Project was successfully completed at the end of
June 1998. It was funded by the Department for International
Development (DFID) and carried out by Scott Wilson in
association with Davis Langdon Consultancy. The total value of
the Project was £1.2 million.
Adrian Tite, on behalf of Scott Wilson and Davis Langdon
Consultancy summarised the Project at the Project Closure
Ceremony held in Hanoi in April 1998 with the presence of the
Minister of Construction, the British Ambassador and
representatives of relevant authorities and Ministries of the
Vietnamese Government, totalling around 60 delegates. The
ceremony ended with a cocktail party with champagne and
snack food.
The overall objective of the Project was to assist VNCC
introduce international standards, procedures and skills
necessary for a modern construction company operating in the
market economy. VNCC is one of the leading organisations
which operates within the Ministry of Construction in Vietnam.
It offers design and consultancy services to clients from both
public and private sectors.
The objective was achieved through six main components:
•

Five study tours to the UK by 43 senior nunagers. These
tours included exposure to a range of issues relating to
business and management development, institutional aspects
of managing and controlling the construction industry in the
UK, and visits to buildings of particular architectural
interest.

•

•
•

Training programmes in the UK for 2 groups of 10 junior
and middle managers. The programmes included a mixture
of theoretical training at universities and institutions,
workshops and practical project work in the offices of Scott
Wilson and Davis Langdon Consultancy.
MSc placements were organised in the UK universities for 4
students to study construction management, information
technology in property and construction, and building and
urban design in development.
Computer network management training in Hong Kong was
provided for 2 staff.
An extensive training programme in VNCC was provided,
covering project management, business management,
human resource development, consultancy business skills,
management information technology and measurement of
building work a total of 47 courses were presented.
Technical assistance was provided on a range of operational
and management issues, with particular emphasis on
organisational structure, business planning, information
technology strategy, project management and quality
assurance.
-

•

This work was supported by provision of a range of equipment,
particularly computer software and hardware, and networking
of the computer system within VNCC. Two vehicles were also
provided for VNCC.
In order to improve English language capability for the
participants of the two training courses and four MSc
placements in the UK, 36 members of VNCC staff attended
English language in-house training courses held by the British
Council in Hanoi.
Two joint VNCC, Scott Wilson and Davis Langdon
Consultancy seminars were held one in Ho Chi Minh City and
one in Hanoi, to which representatives from all sectors of the
Vietnamese Construction Industry were invited. One of the
objectives of these seminars was to spread the knowledge
gained from the Project to organisations outside VNCC. Around
a total of 150 people attended the seminars.
-

Throughout the project Alan Stanbury, Project Manager,
worked out of the project office in VNCC. This ensured regular
joint working sessions with VNCC and effective delivery of the
in-house training courses. His expertise was supplemented by
short visits of specialist experts from the UK.
Through the project, Scott Wilson and VNCC have built up a
good working relationship and a mutual respect for the skills
and culture of each organisation. To build upon this Simon
Davies was meeting with the Director General of VNCC to
discuss a collaboration agreement for future development
projects in Vietnam. The agreement has recently been signed
and we are looking forward to working together in the future.
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warehousing facilities at the Naval Base, which are used for
storing anything from ships’ engines to the tiniest washers.
Welcoming nearly 70 Ambassadors, Operations Manager and
Depot Superintendent Ron Stewart said the project resulted
from a need for improvement, better economy and the
requirement to achieve best commercial practice.
Stock,
comprising virtually everything except food, clothing and
ammunition, for the high-rise, high-density automatic
warehousing has been amalgamated from three other
establishments.
The 10 acre site, including a listed Victorian steelframed
building of 1 8,000m
, is now the nerve centre for Royal Navy
2
logistics, responsible for 80% of support to the surface fleet, and
completing one million transactions a year. At any one time the
computer-controlled depot holds in excess of £lbn worth of
stock.
Sophisticated ordering systems make use of an integrated
network of cranes, conveyors, and Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGVs): small Dalek-like orange forklift trucks which trundle
around using magnetic guidance.
Scott Wilson Technical Director, Kim Candler added: ‘The
sheer size and complexity of the project provided a challenge
because the stores had to continue operating whilst renovation
and upgrading was taking place.’
Ambassadors split into groups to tour the depot, were intrigued
by the facts and figures, including:
•
•
•
•
•

the monorail link handling 32 deliveries per hour
total storage of 70,000 cubic metres
sophisticated fife prevention systems some 20% of the
total construction cost
6 automatic cranes plus 9 top guided and 5 telescopic semi
automatic cranes
storage capacity of 375,000 compartments for small parts
-

‘It’s amazing in terms of size and how it operates,’ said
Ambassador Howard Day, from GL Hearn chartered surveyors
in Southampton, ‘and fascinating to see because it is a working
environment which is not generally open to the public.’
Further information on the Hampshire Ambassadors scheme, set
up to stimulate investment and encourage business development
in the county, is available from Frances Fee on 01962 846381.”

‘Gongrira tiuiiai tkn!
Births

Shipshape from Store to Any Far Off Shore
from Nigel Catling [SWKCL, Southampton]
The following press release was issued recently by the
Hampshire Ambassadors Group:
“Hampshire Ambassadors toured the state-of-the-art Royal
Navy Stores Depot during a visit to Portsmouth Dockyard.
Project Managers Scott Wilson and the Ministry of Defence
have been working together to upgrade and modemise

to Rob and Sandra Persey (Abingdon office) on the birth of
their daughter, Phoebe, on Thursday 2 July 1998. Father,
Mother and Daughter are all doing well. The sleepless nights
have not kicked in yet!

M \v(e’s
A warm welcome to:
Julian Foster who has recently returned to the Project
Management Division in Basingstoke.
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QA experience and a ‘Lead Assessor’ qualification would be
advantageous but not essential. You will also need to possess
good administration skills.

Sports & Soci’ils

Please contact either Diane Goddard or Alison White if you are
interested in either of these positions,

Wilson House (Basildon) Version
of Brucey’s Prediction Competition
from Martin Gibney [SWKCL, Basildon]

For Sale & Wanted

Congratulations to Neil Stockbridge for winning our version of
the prediction competition, and leading the field since the end of
round I. Who says that Arsenal supporters don’t know how to
predict a result? It seemed only fitting that the fmal goal in the
World Cup was scored by a Gunner (shame it was not as good
as Michael Owen’s) and at least it was good to see a new name
on the cup, and the Germans were KO’d earlier.
Commiserations to Dan Petronis for finishing bottom but at
least you were consistent. Roll on the start of the Premier
League and our new competition, now that we have a taste for
this system. Thanks to Mike Grimmel Productions.

Name
Neil Stockbridge
David Negus
Marian Waldron
Stuart Self
Lou
Don Gazzard
John Harper
Tracey Neal
John Harlow
Tony Ellis
Nikki Copping
Alan Porter
MickBanks
Martin Gibney
Dan Petronis

Win
11
8
11
9
8
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

7
—

3_

Result
27
31
20
23
25
21
24
23
23
26
26
26
18
25
20

Lose
26
25
33
32
31
34
32
33
34
32
32
33
39
37
41

NB: illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

Whait’ 01171 yoiuir
Mlbi7id?

League Standings At The End Of The World Cup
Date: 12/7/98
Final Position
Champion
Runner Up
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Ii
12
13
14
Booby Winner

For Sale: Fiat Tipo GTie, 1991
5-door hatchback, full service history
Corsa Red, PAS, electric windows/sunroof
central locking. 37000 miles, Tax/MOT December.
£2,500.Contact Rosemary Monnier, Basingstoke ext 281

Points
60
55
53
50
49
48
48
47
44
44
44
41
39
31
29

I

from Elaine Overend [SWKCL, Peterborough]
1. Reading Robin Dawson comments about FAMIS manuals,
now FAMIS is obsolete can we destroy the manuals issued
to registered holders?
2. Could we not be informed sooner about the mileage rate
increase. I have already paid out to several staff members
expenses for mileage already undertaken in July at the old
rate. I presume they will have to raise another Expense
Form to claim the difference.

Jidea of the’ Week

V

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

from Mark Lewis [SWR, Swindon]

Scott Wilson Railways currently have two vacancies within the
Business Management Discipline.

I’ve noted a lack of publicity in the construction press, e.g.
NCE, regarding Scott Wilson commissions.

Purchasing Assistant (2.1)

I suggest regular press releases to highlight the diversity of Scott
Wilson Group’s world-wide capabilities and raise the firm’s
profile. Press releases could be based upon the text provided for
the ‘What’s Going On’ section in ScottLight.

In this role you will be required to process order requests,
receive and distribute invoices and resolve any subsequent
queries. Experience of QA would be an advantage, as you will
need the ability to ensure that the purchasing procedures are
adhered to. You will also be responsible for monitoring and
controlling the ‘Approved Suppliers List’.
Previous purchasing experience would be advantageous,
together with a good telephone manner and a working
knowledge of Word and Excel.

From the Editor:
If contributors of articles for ScottLight have e-mail capability
could I request that they make use of it rather than faxing or
posting items. This will save some pieces being typed twice
Thank you.

Part-time Quality Co-ordinator (2.2)

Thought for the week:

In this role you will be assisting in the maintenance of the
company QA system and carrying out internal audits of the
system. Hours of work will be approximately 15 per week,
days and times are negotiable.

“Our problems are mostly behind us what we have to do now
is fight the solutions.”
Stult’s Situation Report
-
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Sport And Recreation The First Six Months
from Rob Persey [SWKCL, Abingdon]
-

ScottLight Issue 141 introduced the extension of the range of services provided by the Tourism and
Leisure team in Abingdon to include expertise in the sport and recreation market. This article is to
briefly update colleagues on the progress to date and put ourselves once again in the ‘shop window’ if
you believe clients may be interested in our services.

Our contracts to date have allowed us an entry into a number of different market sectors. In the private
and commercial sectors we have produced a business plan for Golf Courts Ltd and appraised a
previous application for funding to the Lottery Sports Fund on behalf of the National Exhibition
Centre Ltd. Both clients are now considering further work with us, including the identification of sites,
both here and abroad, for the construction of golf courts and the production of an Ice Strategy for the
NEC Ltd.

In the public sector, we are working alongside DTZ Pieda in the production of a Sport and Recreation
Strategy for Wolverhampton and have been requested by the Corporation of London to submit a
quotation to prepare a brief on their behalf for a similar piece of work.

The message is filtering through the market place and this will be bolstered further by our
advertisement that will be running in the major leisure press over the coming months promoting the
range of Tourism and Leisure services we offer.

A quick thank you to those colleagues who have been in recent contact regarding possible project link
ups and I would welcome and appreciate any new approaches as opportunities arise.
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1.

File to be put onto the network to enable staff to enter their own timesheets electronically.
Tanya Ball [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 146)

2.

CAD prints to be plotted at A3 size to save paper.
Nick Blake [S’WKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 146)

3.

Find an individual or company to accept the responsibility of delivery of documentation to
specified office or building within EC.
Richard Levett [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 147)

4.

Scott Wilson library to carry the books from the required reading list of the Chartered
Engineer Training Scheme.
from_Paul_Miles_[SWKCL,_Basingstoke]_(Issue_147)

5.

One person on each floor of Scott House to be responsible for letting staff know when
network is operative again.
Suzanne Hallowes [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 147)

6.

Purchase a portable read-writable CD-ROM for backing up large quantities of data.
Suzanne_Hallowes_[SWKCL,_Basingstoke]_(Issue_147)

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for June 1998. The committee hope that you keep
your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions are
invited from all companies in the region.

Idea 3
Find an individual or company to accept the
responsibility of delivery of documentation to specified office
or building within EC.
Sorry Richard, while the problem you describe is appreciated,
there was not much support for this way of dealing with it.
-

Idea 4 Scott Wilson library to carry the books from the
required reading list of the Chartered Engineer Training
Scheme.
Paul, although there was some support for your suggestion
amongst the committee, the answer is no. SWKCL will not be
purchasing books on the graduate reading list for the library in
Basingstoke.
-

* **

£25 award,
nearly merited an award,
=

Accumulate
£25 can be claimed.

**
=

a commendation that very
a commendation
=

through commendations and an award of

Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!

Idea 5
One person on each floor of Scott House to be
responsible for letting staff know when network is operative
again.
Suzanne, you will no doubt be pleased to see that Stephen Leach
has already acted on your suggestion. So, thank you.
-

Idea 1 File to be put onto the network to enable staff to enter
their own timesheets electronically.
A very good suggestion which Stephen Leach has been asked to
look into. We are starting trials of an electronic timesheet which
might solve this problem in the medium term.
-

Idea 6
Purchase a portable read-writable CD-ROM for
backing up large quantities of data.
Suzanne, you were just a bit too late with this suggestion, as
Stephen Leach explained in ScottLight Issue 148.
-

Idea 2 CAD prints to be plotted at A3 size to save paper.
Nick, the sentiments and statistics in support of your suggestion
are commendable. Each business must decide how it can be most
cost effective in the way that it operates. For example, as Stephen
Leach reported in ScottLight Issue 146, SWKCL in Basingstoke
provided an A3 plotter a year ago for the CAD section to serve
precisely the need you identify.
-

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.
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Scott Wilson Staff Motivation Survey 1998
CareerLevel:

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
(Please circle the appropriate career level)
*

Your Office/Site:

*

Age:

16 20, 21
-

-

30, 31

-

Permanent / *Temporary
Full time / *Pa Time

40, 41

-

Sex: *M / *F

*delete as appropriate
51 + (please circle the appropriate age group)

50,

Length of employment with Scott Wilson in years: (please circle the appropriate range)
0-2, 3-5,6 -10, 11 -15, 16-20,21 -25,26 30, 30+
-

1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
2.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

How important are the following influences on your own motivation?
VorXin the box
I = not very important, 3 = important, 5 = very important
Salary/pay
Career prospects Pathways to Progress

1

—

—

—

—

2 3 4 5

-

Job security
Responsibility/empowerment
Working environment
Relationships with higher levels of management communication
Recognition of a job well done
Social events

—

—

-

Training
Team spirit
How do you rate the following aspects of your current job with Scott Wilson?
I = poor, 3 = about right, 5 = excellent
VorXin the box 1 2 3 4 5
Salary/pay
Career prospects Pathways to Progress
-

Job security
Responsibility/empowerment

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8

Working environment
Relationships with higher levels of management communication

2.9
2.10

Training
Team spirit
Overall how well motivated are you in your present job?

3.

—

-

Recognition of a job well done
Social events

1 2 3 4 5
VorXin the box

I
4.

=

Not well motivated, 2

=

well motivated, 5

=

very well motivated

Overall how do you rate the motivation of your colleagues?

1 2 3 4 5
VorXin the box

I

=

Not well motivated, 2

=

well motivated, 5

=

very well motivated

5.

What change(s) would most improve your motivation?

6.

What factors motivate you in your work that are not mentioned above (if any)

—

—

—

—

—

As part of a project for A Level in Business Studies Cara Johns is conducting a survey of motivation of
Scott Wilson employees. Please return the completed Questionnaire to Cara Johns do Val Hopley at the
Telford office no later than 3rd August 1998.

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:

Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

FaxNo: 01256816835

FOR iNCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

Location:

From

]/deai of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

v

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staff in the operating, associated and subsidiaty companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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Attention

All Staff

from Bob McGowan [SWIHL]
Promotions to Level 5.1
The Directors of Scott Wilson International Holdings Ltd are
pleased to announce the promotion to Level 5.1, with effect
from 1 May 1998, of:
Ken Jores Director Urban Planning, SWKCL, P Division
based in Abingdon
-

Stephen Kimmett
Basingstoke

-

Finance Director, SWKCL, based in

A short biography of each new Director will be published in the
near future.

Royal Academy of Engineering
from Bob McGowan [SWHL]
I am also delighted to announce that Peter Guthrie has been
elected a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering. Not
since the late Geoffrey Williams, who was a founder member of
the Royal Academy, have Scott Wilson had a Fellow elected.
Editor s Note: The Royal Academy of Engineering honours the
UK’s most distinguished engineers and aims to take advantage
of the enormous wealth of engineering knowledge and
experience that its one thousand Fellows possess. It exists to
pursue, encourage and maintain excellence in the whole field of
engineering to promote the advancement of the science, art and
practice of engineering for the benefit of the public.

Scott Wilson South Africa have pleasure in announcing the
following appointments as from 1 May 1998
-

Chairman: Frank Tomkins
Managing Director: Mark Wright
Directors: Russell Chappe, Steve Leach, Alan Morris,
Richard Rawson, Garth Sims
Directors of the Project and Development Managing Division in
Johannesburg office: Richard Fry and Nic Boersema

group has been fmalised and a copy is being made available in
every permanent office for the reference use of staff.
This Directory contains the initial Career Paths. It will be
revised on an annual basis as the operating companies in the
group fmd the need to refme or redraw their existing Career
Paths to meet the changing needs of their businesses.
The international board have ownership of the published Career
Paths which they exercise through the International Human
Resources Group (IHRG). Operating Companies seeking to
change or add Career Paths are required to clear their proposals
through IHRG before implementing them.

S

Telephone Answering
from Geoff French [ SWKCL Basingstoke]

It is essential that all external telephone calls are answered
promptly and it is the responsibility of everyone within a section
to ensure that if a telephone is ringing on an empty desk it is
quickly and properly answered.
In Scott House to make this easy the telephone system has a
group pick up facility enabling any extension in the group to be
intercepted by simply keying **3 on your own handset.
Sections must take on this responsibility as, with over 23,000
incoming calls a month through the switchboard, it is not
practicable for Reception to take messages or engage in
discussion with callers.
If you are unsure about the pick up group covering your section
in Scott House, or wish to revise it, please contact Lesley on
Reception.

Infringement of Copyright
from Alison Knowles, Librarian [SWKCL, J3asingstoke]
Staff should be aware that Scott Wilson operate a copyright
policy, which is set out in the Administrative Memorandum
GA/9.
-

Electronic Timesheet
from Geoff French [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Pathways Global Career Path Directory
from Chris White [SWHL]
-

As promised, a Directory of all the Pathways Career Paths
issued and implemented throughout the worldwide Scott Wilson

The reply to June’s Idea of the Month noted that we were
starting trials of an electronic timesheet. Several people have
come forward with ideas and suggestions for an electronic
timesheet but the one that is being thaled at the moment is the

2

result of much inspiration and perspiration by Roger Durgan in
Chesterfield.
I am grateful to everybody who has provided input on this issue
and especially to Roger for his version.

Having to use the notoriously complex American NFPA codes
provided a special challenge for us. Also, as an integral part of
our methodology, we used computer modelling of egress times, “
fire development and smoke generation done by Matthew
Pearce (assisted by Euan Morrison) and Tom Dowling in
conjunction with Lawrence.
-

Further information on Durban’s office move:
Physical address:
Postal address:
Telephone:
Fax No:
E-mail:

The audit was required by the principal fmancier for the new
resort International Finance Corporation (part of the World
Bank) in Washington DC.

10 Pencarrow Drive, La Lucia Ridge Office
Estate, Umhlanga Rocks 4320, South Africa
P 0 Box 1899, Umlilanga Rocks 4320,
South Africa
Tnt Code 09 27 031 5662201
Tnt Code 09 27 031 5662370
scottwilsondbn@iaffica.com

-

In case anyone is wondering, we have already strenuously
volunteered for any and all visits that may be required to Fiji or
Washington. However none, alas, are in prospect!
Lawrence Reddaway

What’ Gothg On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000- £99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

‘Greenwall’ Barrier Survey
from Nick Mottram [SWKCL, Abingdon]
We have recently begun a commission for the Transport
Research Laboratory (TRL) looking at the condition and
maintenance needs of’Greenwall’ Barriers.
These barriers get their name from the woven live willow that is
used to form the two sides of the barrier, between which layers
of soil and reinforcing geotextile are placed, to form a living
wall some 2 3m tall. The willow shoots grow up each year to
hide the structure of the wall before being trimmed back in the
autumn. Approximately 15 Greenwalls have been built as noise
barriers or to screen intrusive developments, over the last five
years.
-

As a result of our investigations we shall be making
recommendations on their future longevity and maintenance
needs.
I would be interested to hear from anybody in the Company
who has any experience with either the construction or
maintenance of such walls.
(Fee Scale C)

No Fire in Fiji!
From Don Kerr [SWIJ, Melbourne]
For the past two decades, SWIJ has been a leader in fire safety
consulting. From 1976 to 1995 this part of the firm’s work was
led by Lawrence Reddaway
known to many readers of
Scottlight ,News Swap, and Scott Drum as the Vietnam
manager for Scott Wilson from 1995 to March 1998.

‘Life On The Ocean Wave’
from André Evans
[SWKCL, Plymouth]
I imagine that Scott Wilson has had offices in unusual places in
the past but I feel (guess) that our floating office at Devonport is
probably a first. We currently have three senior personnel
stationed on a Holland Barge moored in 5 Basin in Devonport
Dockyard.
Rory Baird, Tim Williams and Richard Brown are assisting
DML in a major dock strengthening project. Keir Construction
are currently on site and our team is working intensively in
order to keep ahead of them.
The team has recently achieved regulatory approval for 14
Dock so that HMS Torbay can be brought in for repair. This
achievement resulted in a memo from the DML Submarine
Director indicating “an outstanding achievement to have
completed such a programme of work so quickly. It is a
tremendous effort which is very much appreciated
(Fee Scale A)

-

Recently this reputation led to us being appointed to conduct a
fire safety audit of the design for a proposed new resort in Fiji
to be known as Outrigger Reef Fiji. The timing was excellent,
because it enabled us to team with Lawrence (who did most of
the work) following his return to Melbourne after his three
challenging years in Vietnam. We hope that this will be the
first of many projects with fruitful co-operation between
Lawrence and SWIJ.
-

Con grirai tiui/la done!
to Alison White (SWRL Swindon) on passing her
Certificate in Personnel Practice with Distinction

3

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Andrew Gillespie who joined the Edinburgh office Project
Management section as a Graduate on 13 July
The Birmingham office welcomes Stuart Clarke who will be
joining them on Monday 27 July as a Graduate Transport
Planner.
Scott Wilson Railways would like to welcome the following
new staff (some late announcements, but they are welcome
nevertheless):
Ian Allcock who joined the RSE office (Crewe) on 27 April
Chris Wheeler who joined RSE (Swindon) on 18 May

instructions to his fielder!! No such tactics from Scott Wilson
more a case of making it up as we went along! Some fancy
fielding by Lucie ‘where’s the ball’ Field helped to keep the
entertainment levels high, whilst Rhod ‘the Welsh rocket’
played a blinder at 1st base. Mike ‘high ball’ Clarke proved
inspirational with his long throws, whilst Tara ‘ouch’ Davison
showed us some of the high ball fielding which is very much
part of the England cricket team play nowadays.
-

Surprise to say we did not make it to the following day but
some consolation can be drawn from the fact that one of the
teams that beat us went on to win the overall title. Even the
referee was surprised that we managed to earn a draw in our
match but even he agreed that we gave by far the best
entertainment value of all the teams. We even managed to win
a train set! Here’s looking forward to next year. (Dave Leahy)
PS Anyone interested on rounders practice?

Event 2 Football
-

Dyfan Thomas who joined Project Management on 1 June
Erik Bates who joined RSE (Swindon) on 29 June
Martin Platt who joined Project Management (Birmingham)
on 6 July

LEA VERS

Goodbye and Good Luck to the following staff from Scott
Wilson Railways:

John Constantine (QS) and Martin Bagshaw (QS) who both
left on the 15th May, Tim Mead (Civils Design) who left on
the 5th June, Cohn Garner (QS) and John Clayton (Civils
Design) who both left on the 19th June and fmally Natalie
Shepherd who is leaving for pastures new on 31 July. We
wish them all well for the future.

Having endured and survived an horrendous journey to
Blackpool on the Friday our brave and dedicated footballers
awoke bright and early on Saturday ready to take on all-corners
from all corners of the globe. Saturday’s games comprised the
group stages and a 0-0 draw and wins by 2-0 and 3-0 saw the
team through to the knockout stage.
After an early night (ha ha) and plenty of invigorating sleep (ho
ho) the team, or at least most of them, rallied once again to the
cause. A second round victory by 1-0 after extra time and a
third round victory saw the boys in the quarter fmals.
Unfortunately injuries, heat and dehydration took their toll and a
1-0 defeat by Merseyrail ended hopes of a gold medal.
Credit must go to all the team for their valiant efforts with a
special mention to Alex Evason and Shaun (Patsy, sorry Pasty)
Merrifield for their goal scoring and goal stopping skills
respectively.

Event 3 Golf
-

Sports & Socials
Railsport
Event 1 Rounders
-

Railsport 1998 yet again proved to be a great success as a record
number of teams from all facets of the Railway industry came
together for the weekend. The rounders team again had another
entertaining weekend, yet again managing not to win a game.
The first game nearly caused something of an upset however,
with the Scott Wilson team managing a draw against an equally
poor Jarvis team. Two rounders were scored, which led to
scenes of jubilation among a number of female members of the
team. However, this was only the beginning of the end for the
Scoffs, as they succumbed to further whippings from two of the
more organised sides in the competition, Indeed, a number of
the opposing teams seemed to have prepared for the
competition with military like precision.
One particular
individual having the bellow of a Sergeant Major when issuing

John Blackmur, Scott Wilson’s lone representative in the golf,
spent the morning and early afternoon supporting our football
and netball teams in lovely sunny weather. As time to drive to
the golf course approached grey skies had started to form and
rain fmally fell as tee-off time approached.

A nervous start saw the initial tee-shot scuttle 30 yards into deep
rough, the next shot flew about 100 yards and the next over the
boundary hedge onto the road. So the first hole resulted in two
lost balls and no score. However things settled down and a
reasonable score was possible after the first 11 holes. On the
twelfth tee nerves were again shattered when play was
interrupted by the roar of a lion and bark of a sea lion (the
course was next to Blackpool Zoo). Play was very nearly
suspended when black skies and lighting surrounded the course
but fortunately just kept at bay.A final score of 34 points against
the winners total of 42 meant a fmish in the top third but no
medal. Better luck next year!
cnntinued ovr1ef
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Scottish Offices’ World Cup Sweep
from Michael Maclean [SWSL]
op

Just when you thought you’d heard the last of the World Cup....
Congratulations to Marek Buksowicz for winning the Scottish
world cup prediction competition, which unlike the English
version made it all the way to the fmal!

Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I intend to do a recycling paper run on Saturday 25 July If
anyone has any paper for me could they take it to the
photocopier on their floor, or alternatively mark it for my
attention. Many thanks.
.

After a slow start, Marek enlisted the help of his son Janek to
assist with the prediction of the remaining fixtures. This tactical
move obviously paid off, as they climbed to the number one
position and managed to retain the top spot for the second half
of the competition. He was obviously confident that he was
going to win, as he had spent the winnings on a holiday in
Canada before the end of the competition. He sounded delighted
when contacted at his luxury holiday home, saying I knew I
was in with a chance, but never thought I would go the full
Mountie”.

We have an OCE(UK) Ltd Model 4075 AO Dyeline Semi Dry
Plan Printer which has now become surplus to requirements. If
any office can make use of this printer please contact me at the
above office by 31 July. After that date it will be suitably
disposed of.

Brave performances were given by the Host Nation’s Sabine
Picard and Scotland’s Bruce Johnston, who held the Second and
Third positions respectively throughout these last two weeks.

Ildea of the Week

“

The competition was run using the e-mail system, so offices as
remote as Edinburgh could compete. Special mention must be
made, however, of lain Masterton from the Hong Kong office
who took part and had to get up at unearthly hours to watch the
live matches! Well done to everyone who took part and sent in
their predictions for the gruelling 64 match schedule.
The fmal positions are shown in the table below. Two points
were awarded for predicting a correct result, with a bonus point
for getting the correct score.
Po,HIon, at the End of the Competition
fiot- Rome

2

II

Buksowlcz. Marc
l’Icnrd. Sabine
Jhnsnon. Broce
jimoo. Barry
Bradley, Stephen
Hackney. Mike
Crawford, Ernie
Fcc,,, Alan
Ogilvie, Derek
Former, Sharon
Murphy. WIllie

14
IS
16

Perrie, Craig
’, Mark
5
Bridle
MocLean. Michael

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Cammlog,Flo.a
Kltaoa, Norrle
Lawrie, Donna
McPhie, Rosa
Sturgeon, Caroly
Hamilton. David
TonI. John
Redpath, John
HamIlton, Doacan
Loan, Brace
MacLean, Normal
McPhee, Macyen
Forokaw,John
ilowie, Robert
Shanks. Robert
MacDonald, Gordon
Rtichle,Deolne
Doubal. Roger
Clark. Ly.
MIme, Robert
Snholea, Groat
BHggs,Susua
lrvine.Gaorge
Wllkle, Aluadalr
Adams,Peter
Bothgote, Gordon
M,.,terta., lila
Stephens, David
Webster, David

64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
64

12

34
34
34
34
35
35
35
35
33
34
33
33
34
34
34
35

33
33

7
7
7
5
5
5
3
4
7
4
2
4
5
3
6
3
2

32
32
30
3!
32
32
33
31
31
3!
32
31
30
31
30
27
28
29
27
26
27
24
25
24

80
80
78
77
77
77
77
76
75
75
74
74
74
74
74
74
73
73
73
72
72
71
7!
70
70
70
70
70
69
69
69
69
67
65
65
64
61
60
60
St
57
57
54
53
50

For Sale & Wan ted
from Marian Waldron [SWKCL, Basildon]

“‘

from Debra Power [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Can a business card database be set up, accessible to everyone
on the network, for details of contacts made during visits and
meetings?
In this department (and I’m sure in the company as a whole)
everyone has their own business cards wallets and recently
when London office were looking for local contact companies
in a particular area they made several calls to various people
trying to find the information they needed.
Without knowing who has been to the places you are interested
in contacting, it is impossible to know where to go for
information. Having a central source for both entry and retrieval
of information would be valuable.
All that would be necessary to share this very important source
of information would be a simple table for entry of details such
as name, address, phone/faxle-mail, contact’s position in
organisation, where, when and why the meeting took place, and
area of specialisation of the contact.
These details could be stored alphabetically by country and
would then be easily accessible to any member of staff when
looking for contacts.

Thought for the week:
“We have only one person to blame, and that’s each other.”
Barry Beck, an American hockey player commenting on who
started a brawl during a key championship game.

5

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstoke by 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
To:
Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
FaxNo: 01256816835

Date:

FOR INCLUSION iN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
From

Locatiow

Idea of the Week
To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

Date

My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name
Location
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-

This is a Scott Wilson Holdings publication distributed to all staffin the operating, associated and subsidiary companies in the UK and
Europe. It is notfor outside circulation.
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fuel storage facility. He served on the Council of the Zimbabwe
Association of Consulting Engineers for many years, and in
1985 he was elected Chairman for a one-year stint. To balance
the rigours of the office, Richard took up cycling to keep fit and
became a regular on the Zimsun 100km annual tour, and more
recently, the 105km Cape Argus, an event around the scenic
Cape Peninsula with over 25,000 entrants. Richard took to golf
rather late, but found it was sound marketing practice to go on
courses (18 hole ones) on Friday afternoons. The habit
unfortunately lapsed when he moved to Johannesburg where he
is now based. Social tennis occasionally replaces the golf but
not yet on Fridays.

Richard Rawson Joins the International Board
From Bronwyn Alexander [Hong Kongi
For you readers who have persevered since late May, faithfully
reading these articles about your fearless leaders on the Scott
Wilson International Board, take heart; today’s entry is the last
one in the series. But it ends on high note as we turn to Africa to
learn more about that region’s representative on the Board,
Richard Rawson.
Richard Rawson BSc Eng (Hons)
Managing Director, Scott Wilson Africa Ltd
Director, Scott Wilson (SA) Pty Ltd
Director, Scott Wilson Central Africa
Our man Richard Rawson started
his career as a roads engineer in
Zimbabwe, working for the then
Rhodesian Government. He soon
realised he was not cut out for
Government service, and he
escaped to England where he spent
two years designing motorways.

Richard’s longstanding vision of a corporate structure for Scott
Wilson in Afdca was realised with Incorporation in May 1995.
He continues to espouse the need for a closer working
relationship between the far-flung SW offices in Africa and a
single team approach to work.

.‘

But, alas, Richard tired of the
English winters and the London Underground, and he returned
to Africa, where he soon found himself engrossed in the
industrial sector with a small firm called Associated Consultants
(Ascon). His introduction to industry was in the form of a
cement manufacturing plant with 50 metre high concrete
structures on a collapsing soil profile fairly challenging for a
roads graduate in a small firm. During the 1970s he became a
Principal of Ascon and, due to a couple of untimely deaths of
his colleagues, fmished up as the sole proprietor of the 20person firm in 1980.
--

During this time Richard married Wendy. They now have three
daughters and four female animals and are frequently the
subject of socio-anthropologists studying matriarchal societies.
Zimbabwe’s independence in 1980 saw the introduction of
Scott Wilson to Zimbabwe, under the leadership of the late
Barry Paget. Barry and Richard soon had Ascon’s and Scott
Wilson’s income and expenditure inextricably linked.. .a merger
was the only sensible way to continue.
Growth in the 1980s was fast and furious, and Scott Wilson
Zimbabwe grew to over 100. The company was just about the
sole consultant to the private sector industrial market. Not
willing to rest on its laurels (and let competitors sneak in), Scott
Wilson Zimbabwe still enjoys that position.

I

As Managing Director of the SW Africa regional holding
company, Richard co-ordinates Scott Wilson’s activities across
the region, including a network of business development leads
for the two operating sub-regions of South and Central Africa,
some of which require support from other SW offices in the
group.
Richard believes he spent far too much time in 1995-96
immersed in Incorporation and other administrative work in his
new Johannesburg surroundings, and is now enjoying managing
and providing technical input to some projects. One, believe it
or not, is a cement manufacturing plant alongside the one he
designed 25 years ago.

Annual Leave Cards
from Alan Morton [SWKCL Basingstoke
The previous practice of forwarding leave cards to Personnel
Department, each time annual leave has been booked and
approved, has now ceased. This information will be picked-up
directly from timesheets.
However, the onus for the on-going approval of leave for staff
and subsequent depart-mental ‘leave management’, remains the
responsibility of all relevant managers.

Always very involved in project work he played a lead role in
winning and executing several large projects, notably two
abattoirs, the Harare Airport project and a major underground
continued overleaf
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•

Tom Krawezyk Phare, Cross Border Co-operation
Tel. 4822 6517257
Fax. 4822 426063
E-mail: swkpol@medianet.com.pl (Shammy Purl)

•

Graham Law Phare, Specification for Toll Motorways
Tel. 4822 6195041 ext. 124
Fax. 4822 189703
E-mail: scott@pol.pl (Richard Cooper)

SCAM Letters
SWIHL recently received a scam letter, the contents of which
led to it being sent to the Nigeria High Commission. An extract
from the letter of appreciation received in response is
reproduced below as a caution to all who may receive such
letters.
“...While assuring you that the government of Nigeria is doing
everything possible to stamp out this fraudulent practice, I am,
however, to advise you to continue to exercise extreme caution
in the event of receipt of any such scam letters as they do not
only invite you to participate in fraud, but also expose you
personally to the risk of being defrauded. It would be advisable
therefore, to contact your local enforcement agencies and the
International Police Organisation in all cases of receipt of such
letters. The High Commission will also appreciate it if copies
of such letters could be made available to it to aid the efforts
being made in Nigeria to track down these International
fraudsters....”
Anyone receiving letters of such a dubious nature is asked to
bring it to a Director’s attention

Frorr SWKCL Basingstoke Accounts.
-

-

-

To assist, the UK contact for each of the offices is shown in
brackets beside the relevant office

New Initiatives In Training
From Tessa Harding [SWKCL, Basingstokel
There’s a new approach coming for initial professional
development for graduates, technicians and all those in the early
stages of a professional career. The company is keen to see
them take a greater role in the design and running of their own
training. A key aim is to make a fmite training budget more
cost effective and deliver better value for money.
It is envisaged that a training representative will be elected in
each office who will be able to co-ordinate training in that
office.

Please could All staff authorising or approving expenses and
invoices PRINT their names above or below their signatures.
We do not hold a list of signatures for the whole company so by
printing names it would save time and enors

It is important that this is viewed as a UK wide initiative and as
a result all graduates are invited to attend one of two meetings
(in Basingstoke and Chesterfield) which will allow us to
introduce the scheme and provide a forum for ideas and
suggestions.

CONQUEST TRAINJNG
From Stephen Kimiuett [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

The Basingstoke meeting will be held on Thursday 6th August
at 400pm. The Chesterfield meeting will be held on Tuesday
11th August at 400pm. The timing of the meetings is designed
to ensure that those attending can donate their time (there is no
job number for these events!). Please let me know in advance if
you plan to attend either event (I’m in Basingstoke on ext. 302).

Training seminars for project managers and project directors
will be held in Basingstoke on 7,11,12 and 13 August starting
at 4pm in Conference Room 2, and in London on 17 August
starting at l2.3Opm.in the Conference Room. All PMs and PDs
are asked to make every effort to attend one of the sessions.
Please let Keith Hackney (ext 244) know which session you
plan to attend in order we may exercise some control over
numbers to ensure your comfort.

What’ Going On?
Scale: A: £l00,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Scott Wilson Poland
From Barbara Smith, [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Not A Bridge Too Far
lain McAllister, [SWR(S) L, Glasgow]

In Scott Light issue 151, week ending 17th July, an e-mail
address was given for Scott Wilson Poland, which has caused
some confusion, since Scott Wilson have 4 separate offices in
Poland (see Scott Light issue 144, 29th May 1998):

On Wednesday, 15 July a train derailed and badly damaged a
farm access underbridge on the Carlisle Settle Line. At the
request of the local Railtrack contractor the damaged bridge was
immediately inspected by SWR Manchester and all relevant
information on the damage to the existing structure was
transmitted to SWR Scotland on Thursday. Over the local Bank
Holiday in Glasgow the arch and spandrel walls were
redesigned, Scott Wilson Chesterfield completed the
independent check and all drawings were hand delivered to the
Contractor on Sunday, shutters constructed and reinforcement
fixed on Monday and the concrete poured on Tuesday. It is
anticipated the line will be re-opened to rail traffic by Monday,
27 July.

We will now have Scott Wilson project managers working from
our four separate offices in Poland as follows:
•

Richard Kurek World Bank, National Road Improvement
Tel. 4822 6219309
Fax. 4822 7576943
(Eddie Foster)
E-mail: NO E-MAIL

•

Douglas Rasbash Tacis, Border Crossing Study
Tel/fax 4822 8224710
E-mail: borders@polbox.com.pl (Adrian Tite)

-

-

-

Dedication of staff inter-office communication and
commitment of staff to the project all resulted in a very satisfied
Client. Congratulations to all concerned.

‘1

3

-

Glasshoughton Development Project, Castleford, Yorkshire
From Peter Sobczynski [SWKCL, Site Chesterfield]

• Two significant milestones tasks were recently achieved on the
reclamation stage of the Glasshoughton Development Site.
Firstly, the Environment Agency has approved the CQA
Compliance Report on the construction of the Containment cell
and the placement of contaminated materials has commenced.
The cell was designed to contain 145,000 rn3 of highly
contaminated materials originating mostly from reclamation
works around the former Coking Works. The Cell is a fully
engineered containment cell comprising a 1.0 m thick layer of
mineral liner, made of screened colliery spoils and compacted to
achieve permeability of 1.OxlO, covered with a 2.0 mm thick
welded HDPE plastic liner, followed by a geocomposite
drainage and leachate collection system, and with gas and
leachate monitoring installations both inside and outside the
cell.
The second goal was the completion by the end of July of the
reclamation of over 28 acres for development by Freeport
Yorkshire, of a Factory Retail Outlet Village. The area was
reclaimed from land heavily contaminated by coking plant, and
opencasted for coal. The controlled backfill of the opencasted
site was achieved two weeks ahead of schedule and the Land
Quality Report is on track to be completed as planned.

Securing lottery funding is not easy, and it was found to impact
upon the project in a number of ways, not least of which are:
•
•

•

The Client lost overall control of the design of the project,
and its subsequent operation;
The timescale of consideration of a funding application
cannot be controlled by the applicant, and it does not
necessarily respect such things as the expiry dates of
tenders;
The client had to fund design by the chosen contractor in
order to progress the lottery funding application.

So, although Clients should never be encouraged to think of
Lottery Funding either as a certainty or a “free lunch”, it is
possible to secure it provided that the project is right, and the
proposals are backed by a sound business case and a
professional application. Congratulations to all concerned, and
especially to Tim Markham.

congratulations!
From Paddy Holt [SWKCL DSBP]
Congratulations to Roy Bowyer (CRE
who were married on 18 July.

Department for International Development
Knowledge and Research (KAR) 1999/2000
From Peter Chaudhry, I SWKCL Basingstokel
Information and application forms have been received from
Dfll) for this years KAR competition. These are available in
electronic format. In order to improve our chances of success
this year would anyone planning to complete an entry please
liaise with Peter Chaudhry, 1.0. Division., who has information
on current KAR programmes and who is the contact person
with the DflD department administering the competition.

-

AsoMeir) and Carol

A strong favourite for wedding of the year. Following an
enormous thrash at the happy couples house in Aldridge the
bride and groom are honeymooning on the sun soaked island of
Thassos.
Good luck and best wishes from all your colleagues.

Long Service Awards
FIDIC
from Alison Knowles FSWKCL Basingstoke

I

IBC are holding a conference to launch FIDIC’s four
Conditions of
Standard Forms of Contract. (The Red Book
Conditions of
Contract for Construction, The Yellow Book
Contract for Plant and Design-Build, The Silver Book
Conditions of Contract for EPC turnkey projects and The Green
Book Short Form of Contract). These are due for publication
in September/October 1998.

Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have
received Long Service Awards during July 1998

-

-

Lindsay Thomas who completed 20 years service on 1 July

-

Greg Belcher who completed 10 years service on 4 July

-

Mo v(e’s

For more information about the conference or FIDIC contracts,
please contact the library in the Basingstoke office.
STARTERS
It Could Be You!
from Alan Gibbs [SWKCL, Basildon]
Basildon office are pleased to be able to report that the firm has
succeeded in securing Lottery Sports funding for an extension
to a swimming pool for East Cambndgeshire District Council.
Alan Gibbs is providing project management services under
Cohn Holmes’ direction, and the business case and application
were prepared by Tim Markham at Abingdon.
Also
contributing to the project are Scott Wilson (M&E), with
planning supervisor services being provided by David Sharples
in London.

A warm welcome to:
Jonathan Roberts who joined Scott Wilson on 20 July
as an Assistant Computing Engineer. After an initial two weeks
training in Basingstoke he will be based in Chesterfield
providing Computing Support for the Central Region.

continued over!eaf
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Editor’s Note. We have been supplied with a photograph ofyou
on the course Martin, how about giving us an article to go with
it. Otherwise we will use itfor a caption competition!

Sports & Socials
Measor Mashie
from Richard Cooper [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Fantasy Football League
From Paul Starr [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

On a windswept course, not unlike that experienced in the open
at Royal Birkdale, some 29 golfers from Scott Wilson’s offices
at Swindon, Abingdon, London, Plymouth, Telford,
Chesterfield and Basingstoke competed for the Measor Mashie
at Dunimer Golf Club, off the M3. The winner on 33 points
after a count back was Steve Kimmett (our new financial
director) from Peter Whitehead (last years winner). There were
a number of other prizes Longest Drive, Nearest the Pin, Best
Putting, Best Gross etc etc. Steve would have won the lot
however, written into the small print is a rule that only one prize
can be won by each player, so the winners were decided by a
rapidly formed committee and presented by our Chairman, Bob
McGowan
-

Yes, it’s that time of year again! Before we’ve even forgiven
David Beckham, the Premiership is about to start. I will be
running a Fantasy Football League for ii Scott Wilson
employees with access to an email address. The rules will be in
complete accordance with Daily Telegraph rules (yes, they’ve
changed them again this year!) and will cost a mere £5 entry fee
for the prize fund (not bad for 9 months entertainment).

-

1st
2nd
3rd
Hidden Nine
Longest Drive
Nearest the Pin
Best Gross
Putting
Booby Prize

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The game starts on 15th August so entries must be in by then.
Drop me a line by email if you are interested, the sooner the
better.

Steve Kimmett
Mark Williams
John Andrews
Peter Whitehead
Jonathan Oliver
David iilythe
John Butterworth
Peter Jeffries
Richard Thomson.

The Pontifact Putter, awarded to the best Stapleford score
worldwide on an SW organised event, went to Ms Karen Chan
with a remarkable 46 points (hcp 36) from Hong Kong. The
putter is currently languishing in Scotland, so could last year’s
winner (David Leith) please arrange for it to be carried to Hong
Kong by the next traveller.

Executive Stretch
Local business men and women swapped their suits and civilian
clothing for combat gear when they joined the Territorial Army
for a weekend exercise.
Over 100 executives from Hampshire, including our own
Martin Love [SWKCLJ, Oxfordshire, Berkshire, Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire and Dorset, took part in the weekend
Exercise, held at the Lulworth Army Training Area in Dorset
last month.
The weekend, designed to introduce civilian companies to the
opportunities that the Reserve Forces can offer, consisted of 12
teams tackling 12 different tasks which involved both testing
management and leadership skills, and in some cases physical
strength and, yes their sense of huriiour as well!
Colonel Tony Stormer, the Deputy Secretary of the Territorial,
Auxiliary and Volunteer Reserve Association, based in
Southampton said “Exercise Executive Stretch is organised and
run by the Reserve Forces and we hold two every year.” He
added “They always prove to be very popular and the feedback
we get from the employers is always very positive. If any
company would like more information please call me on 01703
228661.”

ffrJ
from Ray Casey [Security, Basingstoke]
water tank

half full

half empty
What is the true defmition?

IFor Sale & Wan ted
Desperately seeking
a small freezer, any condition.
Please call Sian (B’stoke ext 310) or Tessa (B’stoke ext 302).

What’

oini your

M[&iid?
Glyn Hawkins [SWRL Swindon]
STAFF MORALE
-

Reference to ScottLight Issue 151:
What an excellent idea for a survey of staff motivation and
morale. I was more than happy to fill the questionnaire in and I
hope that Scott Wilson will have the opportunity to learn from
the findings.
What a pity though that if took the initiative of an A Level
student for there to be any survey of staff morale and
motivation!

5

From Brian R McKenna [SWKCL, Ankara, Turkeyl
Can we please have news of the progress with the Scott Wilson
Intranet server. As Scott Wilson is a global company can a
provision be made for a remote access capability for overseas
offices.

Ildea, of the Week
From Gez Gibbons [SWKCL Basingstoke]
Idea 1
Birthday or Christmas bonuses and Birthday Listings in
ScottLight.
Idea 2
Connect all computer systems to the fax machines via the
network, thus reducing time wasted queuing for the limited
number of fax machines.

Reply of the Week
from Bob McKittrick[SWKCL Chesterfield
In ScottLight No 151, Mark Lewis commented that he had
noted a lack of publicity in the construction press regarding
Scott Wilson commissions. In speaking with Mark it became
clear that he was not referring to major articles on Scott Wilson,
of which there have been a large number over the past few
years, but to what are more commonly referred to as news
releases or press releases.
Mark is correct: we have not been getting many releases in the
press because, in spite of constant pressure from the Marketing
Support Section, neither Project Managers nor Project Directors
are providing the information as requested. His idea is a good
one and in future we will extract information from ScottLight
for this purpose on the assumption that anything printed in
ScottLight about a project is suitable for distribution to the
outside world.

Thought for the week:
“No matter how good a caretaker you are, the long-term
effect of caretaking is to make people helpless.”
Joel Henning, empowerment expert

continued overleaf
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All Staffi

Foreign Earnings Deduction (FED)
from Geoff French [SWHL, Basingstokej
The abolition of the Foreign Earnings Deduction (FED) introduced in this year’s budget is likely to receive Royal Assent and become
law during this month. This is despite a huge amount of lobbying from the firm, employers groups, institutions, organisations and
individuals.
In recent weeks the implications of this abolition have started to become clearer. Our present understanding of the rules and the way
in which they are likely to be applied is as follows:
1.

An individual’s tax position will depend solely on whether they are considered to be resident or non-resident in the UK. To
establish non-residency means being out of the country for a full tax year ie from 6th April to 5th April the following year.

2.

The new rules apply to anybody going abroad since budget day (17th March 1998). Anybody working abroad prior to budget
day has to satisfy the old 365 day rule.

3.

The Inland Revenue will operate a ‘Split Tax Year Treatment’ where a tax year can be split into part UK residency and part non
residency (ie where an individual goes abroad part way through one tax year and will be abroad for the subsequent full tax year
and thus establish non-resident status).

4.

The employer has an obligation to advise the Inland Revenue as and when employees go abroad or retum to the UK. Even if UK
resident staff work on projects abroad employed by and paid by an associated overseas company, there still seems to be an
obligation for the UK employer to report the movements of these persons to the Inland Revenue in the UK.

5.

To continue non-residence in the UK an employee must spend less than 183 calendar days in the UK in any tax year
less than 91 calendar days each tax year (over a maximum period of 4 years).

6.

If all relevant conditions are met, non-resident (and not ordinarily resident) status applies from the day after departure from the
UK until the day before the return at the end of the employment abroad.

7.

Dependent on the circumstances it is possible to work for a very short period in the UK, between overseas assignments, and still
maintain non-residency.

average

The above represents our present understanding of the rules. For further guidance on these issues, and related ones like double
taxation treaties, individuals should read Inland Revenue booklet 1R20 or contact our Inland Revenue office at Portsmouth.

Quality Manuals
from John Taylor [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The Quality Manual (QM) and Quality Procedures Manual (QPM) have been revised and are being completely re-issued. Will
manual holders please consign the existing version to waste and recycle the ring binders. Apart from journal editing to reduce text
and clarify the existing procedures, the following major changes have been made:
1.1.1 The number ofjob initiation forms have been reduced to a Job Control Form (JCF) and a Job Element Number form (JEN).
1.1.2 Office Codes updated.
Job numbers for non-productive time revised.
-

1.2

(formerly 1.4) Contract Review Procedures clarified.
-

continued
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Quality Manuals (continued)
1.3

Only the Supplementary Procedures of the Quality Plan (Q2) to be signed by an Office QA Manager.

1.5

The Design Process Control section now brings together the preparation, checking and revision procedures previously given in
other sections.

7.3.1 E-mail procedures clarified and reference made to Draughting Manual (DM) regarding transmission of drawings by computer.
7.7.1 All Scott Wilson drawings are now to be archived to CD ROM.
9.0

The Verification of Purchased Products and Services clause deleted and combined with a revised Section 10 (Control of Client
and Sub-Consultant Supplied Product).

14.0

(formerly 15) Reference made to ‘Computer Representatives Manual’ for software back-up.

15.0

(formerly 16) Reference made to ‘Pathways Assessments’.

-

-

Similarly the Draughting Manual (DM) has been completely re-written and should therefore be read as a new document

M6 Motorway Through Cumbria
from Bob McKitthck
fWKCL, Chesterfieldi
For the past few months I have been in discussion with a
researcher who works for a television company which has been
commissioned to produce four programmes on transportation
for BBC2 Television. One of these is on motorways and I have
assisted them by locating two films (and a video made from
them) and have lent them to the company. Jerome Munro-Lafon
and I are to meet them shortly with a view to Scott Wilson
being featured on the programme.
I have now been asked if we know of the whereabouts of any of
the staff and/or operatives of the contractors who worked on the
project in the 1960s as the TV company could be interested in
interviewing them. I would be pleased to have details of any
contacts which anyone who was involved in the job may have.
Many thanks.
Staff Notices
from André Gilleard {SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I had an article which I attached to the first floor noticeboard in
Scott House (although this doesn’t concern other offices
hopefully it is a lesson in manners), which has now been
removed. Could the person who removed it (i) own up,
(ii) have the courtesy in future to ask if they can do so, and
(iii) return the article to me (if, as I suspect, they haven’t already
binned it) because I cannot get a replacement.

Scott Wilson’s Tidworth Group
from Bob Pettifer (SWK, M&E)
Introducing another motley crew of new (and one old) faces to
the Scott Wilson empire in the form of the Establishment Works
Consultancy (EWC) for the Army’s Tidworth Group. Based in
offices at Bulford and Tidworth, Wiltshire, this nine-strong
team has quickly settled down to a demanding but interesting
workload.

The Tidworth team is led by Bob Pettifer (ex MOD) with
Deputy EWC Nigel Ball (the old face) and assisted by Brian
Crabtree, Barry Vass and Bryan Robinson (all transferees from
the outgoing EWC, Unicorn Consultancy). The Bulford office
is led by Oliver King assisted by Ewan Craig, both of whom
also joined Scott Wilson from Unicorn. Each office has an
Administrator/Secretary but, due to unfortunate personal
circumstances, these positions have had to be re-filled by
Angela Ottaway at Tidworth and Mandy Lewis at Bulford. We
welcome both to Scott Wilson.
Under the guiding hands of Keith Sutton, Brian Murphy and Ian
Smith and with the assistance of staff at SWK M&E,
Basingstoke, London and Bassingbourne the Tidworth Group
hope to provide at least five years useful contribution to the
expanding facilities management arm of the company.
With some irepid.ation we await the repercussions of the
Government’s Strategic Defence Review, but early indications
are that further regiments will be accommodated in the area, a
decision which we hope will provide additional work for Scott
Wilson.
Contacts: Tidworth Office Tel: 01980 846175
Fax: 01980 846184
Tel: 01980672282
Bulford Office
Fax: 01980 638613
-

-

1iN

i’,,

Oliver King

Bob Pettifer

Nigel Ball

An Active Retirement
from André Evans [SWKCL, Plymouth]
What do Partners of Scott Wilson do when they retire? The
answers will be many and varied but in the case of Philip
Edwards, amongst other things, he has become our client.

After setting up the Plymouth office, Philip ‘retired’ in May
1984. It was around this time that he became involved in the
fledgling hospice movement. He has held various offices on the
committee of St. Luke’s Hospice in Plymouth and is currently
From humble
Vice Chairman.
Honorary Treasurer
beginnings in a domestic house, St. Luke’s is now undergoing a
second extension (design by Scott Wilson of course). It has a
turnover of £1.25m per annum with a further Lim for capital
development. St. Luke’s is entirely supported by voluntary
contributions and has a team of 500 active volunteers.
Not being satisfied with this monumental cause, Philip found
himself in 1986 being interviewed for a role in the Abbeyfleld
movement. This provides accommodation for the lonely elderly
in the form of supportive care houses. Currently there are 41
residents in 4 houses in the Plymouth area. Philip is executive
regional treasurer for this volunteer
officer, secretary
organisation.
In order to keep his hand in, Philip is also treasurer for the
Parochial Church Council in Newton Ferrers, his delightful
home village.
Technical institutions in Plymouth have also benefited from
Philip’s efforts. For seven years he was secretary of the local
branch of the Institution of Structural Engineers. For this he
was given an award ‘for ex eptional duty’. He was also
founder member of the Devon and Cornwall Building Network,
an organisation which encourages different disciplines to meet
and work together. This unique organisation is still thriving
today.
Philip joined Scott and Wilson in 1953 and worked with Joe
Lindsay of Kirkpatrick on the amalgamation of the two firms,
becoming a partner in 1977. He has mentioned several times
how much pleasure he gets from reading the columns of
‘ScottLight’. I am sure that many of Philip’s former colleagues
will be interested to hear of his incredibly active retirement and,
knowing him, will not be at all surprised at the extent of his
activities.

The VNCC Project Office in Hanoi managed by Alan Stanbury
closed at the end of April 1998 with completion of the Project.

Motivation Survey Forms
from Cara Johns do Val Hopley [SWKCL, Telford]
Thanks to all who returned the Motivation Survey Forms. So far
I have received 76 but would like more if possible so have
extended the deadline to 14th August 1998. Completed forms,
which were issued with ScottLight 151, should be sent to Val
Hopley at Telford.

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Russia (St Petersburg)

J W Ambridge

10-12 August

What’ Going On?
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More Bridges for DFID
from Cohn McKenna [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
We have been appointed by DFID for another contract under
our Enabling Agreement with them. The title of this project is
“Specification for Modular Steel Bridging” and it is the
intention to produce a document that DFII) and Crown Agents
can use for their procurement of such items. It will defme the
parameters within which potential suppliers produce their
designs without mentioning the words “Bailey” or “Callender
Hamilton”. If anyone has produced or knows of the existence
of such a document (from anywhere in the world) I would be
(Fee Scale C)
most grateful for a copy.

Mo v’e’s

Scott Wilson’s Address in Vietnam
from Mai Nguyen [SW Hanoi]
Currently, Scott Wilson has one Resident Representative Office
in Hanoi and one Project Office in Ho Chi Minh City.
The Resident Representative Office in Hanoi is:
Address

Room 405
4 Tran Hung Dao Street
Hanoi
Tel/Fax
(0084)4933 0241
E-mail
Swkvnetham.org,vn
International Post Box 120 Hanoi
Contact person
Ms. VO Lam Giang

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
We would like to welcome Kevin Lloyd who originally came
to Scott Wilson in Telford for work experience six weeks ago as
a permanent member of computing services. Kevin’s skills in
computing are a valuable new resource, not only locally, but
also nationally.

-

The Project Office in Ho Chi Minh City is:
Address

Tel/Fax
Project Director

PMU My Thuan
127B Dinh Tien Hoang Street
Binh Thanh District
Ho Chi Minh City
(00 84) 8 841 3547
Eddie Foster

Kevin is confmed to a wheelchair and will offer front line
telephone support locally and to Birmingham, Manchester
(Oxford St.) and Manchester Airport. In addition, he has skills
in programming and a good understanding of many other
aspects of IT.
Kevin has already been nominated for certain development
tasks including work to develop an Intranet service.

continued overleaf
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The twin engine pro-karts have slick tyres and are capable of
70mph [down hill with a tail wind]. The outdoor circuit is 750m
long with two fast straights and it is not easy to overtake when
your opponent knows what he/she is doing.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Greg Brown who is leaving for pastures new on 14 August
from everyone at Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon.

-

from Mark Harrison [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I will be leaving Scott Wilson next Thursday (13 August) and
would like to take this opportunity to say thank you and
farewell to the friends and colleagues with whom I’ve worked in
Turkey, Overseas Roads Section and Airports Section over the
past eight and a half years. I will be hosting a farewell drink at
12.30 pm on 13 August at the Skewers Tavern and will be
pleased if you could join me.

Congratulations!
The Annual Chris Rigby-Jones Award
from C W Jennison [SWPE, Nottingham]
The third recipient of the above award is Lam Wah Cheung,
Senior Pavement Engineer, who has been with Scott Wilson
Pavement Engineering since 1993. Lam Wah gained his PhD
from the University of Nottingham prior to joining the
company, and is another illustration of the strong links between
the two organisations, which have proved to be mutually
beneficial. Lam Wah will be presented with the award to the
value of £100 by John Nutt prior to the SWPE Board Meeting
on 20 November 1998.
Congratulations to Lam Wah from all staff and Directors at
SWPE.

Sports & Sociils
Scott Wilson Karting Enduro
from Mark Lewis [SWR, Swindon]
On 17 July the second Scott Wilson Karting Enduro took place
at Winners Actiondrome, Wroughton. It was a pleasant summer
evening, dry but a bit windy, and there was a barbecue to feed
the congregation [motorsport is a religion to some]. A total of
six from SWR [Swindon], two from SWK
ten teams,
two from Haicrow [Burderop Park] lined up
]
and
[Basingstoke
to compete for a placing and the Scott Wilson Cup.
The
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

teams were:
The Kart Infront
Slick Sliders
Smokey and the Bandits
Danepak
PWay Pretenders
Slick Dicks & Wet Rubbers
Formula Scoffs
Environmental Assassins
Halcrow ‘A’
Happy Go-lucky Athletes

With nine drivers per team and the spectators there were more
than 100 people milling about, not knowing what to do before
the start of the race.

The safety briefing was the usual light hearted ‘these are the
flags and don’t try to win the race at the first corner’. It was
followed by a more serious ‘not just bruises, but broken bones’
warning which was met with nervous laughter.
Most drivers had a chance to get used to the kart and the circuit
during the warm up, even so most were a bit cautious at first.
The race was three hours long and the only scheduled stops
were for driver changes and re-fuelling.
After the warm up the karts went out onto the cirDuit for a
rolling start. The green flag went out and the race was on.
The last section of the back straight is the fastest part of the
circuit [some karts reaching speeds approaching 50mph] and it
leads directly into a 180 degree hairpin. Needless to say there
were a few who went in too fast, locked up the back wheels and
went into a spin, others just slid off into the grass, in both cases
to cheers and applause from the pit.
A number of teams were given stop-go penalties for speeding in
the pit lane and not obeying warning flags. One kart was hit
from behind at the beginning and spent ten minutes in the pit
while the rear axle was straightened out. A driver on another
team went round the circuit with a foot continuously on the
brake pedal and the kart was held in the pit for ten minutes
while the brakes cooled down.
There were a few bumps and scrapes on the corners, the best
ones at the hairpin, but generally there was not a lot of contact.
When there was contact it usually resulted in water being
dislodged from the tyre wall onto the track, leading to more
spectacular spins from unsuspecting drivers on the next lap.
There were a few near misses in the pit lane and one unfortunate
incident where a race marshal was driven into and deposited
unceremoniously onto the kart. The driver was given a stop-go
penalty for the misdemeanour.
While not concentrating on where he should be going, one
driver crashed through the central reservation and found himself
facing the wrong way on the back straight, not content with this
he carried on going eventually crashing into the tyre wall. His
being distracted at the previous corner by someone
excuse
jumping up and down on the tyre wall!
Toward the end of the race Greg Brown tried to out-break
someone on the inside line into the hairpin, only to have the
door closed on him. A touch of wheels sent his Lart into the tyre
wall and skyward with a nicely executed pirouette and a half
roll. Greg tried to do a headstand as he was thrown out of the
kart and dumped onto the tarmac. The red flags went out and
the race was stopped. There was silence in the pit as marshals
ran the crash scene. Greg was a bit shaken [not stirred] but
unhurt and returned to the pit to cheers and applause.
Unfortunately the kart was wrecked and his team was forced to
retire.
The winning teams were:
265 laps
The Kart Infront
2’ Slick Dicks & Wet Rubbers 255 laps
rd
3
255 laps+20 secs
Smokey and the Bandits

)

‘

Greg Brown was declared the best driver with the fastest lap
time and awarded the now prestigious Scott Wilson Karting
Enduro Cup.
To sum up, it was a blast! There will be another event at
Christmas time, so make a note and don’t book any holidays!

Fantasy Football League 1998-1999
from Paul Starr [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further to my note last week, entries must be in by 10 August
1998. I will allow changes up to 4 pm 13 August 1998. Rules
and player listings are published every Wednesday in the
Telegraph, or directly from me.

BADMINTON in Basingstoke
from John Andrews [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The badminton club continues to run on Monday evenings at
the Basingstoke sports centre. Players of all abilities will be
made very welcome by the current players. Racquets can be
borrowed from the sports centre so there are no excuses. We are
continuing to play throughout the summer and will have
(hopefully) a block booking for the autumn and winter periods.
If you would like to join in this fun evening (6pm to 7:20) with
possibly a refreshing drink afterwards or would like more
information, please contact me on ext 218.

For Sale & Wanted

Good luck I look forward to hearing from you.
-

For Sale: Two tickets for Megadog ‘The Beach Festival’
(14,15,16 August) cost £60 each will accept £100 for both.
Contact Cathy Mitchell, Chesterfield, ext 248.
-

iv r

-

Wanted: Accommodation required for an 18 year old male
who will be joining us on Monday 7 September 1998 for twelve
months, (I have been informed he is house trained!) If any one
can help please contact Val Hopwood, Basingstoke ext 350.

Water Tank Responses So Far
from Ray Casey [Security, Basingstoke]
Who was the engineer?
Who supplied the tank?
How much did the tank cost?
Is the tank a sealed unit?
Where is the inlet valve?
How was the water put in?
Who was the plumber?
Is this not the reason the chicken crossed the road?
Where is the chicken now?

What’ olni your
Mind?

J

-

from Robin Dawson [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

from Tim Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield]:
defmition should be “Under-utilised asset”!

Surely the correct

from Martin Jacobs [SW Hong Kong]: I would hesitate to
offer a true defmition, but the conclusion would be that the
client is to sue the engineer for specifying a tank that was
double the required size.

The sound bite from an “empowerment expert” that
masqueraded as the thought for the week in ScottLight 153 has
disturbing implications. Taking care of people makes them
helpless. Therefore don’t take care.
What do we need for empowerment of individuals within Scott
Wilson? Freedom to get on with the job. The equipment and
time needed to do the job. Clear policy outlines. Clear
communication of the policy to the individual. A secure
framework of employment conditions. I think that management
that supplies such is carrying out a caring function.
Would we give up on the mentoring side of Pathways to
Progress on the basis that the mentor is taking care?

from Bill Ollerenshaw [A50 Meir]
WATER TANK

On the road to Jericho the wounded man lay helpless. The
priest, the pharisee and the empowerment expert passed by on
the other side.

FULL OR EMPTY?

Thought for the week:
“Life is like playing the violin solo in public and learning the
instrument as you go along.”
Samuel Butler

continued overleaf
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Attenititon

Week ending: 14 August 1998

1
All Staff!

CONQUEST Training for Project Managers/Directors
from Stephen Kimmett [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Further to the announcement m ScottLight Issue 153, further
training sessions will be held in September and will include
Chesterfield.

Move for EWC Contract Office
from Brian Murphy [SWKCL, Bassingboum]
The increase in workload generated by our Establishment
Works Consultant Term contracts for DEO/MOD has
necessitated a move of office in order to accommodate more
The management,
space for both personnel and files.
administrative and co-ordination office for EWC contracts is
now located at:
EWC Contract Office
Building 13
Bassingbourn ATR
Royston
Hertfordshire
SGB 5LX
Tel: 01763 244855/242275
Fax: 01763 244730

refreshing change to work with a helpful well motivated client.
Unfortunately the good weather only lasts a few months before
their very severe winter sets in with temperatures often at
4odeg C.
The study will examine development options for the airport in
this major oil and gas producing area that some day sees itself
as being another Dubai.
(Fee Scale B)
For a complete contrast to Siberia the delights (?) of Manila
could not be more different where we have been appointed
recently as part of the Lender’s Technical Advisor’s team to the
Asian Development Bank on the new Terminal 3 at Ninoy
Aquino Intemational Airport. This will be privately funded
$350 million terminal and apron development to handle
international passenger traffic. Our team with Project Manager
Mike Jackson includes John Macdonald (ex Bahrain), Stuart
(Fee Scale C)
Logan and Mike Prosser.

Maritime Division Commissions
from Simon Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Recent new commissions for the Maritime Division are as
follows:
LNG Terminals, India appraisal for British Gas of sites in Gulf
of Khambat (Fee Scale C)
-

-.

Brian Murphy and Ian Smith will operate from here.
North Al Sukhna Port, Egypt assisting contractor Jan de Nul
with bid designs (Fee Scale C)
-

-

Computer Virus Alert
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
I have received notification that a CD that was distributed free
with July’s edition of “PC Gamer” magazine was infected with
a virus. I would therefore suggest that anyone who has that CD
should destroy it. Also if anyone has put the CD into any of the
firm’s computers, please call the Computing Helpline on
Basingstoke ext. 250 at once.

JNPT Port, India technical review of concession bid design for
new container terminal, for fmanciers HSBC (SW-HK lead)
(Fee Scale D)
-

-

Sapangar Bay Container Terminal, Malaysia detailed design of
jetty, for Sabah Ports Authority (SW Malaysia lead)
(Fee Scale B)
-

-

Fujairah Naval Harbour, UAE
Ahmadia (Fee Scale C)

-

tender design for contractor Al

-

What’ Goibirng On?

Birkenkead Dock Gates technical audit for Cammell Laird on
flap gates for two dry docks (Fee Scale C)
-

-

Scale: A: £100,000+; B: £50,000 -£99,999;
C’: £10,000 -49,999; D: £5,000 -9,999;
F: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

It Is Sunny In Siberia!
From Mike Jackson [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Porthoustock, Cornwall and Woolston, Southampton review
of developer’s proposals for award of DETR freight facilities
grant (Fee Scale C)
-

-

Tanker Berth 5 Supervision, Jebel Ali Port, UAE 10 month
construction period for new berth and dredging works
(Fee Scale A)
-

30deg C sunshine, beaches (yes!), beautiful forests and rivers,
good food and lovely people. This was the pleasant surprise
that greeted our team of Mike Jackson Niel Robinson and subconsultants during a recent data collection visit for a feasibility
study on Surgut Airport in Westem Siberia. It was also a
,

-

In addition to the above, the division has recently provided
input to projects led by other offices/divisions including the EC

projects for the proposed new Novorossiysk Port and Cargo
Terminal and the Russian Inland Waterways Study, Dibden Bay
Container Terminal, Southampton, and Devonport Dockyard.

Cong,rra it ui/ia, iti/ons!

while wearing full NBC gear. After having been up and on the
go for 15 hours, living on a 24 hour army ration pack, the day
was rounded off with a short (3 hour) hike across the moors to
Tyneham. Our sleeping bags were well received at 01:00 that
night.
Sunday was more of a relaxing day involving clay pigeon
shooting, quad bike racing, pugal(’?) stick fights, a planning task
and a “gun run” which involved pulling a 3/4t gun up a 1/4
mile hill in the quickest possible time. The whole weekend was
rounded off with a barbecue before heading back up the
motorway to Manchester. All in all a very enjoyable time which
I would recommend to any other masochist in the company.
-

Long Service Award

Congraru!ations to Barbara Smith who received a Long
Service Award for 10 years service in July 1998.

Mb v-es

PS I would also recommend that you try not to break your ribs
half way through the event since this makes some of the
subsequent tasks harder/more painful!
Editor. Thanks for being a good spoit Martin!

STARTERS

fv ]j

A warm welcome to:

Spot the Difference

Clare Sabey who has joined the Facilities Management Dept in
London as Facilities Co-ordinator on Thursday 23 July 1998.
She is a valuable team member working on Westminster City
Council, City of Westminster Colleges and British Transport
Police contracts.

Siports

(&

Socilais

Exercise Executive Stretch
from Martin Love
[Manchester Airport]
Further to the article in
ScottLight (w/e 31/7/98), I see
that the Editor is now resorting
to bribery to obtain articles for
the newsletter. However, havmg
seen what I assume to be the
picture in question, and not
\vanting it used for a caption
competition, it is probably a
strong card to play.
(The picture was plastered all over the rear of a Land Rover that
my Venture Scouts were using when they picked me up from
Manchester for our summer expedition to Scotland last month
it’s a complicated life keeping them under control from 200
miles away while I’m working on the second runway project at
Manchester Airport). The question that I really want answered
though is how Piers Curry [SWKCL Basingstoke managed to
escape the threat of his picture being used? Anyway, on with the
story
-

Answers
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-

After being allocated to one of ten teams, the weekend started
with sorting out our accommodation (a series of very small, old
tents). This was followed by food and a safety briefing on the
Friday e ening.
Saturday dawned wet (at 06:00) and proceeded to get wetter, as
we spent the (lay carrying out “command tasks” intended to
impro e teamwork and leadership skills. These were all based
around a scenario which is too complicated to fly and recount
here. The activities were all timed and ranged from crossing a
small lake to making a booby trapped “nuclear installation” safe

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
Technical Assistant, Level 1.1

-

Crewe

SWR (Crewe) are looking for a Technical Assistant, Level 1.1.
The position requires someone who is capable in assisting in the
production of drawings and would enjoy providing other
technical Support to a team of busy engineers. A proven interest
in Railway Systems Engineering would be an advantage.

•

Please contact Alison White at SWR Swmdon if you are
interested in this position.

Technical AssistantlAdministrator (Grade 1.2 -2.2)
Basingstoke

3
During a room clear out we have come across 2 boxes of
Pavement Engineering photographs.
If anyone is interested please contact Don Johnson or Martin
Hennessy in Basingstoke ext 206.
-

-

A vacancy for a Technical Assistant/Administrator has arisen in
the Railway Planning Department in Basingstoke. The primary
role is to assist John Gibbon and will include production of
documents and reports, administration for the railway planning
department, invoicing, project administration, typing, running
market related databases and timesheet input.

J[dea of the Week

V

from Capt J. Neil Young [SW Mozambique/South Africaj

Please contact Sally Mason ext 210 if you are interested in this
position.

This may sound like “ambulance chasing”, but everyone is in
tune with the Y2K Bug. Or are they? Maybe in Europe and
America.

Graduate Engineers for Station Regeneration

With the possible exception of South Africa, Africa in general is
not focusing in on the problem most probably because they
have other things on their mind, like wars, famine and poverty.
Yet the irony is, they are probably the most susceptible to the
millennium bug because in general they are still using IBM
360/370; ICL; Burroughs B93/94 Honeywell Bull etc old main
frames, with ASSEMBLER, COBOL and FORTRAN
programming; and the 086/286/386 type PCs and the old
BASIC. Hardware and software replacements, in most cases,
being out of the question.
-

Are you looking for a change and a challenge? Scott Wilson
Railways (Scotland) currently have exciting opportunities for
two Graduate Engineers on Station Regeneration work for
Railtrack. The type of work being undertaken consists of:
general resurfacing and drainage to platforms and car parks;
renovation work to station buildings, some listed structures,
including structural repairs to timber and concrete, repairs to
steel and concrete footbridges.
These projects provide
opportunity to undertake site surveys and, at Implementation
Phase, site visits to deal with technical queries and to examine
the works to ensure compliance with the design.
Candidates should have some relevant experience in roads,
structures and AutoCad. Individuals interested in the above
should contact Willie Burrell in Glasgow (tel. 0141 335 3373)
or e-mail.

Engineer (3.2) Basingstoke

This seems to present a market opportunity for the computer
boffms in Scott Wilson, via IDA/ODAJEDF type funding to
target some consultancy at Africa (say the SADC and other
developing/transitional economies) to help fix the problem.
Idea : Using Scott Wilson’s established internal expertise
around the Y2K bug, set up a task group to identify
opportunities in the Africa (developing/transition economies)
for consultancy and register with the international fmancing
agencies.

-

An immediate vacancy exists in the Maritime Division for a
level 3.2 engineer for the design of port structures and harbour
works. Experience of port works is not essential but if you have
an interest in maritime matters and a background in bridge or
civil structures and/or geotechnics we would help you develop a
career in port engineering. Experience in moving structures
would also be an advantage. The Maritime Division will move
next month to the 3rd floor of Scott House to be adjacent to
Airports.
Anyone interested should contact Don Wootton at Berk House
on extension 405

For Sale’ & Wanted
Wooden Drawing Cabi,,et available
We have a spare wooden drawing/plan chest standing about 4
feet high, with 6 A0 size drawers
If anybody is interested in taking it away please contact Doric
Tong in Information Systems, Basingstoke on ext. 342 within
the next week
-

Results of Ideas of the Month for July are attached to this
issue.

Thought for the week:
Admiral Grace Hopper, computer pioneer and the USA’s oldest
serving officer leaves the navy aged 80 and joins Digital
Equipment Corporation, as a senior consultant.
John Glenn declared fit to return to space at age 76, some 36
years after his first voyage as an astronaut.
Mary Wesley, author of The Camomile Lawn and The
Vacillations of Poppy Carew, first published at the age of 70.
Sister Wendy Beckett, self-taught art historian, and nun, presents
Sister Wendy’s Story of Painting to an international TV
audience at age 67.
It ‘.c never too late!

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowle@swkeurope.com
Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
Fax No: 01256 816 835
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Idea of the Week
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1.

Directors and Associates 24 Hour Meeting other staff to have the benefit of preparations for
this via roadshows or office displays.
Sue Moore [SWKCL, Dasingstoke] (Issue 149)

2.

Staff telephone list on the system together with staff photographs.
Gary Withers [SWRL, Swindon] (Issue 149)

3.

Secretaries to pass details of managers’ overseas travel to Security so that they can confirm
travel arrangements out of hours.
Debra Power [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 149)

4.

An annual list to be available of when international Scott Wilson offices are closed.
Paul Starr [SWKCL, Basmgstoke] (Issue 150)

5.

FAMIS manual to be issued to all users.
Robin Dawson [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 150)

6.

Regular press releases to highlight Scott Wilson’s worldwide capabilities.
Mark Lewis [SWR, Swindon] (Issue 151)

7.

Business card database to be accessible to everyone on the network.
Debra Power [SWKCL, Basmgstoke] (Issue 152)

8.

Birthday or Christmas bonuses and birthday listings in ScottLight.
Gez Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 153)

9.

Connect all computer systems to fax machines via the network.
Gez Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 153)

-

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for July 1998. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region.

Idea 6 Regular press releases to highlight Scott Wilson’s
worldwide capabilities.

£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * a commendation

Idea 7 Business card database to be accessible to everyone
on the network.

* **

=

Accumulate
£25 can be claimed.

through commendations and an award of

Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!
Idea 1 Directors and Associates 24 Hour Meeting other
staff to have the benefit of preparations for this via
roadshows or office displays.
-

-

Great minds think alike! The decision had already been taken
when deciding to put displays together to do exactly as you
suggested, Sue.
Idea 2 Staff telephone list on the system together with staff
photographs.
-

Good idea but difficult to keep current because of staff turnover
plus the possibility of clogging up the system. This idea
attracted support from members of the committee but
practically it would be difficult to maintain a database of
photographs of staff whether on the system or in hard copy.
Local offices might care to consider having photographs in hard
copy displayed as part of their staff induction procedures.
Idea 3 Secretaries to pass details of managers’ overseas
travel to Security so that they can confirm travel
arrangements out of hours.
-

Company policy is that the responsibility is with the traveller to
be in possession of the right telephone numbers etc. The fact
that in SWKCL a member of security staff was available and
willing to help was just fortunate; this is not the contractual
liability of security staff. Travellers should make arrangements
with a departmental member or possess all the information
themselves.
Idea 4 An annual list to be available of when international
Scott Wilson offices are closed.
-

As far as Europe is concerned there has been a previous
requirement that all our offices should have an answerphone
service available when the office is closed. Ideally this should
be the situation for the whole group.
Idea S FAMIS manual to be issued to all users.
-

This idea missed out on timing. There was an article from
Stephen Kimmett in the same issue regarding CONQUEST and
user manuals in SWKCL. No doubt this will extend to other
companies in due course.

-

As noted by Bob McKittrick in ScottLight Issuel53, he has
acted upon your suggestion and will be using ScottLight articles
as a basis for press releases.
-

The problem with such a database is in keeping it current.
Nevertheless, Peter Guthrie is currently trialing an ACT
Database which will address the sort of problems that Debra is
concerned about. Details about this trial will be advised as they
become available.
Idea 8 Birthday or Christmas bonuses and birthday
listings in ScottLight.
-

Sorry Gez, but no.
Idea 9 Connect all computer systems to fax machines via
the network.
-

This is already happening in Glasgow office and will now be
looked at for all offices in the region.

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.
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Week ending: 21 August 1998

All Staff’

As promised in Issue 152 here is the first
the new Directors.

rf

the biographies of

Stephen Kimmett, Finance Director, SWKCL
Stephen Kimmett, a relative newcomer
to Scott Wilson, joined 9 months ago in
November 1997 from an unrelated
industry, international Data Comm
unications. Stephen spent 8 years with
the Anite Group, as they enjoyed the
highs and lows of the ‘boom and bust’
cycle. On leaving Anite they were on
a ‘high’, with £50m in the bank, and
much experience
gained in relation to acquisitions, disposals and restructuring.
In terms of other past careers, Stephen spent much of the 1980s
in the retail sector, working for companies as diverse as Circle
K (part of the Murdoch empire), Cullens and Gateway. Outside
mainstream retail 16 months was also spent as Associate
Director (Retail) of Fitch & Co, a design company some may
remember from Terminal 4.
During the past months at Scott Wilson Stephen has found
learning the various facets of the industry an interesting
He aims to further improve and streamline
challenge.
communications between the Finance Department and the rest
of the business, and the implementation of Conquest should
take this process further.
Another bearded Scotsman, Stephen has lived ‘down south’ for
around 20 years. His pet topic is golf he has a handicap of 10
and, as you can see from Issue 153 of ScottLight, enjoys
competition! Both sons, aged 11 and 9, have taken up the game
and Stephen is ever hopeful of two budding Tiger Woods in the
offing.

Initial Professional Development: Who Is Included?
Emma Wyley [(SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Following the meetings at Basingstoke on Thursday 6th August
and Chesterfield on Tuesday 11th August, which introduced the
Initial Professional Development (TPD) Scheme I am tackling
the task of compiling a list of all those Scott Wilson employees
who wish to undertake structured training on a professional
career path and as such would benefit from the IPD scheme.
A number of you may not realise that you fit into this bracket.
However, if you have joined Scott Wilson within the last few
years and are undertaking, or require, structured training then
you are the ones that we want to hear from.
If you recognise that you fit into this category, or feel that you
may, then please contact me in Basingstoke on Ext 397, or

through the email system. You have nothing to lose
training to gain.

-

and

Flood Cost/Benefit Work
from Tim Dawe [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
Flood Cost/Benefit Work: the Chesterfield Water section library
now holds a copy of the 1996/97 Farm Incomes in the United
Kingdom MAFF survey. If anyone runs into cost-benefit
assessments of agricultural areas in the future this will be
available for consultation.

Congra tiuila tion.’!

[

to Marek Buksowicz who has become a
member of the Institution of Structural
Engineers and achieved Chartered Engineer
status.
Special congratulations from Jim
McCafferty and all of Glasgow office who are delighted for
him.

All the staff on the A50 (Meir) would like to
wish Phil Dawson a Happy
th Birthday for
18th August.

kilo ve’s
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Willie Gray who joined Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) as
IT Network Support Analyst on 10 August.
Darren Wren who joins the Maritime Division on six months’
secondment from Nutalls for design experience.

Sports & Soci8t1’

Give Them Enough Rope
Political correctness retains its fascination due to its many
different forms. Just when you think it cannot get any more
ridiculous, it does.
rnnfin,iprl n,nrip,f

The Government of Swaziland needed an executioner to dispose
of a particularly nasty criminal. Of course, it could not ask for
an executioner, as that is far too descriptive a word for an
advert. The result? ‘Hangperson.’

Please contact Alison White at SWR Swindon if you are
interested in these positions.

Highways Basingstoke
-

It says a lot for the condemned man that more than 500 persons
applied!

We have vacancies for experienced engineers to join a rapidly
expanding team that provides clients with all aspects of
highway related engineering consultancy, from concept
planning to scheme implementation. Preferably applicants
should be Chartered with at least 5 years relevant experience of
highways or development infrastructure works, for both private
and public sector.
Airports Basingstoke
-

Vacancies exist for both Graduate and Chartered Engineers to
work on challenging and varied airport projects at all stages
from initial planning through to design and construction both in
UK and worldwide. Chartered Engineers should have at least 3
years experience, preferably on airport related projects.
Ports Basingstoke
-

A dynamic engineer is needed to develop a career in our busy
ports division. We are looking for a Chartered Engineer with at
least 5 years relevant experience, able to convert planning
concepts into designed structures. Experience in moving
structures would be an advantage.

Engineer in Hell
An engineer dies and reports to the pearly gates. St Peter
checks his dossier and says “Ah, you’re an engineer you’re in
the wrong place”. So the engineer reports to the gates of hell
and is let in. Pretty soon the engineer is dissatisfied with the
level of comfort in hell and starts designing and building
improvements. After a while they have air conditioning, flush
toilets and escalators, and the engineer is a pretty popular guy.
-

One day God calls Satan on the telephone and says “So, how’s
it going down there in hell?” Satan replies “Things are great.
We’ve got air conditioning and flush toilets and escalators and
there’s no telling what this engineer is going to come up with
next.” God replies “What??? You’ve got an engineer? That’s a
mistake he should never have got down there send him up
here.” Satan says “No way, I like having an engineer on the
staff and I’m keeping him.” God says “Send him up here or I’ll
sue.” Satan laughs uproariously and answers “Oh yeah, and just
where are YOU going to get a lawyer?”
-

-

For the senior positions Chartered Engineers are required who
are able to demonstrate leadership qualities and an ability to
develop business in the candidate’s own area of expertise.
If you are interested in any of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

on voiu1r

Miind?’
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from Anan Allos [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
In ‘What’s Going On’ there is a code for the fee, and that is
certainly inaccurate and restrictive in that it does not have a
good spread. Is it not better to do away with all this and just
give the actual fee for the job?

‘Vacajrj.icjes
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

Jidea of the Week

SWR Vacancies
-

from Neil Pickering [SWKCL, Chesterfield]
SWR are looking for Chartered Civil or Structural Engineers at
Level 2 or 3 who are keen to progress in the railway
environment and are willing to transfer to Swindon. Experience
in any of the following is required: bridges, retaining walls,
foundations, buildings, earthworks, geotechnics and drainage.
Knowledge of railways would be an advantage.
We are also seeking a CAD Technician, qualified to HNC level,
with experience of concrete and steel structures. Full training
on Microstation will be provided.

(1)
Many of the latest digital photocopying machines can be linked
directly to the network and used just like a standard computer
printer. This would give any user within that building the ability
to produce double sided copies of reports without having to
produce a single sided master copy first.
One of our major clients is the Environment Agency who, for
obvious reasons, are interested in reducing the amount of paper
consumed in the production of reports. We are at present
wasting more paper because we have to produce a single sided

3
master copy first. Thinks of the time saved by not having to
stand over the copier, well, until it jams
Oh, and by the way, the copiers can also be used as scanners if
the relevant electronic boards are installed. I’ll leavc you to
think about what you could do with a scanner.
(2)
Central Logo Library on the Network
Many sections scan and produce images of their clients’ logos
for use in Cad drawings and documents. Staff at the moment
don’t know what logos other sections have and therefore could
be wasting time re-inventing the wheel. A central server librwy
of logos could be set up so that all staff can see which logos are
available.

from Gez Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
(1)
List all parcel delivery companies for past service and
reliability. By using the most reliable service this should
minimise the amount of tenders lost by late delivery.
(2)
Hold an annual Scott Wilson Barbecue/Outdoor Event for all
offices.

Reply
Scott Wilson Intranet
from Jim McCafferty [SWSL, Glasgow]
In ScottLight 153, Brian McKenna requested news of progress
on the Scott Wilson Intranet.
Progress on the introduction of a Scott Wilson Global Intranet
has been slow, partly because of difficulties in servicing Africa
with the existing EQUANT system out of Hong Kong. This
matter is being addressed and should be resolved soon.
In the meantime, SWKCL have appointed a new member of
staff whose prime responsibility will be the development of an
Intranet service for all the OpCo’s in the Europe Region. In
collaboration with Asia-Pacific and Africa, the options for
system architecture and the way in which the Intranet will be
accessed and presented are now being considered. The current
plan is for a pilot Intranet to be established in October 1998
with a launch of the full service expected in the first quarter of
1999.
In answer to Brian’s specific point, it is intended that all remote
or overseas offices should be connected to the Intranet.

Thought for the week:
“Why is there only one Monopolies and Mergers
Commission?”
from Gary Withers [SWRLj

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
Date’

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256 816 835

FOR iNCLUSION IN SCOTFLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)
Location’

From

Idea of the Week
Date’

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Name’
Location’
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-
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All Staffi

Bill Sterling
from Peter limes [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

and the Middle East he ‘settled down’ in Plymouth where he
has spent the last 12 years.

We are cry sad to have to report the & _th of Bill Sterling on
22 August 1998 after a short illness.

Life in Plymouth has been anything but dull. Work can range
from the seismic justification of a nuclear submarine base to re
roofmg Dartmoor Prison or pondering on a crack in a domestic
house.

‘

Bill worked first for ICI and then spent 13 years in Malaysia,
initially in Government service, where he set up the
Geoteclmical Laboratory in Kuala Lumpur and later as Partner
of Iversen van Sitteren and Partners. He joined Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Partners in 1966 to work in the Airports Section.
During most of the next 22 years Bill became “Scott Wilson
Airports”. He became a Partner in 1977. His project record is
unrivalled including Belize, Brunei, Kota Kinabalu, Singapore,
Liverpool, Munich, Mombasa, Grenada, Lilongwe and Al Am.
He was also responsible for many military projects, including
Nanyuki in Kenya, as well as Erbil and three airbases in fraq.
He was Staff Partner from 1982 until his retirement in 1988.
Bill was also well known as a trouble shooter and travelled the
world to help other sections’ projects out of various troubles,
especially in UAE and Africa.
Our sympathies at this sad time go out to his widow, Betty, their
three children and the grandchildren.
The funeral service will be at 11.30 am. on Wednesday, 2
September at Christ Church, Chorleywood. Betty has extended
an invitation to lunch at Cedars House, Dog Kennel Lane,
Chorleywood after the service. Please can you let Lyn Furnell
or me know by midday Friday, 28 August, if you wish to attend.
Family flowers only please. Donations, if desired, payable to
Wycombe ITU, C/o James Peddle Ltd, 10 Moneyhill Parade,
Uxbridge Road, Rickmansworth WD3 2BE.

Following last week’s short biography of Stephen Kimmett, it’s
now the turn of André Evans.
June was an interesting time for André
Evans. He was promoted to Grade 4.3,
Technical Director and he also
completed 20 years with Scott Wilson.
Looking back over those 20 years a
number of highlights spring to mind.
Arriving hot foot from Iran in 1978, he
spent 2 years in the Basingstoke office
Bridges section. This was followed by a rew
g 4 year spell
in Hong Kong working on major projects and spending many
nights in the Cross-Harbour Tunnel trying to cure leaks amongst
other things! Back in th UK he worked on the underpinning of
3 bridges on site in Scunthorpe. There followed a challenging
project in Jizan, Saudi Arabia where a large team re-planned a
town in 9 months flat! After further short spells in Basingstoke
—

—

In order to succeed in a provincial town like Plymouth it is
important to become part of the local community. To this end
André has been Chairman of the Concrete Society for Devon &
Cornwall, he is a member of the Plymouth Professional Firms
Group and an assessor and visiting lecturer for the University of
Plymouth. To add to this he is a regular examiner for the ICE
Professional Reviews.
On the domestic front, André lives on Dartmoor and provides
regular taxi services for his four children who all partake in
various sports. An ambition for 1999? To complete a round of
golf without mild embarrassment would be nice.

Clare Short Visit to Mozambique
from Rob Geddes [SW Harare]
On 25 July 1998 the Secretary of State for International
Development, Clare Short, visited the Scott Wilson Feeder
Roads Project in Zambezia Province, Mozambique. The site
visit was part of a country visit by Ms. Short to review British
aid projects and examine possibilities to increase British aid to
Mozambique.
Ms. Short was accompanied on her visit by the Governor of
Zambezia Province, the British High Commissioner to
Mozambique and officials from DFID Central Africa. Scott
Wilson representatives included Rob Geddes (from the Harare
office), and David Geilinger (from Basingstoke but based in
Mocuba).
The visit included travelling the full 89km length of road
ER479 between Maganja-da-Costa and Mocuba. Rehabilitation
is complete over approximately two-thirds of the road and Ms.
Short was able to view the entire process of rehabilitation from
existing track through formation construction, gravelling,
drainage structures and completed road. The sharp contrast
between the existing track and the completed road was
particularly noted. Also noted were the obvious benefits to the
local communities and the new development projects along the
road, that have been made possible by the improved access.
During the site visit the party was treated to a sumptuous lunch
at the remote site camp of PACON, one of the project
contractors. The government counterpart, Gabriel Opincai,
made a brief address, ably translated from Portuguese by Dave
Geilinger. The visit was filmed by a BBC television crew and
short excepts appeared on the UK evening news.

3
contained office space which you can use as a base for your
promotional or project visit. There are nominal charges to
cover our costs. Recent visitors who timed their trip well have
been able to participate in a paintball weekend and the Rolling
Stones concert.
Contact our office manager Anna Katkova or Martin Edge on
email ortacis(citvline.ru or fax 007 095 972 8791.

Mb

yes

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:
Aileen McAulay who joined the Railway Planning section as
Technical Administrator on 24 August.

Environmental Review of Scott House
from Matthew Kingsley [SWKCL, Basintoke]
An environmental review of the operation and processes of
Scott House is currently under way. If you have any bright ideas
or observations concerning the environmental performance of
Scott House or the work carried out within it, or observations of
a more general environmental nature, then please e-mail your
comments to Matthew Kingsley. If you want any comments to
be unattributable, then please place a note to that effect in your
e-mail. If you do not have access to email, then feel free to add
to our waste paper mountain with a brief note.

To Staff in London, Abingdon,
Southampton and Basingstoke
from Pat Lock [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

/

J

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Justin Howell who left the Geotechnics Section at Telford on
21 August.

Sports & Socai1s

Thank you in advance for your help.

‘

i
I

Recycling
from Diana Clarke
[SWKCL, Basingstoke]
.

Please return your slips to me regarding the Anvil party whether
or not you are able to attend. Thanks.

I intend to do a recycling paper run on Saturday 29 August. If
anyone has any paper for me could they take it to the
photocopier on their floor, or alternatively mark it for my
attention. Many thanks.

Amendment to Poland Office Information
from Barbara Smith [SWKCL, Basingstoke}

JFv JF

Apologies for some incorrect information in the Poland office
details shown in ScottLight Issue 153. The information given to
me was incomplete and should read as follows:

Coption Competition
Graham Law Phare, Specification for Toll Motorways
Tel. 4822 6195041 ext. 124
Fax. 4822 8189703
E-mail: scott@transwar.pol.pl (Richard Cooper)

•

-

Ports, Lies and Videotape
from Simon Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Ports Watching the re-run of the 1950s film Battle of the River
Plate at the weekend, it was fascinating to see many of the port
facilities at Montevideo which are still in use today. They
include the part of the port which was the subject of our 1997
study which helps to explain why the study was needed!
-

-

Lies I am fairly sure the project team saw no evidence of the
tango bars featured in the film!
-

Videotape Does anyone know of other Scott Wilson project
locations on celluloid?
-

TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Zambia
Zambia
Zambia

Jamie Riches
Andy Scott
Jim Baldwin

31/8 29/9
7/9 6/10
14/9 22/9
-

-

-

The photograph below was taken by Brian McIntyre when he
arrived to do a structural inspection of a bridge.
Glasgow office have had
this photo on their
Notice Board with
various captions being
added (some not
printable apparently
shocking!!)
-

If you have any
imaginative captions to
contribute to ScottLight
please send them in.
(Not sure yet if there
will be a prize forthe
best)
‘Graduate Training
Seminar’ and ‘Monthly
Management Meeting’
have already been
suggested!

Many thanks to Dave Geilinger, Simon Done (DFID APOS
seconded to the project), DEP Zambezia, Chico Parafmo and
Scott Wilson’s Mozambican staff for their hard work in the
organisation of the visit.

ASCE Hydraulics Division

Vol 92/HY1 1996
Vol 121/3 1995

ASCE Water Resources Planning &
Management

Vol 102/WR1 1976Vol 121/2 1995

ASCE Engineering Mechanics Division

Vol 92/EM3 1966Vol 114/5 1988

ASCE Irrigation and Drainage

Vol 92/IRl 1966
Vol 121/1 1995

ASCE Structural Division

Vol 82/ST6 1956
Vol 121/2 1988

ASCE Surveying and Mapping
Division

Vol 92/SU1 1966
Vol 114/2 1988

ASCE Sanitary Engineers Division

Vol 92/SAl 1972
Vol 98/SA6 1978

ASCE Soil Mechanics & Foundation
Division

Vol 82/SM1 1956
Vol 121/3 1995

Matlock Office Grows
From John Trinick [SWKCL, Matlock]

ASCE Waterway, Port, Coastal &
Ocean Engineering

Vol 95/WW4 1969Vol 121/1 1995

Since opening the office in March this year the workload for the
Highways Agency on Area 14 has grown substantially and we
now employ over 50 staff on maintenance and improvement of
roads and 800 structures around Derbyshire. We manage about
£20m/yr. for FLA, including 25 individual contracts over
£100,000 in value (up to £4m), together with a £6m/yr. term
maintenance contract.

ASCE Transportation Engineering

Vol 95/TEl 1969
Vol 121/2 1995

ASCE Management in Engineering

Vol 2/1 1986
Vol 11/1 1995

ASCE Construction Division

Vol 92/CO 11966
Vol 114/1 1988

ASCE Power Division (also Energy
Engineering)

Vol 92/POl 1966
Vol 14/1 1988

ASCE Pipeline Division

Vol 92/PL1 1966
Vol 93/PL3 1967

ASCE Technical Councils

Vol 104/TCI 1978
Vol 108/TC2 1982

Latest Bulletin on Gil Thomas’s Progress
from Barbara Smith [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Gil telephoned me from hospital on 21 August and asked me to
pass on his warm thanks for all the support everyone has given
him and he sends his love to all.
He has had one or two minor setbacks since his operation and
will have to remain in hospital until at least Friday 28th he
does however feel up to receiving visitors.

-

-

-

-

-

By the time this issue is distributed Gil may have been
discharged, however anyone wishing to visit can contact me for
details on ext 402.

-

-

-

-

-

Different sections at Matlock now specialise in:
Traffic engineering
Bridges
Design and preparation of schemes over £100,000
Highways network management
Street lighting
Construction
Finance/administration
The Street Lighting Section has the capability to design road
lighting schemes for any size of project, so our previous
dependence on sub-consultants is a thing of the past all offices
please note!
-

The highways maintenance skills at Matlock are complemented
by those at SWPE at Nottingham, and the joint workload on
other maintenance projects in UK and overseas is increasing
quickly.
For any further information please contact John Trinick or John
Surguy at Matlock, or William Kemp at Chesterfield.

Scott House Library Cull
from Chris Sketchley [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
In order to create more space in the Scott House library it is
intended to undertake a cull of the least used old books,
periodicals and proceedings. Initially we will be disposing of
the following Proceedings of the American Society of Civil
Engineers.
ASCE Environmental Engineering
Division

Vol 99/FE 1 1973
Vol 121/3 1995

-

-

-

-

If anyone would like any of these publications for their own
personal libraries please let me or John Taylor know by
Tuesday 1 September.

Life in Moscow
from Martin Edge [SW Moscow]
Do you believe everything you read about how bad life is in
Russia and particularly Moscow? Are you ignoring the Russian
market because of a devalued rouble and Government crisis? If
yes, skip to the next news item. If you think it might not be
quite so bad, come and visit our Moscow operation.
The Internal Russian Waterways and River-Sea Shipping
Pioject now offers Scott Wilson managers full administrative
and logistical support for visits to Moscow. All at knock-down
prices.
Our project office is centrally located only 15 minutes walk
from Red Square and now employs 10 Russian staff with
technical, administrative and linguistic capability.
We can help you with city transport, interpreters,
accommodation in apartments and office space, all under the
direct management of our project. We now have extra self-

Jidea of the Week
Thought for the week from Rhodri Jones [SWRL, Swindon]:

from Grant Scholes [SWSL]

“No goal is too high if we climb with care and confidence”

Offices in possession of a colour laser printer could produce A4
sheets of business cards, which are available in “pushout” form.
Staff requiring only a few cards could then be given an
appropriate number of up to date cards, rather than having to
produce large batches.

Poster in Hank Hill’s bathroom.
(For those who don’t know, Hank Hill is the lead character in
the American cartoon ‘King of the Hill’ in a similar vein to the
Simpsons in that it follows the daily routine of a dysfunctional
family but the humour is a lot more subtle. In the particular
episode which provides the origin of the thought, Hank requires
motivation to overcome a medical complaint.)
-

from Neil Valentine [SWKCL, London]
As a frequent telephone caller to Scott House I regularly suffer
from two problems:
1. It can take an extremely long time for reception to answer
the phone. Long enough in fact that if you were not sure of
the number you would have hung up and either checked the
number or given up in disgust.
2. Once you get put through to the extension you want no one
answers the phone!
The solution when (if) we upgrade our phone system is to
provide direct dial facilities and voice mail. This would free up
Reception to concentrate on real enquiries.
I believe that this deteriorating situation is one that we neglect at
our peril. It annoys callers like me but the real damage is to
potential customers not getting through or, worse, being stalled
at Reception because no one has answered the phone.

DateS

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
To:
FaxNo: 01256816835

FOR INCLUSION iN SCOTTLIGHT/Idea

of the Week
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1
Al! Staff’

Visitor from Hong Kong
from Cohn Morgan [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

TRAVELLERS

Bob Hunt, Director (Geotechnics) at Hong Kong office, was a
most welcome visitor last week to Chesterfield. The staff of
the Geotechrncs Section, havmg been engaged for over 18
months in collaborative work with their counterparts in Hong
Kong, were particularly pleased that the Director responsible
was able to spend a few hours with them. During that time he
gave a stimulating and illustrated informal talk on current and
prospective work in both Hong Kong and the Asia Pacific
region, and also managed to speak individually with just about
everyone.
It was much appreciated that Bob had interrupted his UK
holiday to travel to Chesterfield and it further consolidated the
already strong relationships between the two offices.

Scott House Visitors Book
from Lisa Litchfield [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Can all staff in Scott House working for a recruitment agency
please remember to sign in and out of the visitors book daily.

Update on Gil Thomas’s Progress
from Barbara Smith [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Location

Traveller

Dates

Lusaka
Johannesburg
Returning to Harare

Adrian Tite

6 8 Sept
8- 12 Sept
4 Sept
-

“

Dermot Knight

Cong’ra tiuila itiioirif
Long Service Awards
Congratulations to the following Scott Wilson staff who have all
received Long Service Awards.
Paul Williams who completed 10 years service on 1 August
Stewart Proud who completed 10 years service during August
Peter Adams who completed 10 years service during August

Congratulations to John Forshaw (SWSL,
Glasgow) on completing the Great Scottish Run
Glasgow Half Marathon in lhr 46mins and
many thanks to all members of staff who
sponsored him, raising around £200 for
Glasgow Yorkhill Sick Childrens Hospital MRI
Scanner appeal.
-

Gil was discharged from hospital on 28th August 1998 and now
begins his recuperation period at home, expected to last
approximately 3 months.
He is looking fonvard to people visiting him at home however
to ensure he is there and not visiting his specialist please
telephone in advance on 01488 608408.
-

q

Q

STARTERS
An Introduction to Microsoft Powerpoint
from Suzanne Hallowes [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

A warm welconie to:Janet Banfield Graduate Environmental Specialist started on
1 September in Basingstoke
-

I will be running a serninaripresentation of Microsoft
Powerpoint on Thursday 17 September from 12.30 in
conference room 2a12b in Scott House, Basingstoke.
Anyone is welcome to attend and learn a basic knowledge of
Powerpoint although more advanced users are also welcome to
share tips.
Please could you contact me on extension 352 before 12:0998,
if you are interested, so that I can provide an estimate of
numbers for lunch.

Samira Lachehab Graduate in Transportation Planning
started on 1 September in Basingstoke
-

TRANSFERS
Matthew Raybould who departed the Hong Kong office a few
weeks ago and joined the Geotechnics Section at Chesterfield
on 3 September.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Claire Dean, Basingstoke 26/8/98
Catrin Evans, Abingdon 28/8/98
Martin Hennessey, Basingstoke 28/8/98
Diane May, Basingstoke 28/8/98
Neil Wheeler, Chesterfield 28/8/98
Neil Foskett, Basingstoke 2/9/98
Karen Head, Plymouth 2/9/98
Amanda Hutson, Basingstoke 4/8/98

For Sale & Wanted

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sports & Socials

For sale:
Black Rover 620 SI, November 1993 (L Reg).
One careful owner, 136,000 miles. A/C, some wear on clutch
otherwise vgc. Analogue car phone also available.
Enquiries: Alan Brookes, Swindon Ext 75907.
-

‘K’ Reg Ford Escort 1.6 LXi, 60,000 miles. Very good
condition. FSH. £4250.
Contact Lucie Field, Swindon -01793 515947,
NB: Illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarit’.’
to the items on offer!

Accommodation Required London
-

The 1998 SWR(S)L ‘Texas Scramble’ Winning Team held
at Bridge of Allan Golf Course in August.
Congratulations are in order for Gary Coutts, Richie Adam,
Doug Walker and Malky Gordon who narrowly beat such
eminent teams fielded by the Myopic Society, The Under
Thirteen Girls Club and the Chelsea Pensioners. Well done
lads!!

Who do

you

know in Abingdon oiflce?

We urgently require accommodation in London zones 1 or 2 for
a (former) Scott Wilson assistant from Armenia who will be
here doing a 1 year MSc at the London School of Economics.
As a guideline the tenant will pay in the region of350 to £450
per month. If anyone can offer any leads or assistance please
contact Debra Power on extension 420 in Basingstoke.

Ildea of the Week
from David Farthing [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
To assist in marking up mail and other items it would be useful
to be able to check and use middle initial(s) so that the
possibility of misdirection of internal post is minimised. For
example consider the first four names on the current telephone
list:
AA
Allos Anan
AA
Alty Andrew
Ambridge Jim
JA
Andrews John
JA
‘Where they exist, could middle initial(s) therefore he added to
the telephone list, eg. Allos Anan E.

from Emma Connolly [SWKCL, Manchester]
Cartoon drawn by Ben Wilson [SWKCL, Abingdon]

j’’i’

J”i€t

Have the standard report front cover and report layout as a
template on the computer system.

Coption Comjeftion

“Hey ewe lot SHIFT!” from Judith Rose [Chesterfield]

Thought for the week
from Hamish Goldie-Scot [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

“Can’t see the bridge for the sheep.”
“That’s the last time I come on one of your pub crawls.”
both from Emma Connolly [Manchester]

“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day; teach him to use
the Net and he wont bother you for weeks.’

-

3

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. onMondays. Tel: 01256461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: ange1a.lowleswkeurope.com

DateS
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In our series of biographies, here is everything you wanted to
know about John Orchard, Technical Director, SWKCL,
Basingstoke.
John obtained varied experience with
Andover District Council, Gleeson
Civil Engineermg, and Taylor
Woodrow prior to graduating in 1970.
He then spent three years with a Port
Authority (now ABP and a major
client) designing bridges, jetties, roads
and railways to become a Chartered
Engineer at age 25.
In 1973 he joined SW’s M62 Ouse Bridge team first in the
London (Winsley Street) office followed by 2 years in thermals
on this exposed Yorkshire site.
Subsequently, he moved to Stafford to supervise construction of
the relief road, which was predominantly a pile supported slab
over deep peat where settlements of several feet overnight were
common.
Whilst in Stafford John and his wife Jenny had son Tim and
daughter Kate. John also found time to develop his interests in
canoeing and cycling, as well as canal restoration and many
years on the committee of the Midlands Association of I.C.E.
John left Scott Wilson for five years to work with a Contractor
in heavy civil engineering. Then when Scott Wilson took over
the Derbyshire sub-unit, John re-joined the firm in 1983 to
supervise part of the Stoke-Derby linic.

having a broad range of both public and private sector clients.
He will provide a résumé of the development of his team in a
future issue. In the meantime he continues his cycling ( recently
completing the London to Cambridge charity event) and
canoeing with the Frome Canoe Club where he is helping to
develop a new club house. A more recent ‘interest’ (love) is his
rolling restoration of a 1973 TR6 which is as old as his
involvement with Scott Wilson!

Word Templates for Q-Forms
from Alan Coomber [SWKCL, Basingstokej
Following the recent re-issue of the Quality Manual, a number
of the Q-Forms have now been made into Word templates so
that they can be completed ‘on screen’. It should be noted that
in the process a few minor changes have been made from the
forms included in the new QM & QPM so if you are intending
to complete a form by hand you should take a copy of the Word
template rather than using a copy of the form from the Manual.
A revised set of forms for inclusion in the Manual will be issued
shortly.
The Q-Form Word templates can be found in the same way as
the standard fax form. Additionally, three forms have been
produced as Excel templates which can be accessed in the same
way i.e. choose ‘File’ and ‘New’ and then select from the list
that appears.
The forms now available in Word are:
Qi Quality Plan
Q2 Quality Plan (Supplementary Procedures)
Q4 Design Data
Q7 Design Review Certificate
Q8 Software Appraisal Form
Q9 Software Installation Form
Qll Corrective Action Request
Q20 Quality Assurance: Sub-Contractors Register
Q21 Purchase Order (External Printing)
Q22 Job Control Form (JCF)
Q22A Job Element Number Form (TEN)
Q29 Brief to Assisting Office/Department
-

-

-

-

He then moved to his native Wiltshire to supervise the A36
Warminster by-pass where he is remembered by many for
organising a 10 mile public walk along the unopened by-pass
which raised £12000 for the British Heart Foundation. There
was also a Civic reception for the staff, both Consultants and
Contractors where the Mayor and Town folk expressed their
thanks for the road a far cry from today’s ‘protesters’!
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

John was then based in Istanbul for the design of 37Km of
Turkish motorway, followed by a six month period at
Manchester managing the Scott Wilson team for the design of
Manchester Airport T2.

The following are available in Excel:
Q12 Document Register
Q13 Issue Schedule
Q13A Register/Issue Sheet
-

-

-

In 1980 he became an Associate and headed Scott Wilson’s
project management commission with the Department of
Transport based in Coventry. Ministers and media were briefed,
and motorway widening schemes hit the headlines. After “2
years the Highways Agency was formed and took over the work
so John moved on.

For the last four years John has established a 25 person strong
highways and infrastructure design capability in Scott House

The remaining Q-forms will be made available as templates in a
week or two.
If you have any problems or queries please contact either John
Taylor or Alan Coomber, both in Basingstoke office.

Development Plans Database
from Sophie Watkinson [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Green Folders for Library
from Alison Knowles [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

Please could anyone holding copies of local plans, structure
plans and/or unitary development plans, please submit details
(e.g. title and date of the plan) to me in the Urban Planning
Section. This will enable us to build a comprehensive database
of all the development plans that are held within the Company.
This may avoid expenditure and provide quick access to all of
us to information on as many Local Authorities as we can.

Please could members of staff who were issued with QM, QPM
and DM return their old green folders to the library in
Basingstoke. Thank you.

The database will be held by me in the Basingstoke Office
(where we already have an extensive library of plans) and I will
monitor, amend and update the system as necessary. People can
contact me to find out where a particular development plan is
located.

Location

Traveller

Dates

St Petersburg

Sergei Turceninoff

14- 18 Sept

Thanks for your help.

Change to Windows 95
from Stephen Leach [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
SWKCL staff will probably have heard from their section or
office computing representatives that a major task in the
Company’s Computing Plan for this financial year is to change
all the PCs to Windows 95.
We have planned for these changes to take place between
Large offices, such as
October 1998 and March 1999.
Basingstoke and Chesterfield, will be sub-divided with different
servers being tackled at different times.
The programme begins with Basingstoke’s Galileo users
(mainly those on the second floor in Scott House) who will be
changed at the beginning of October. This activity will be
treated as a pilot so that exact dates for other offices can be
fmalised after the results of this pilot are known.

The Henry Palmer Award
from Piers Cunie [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
Named after the 25 year old engineer who stimulated the
creation of the ICE, this national competition is aimed at
graduates under the age of 35.
Individuals or teams (of up to 3 people) are invited to devise a
strategic campaign to promote aspects of the civil engineering
profession to key target audiences within society over a 12
month period.
Projects can take a variety of forms, such as developing a
computer model, challenging a world record or presenting a
series of lectures although the project needs to be tailored to the
chosen audience.
Added to the ICE prizes, which include a fully funded excursion
abroad, and the 5 days of CPD on offer, there is also strong
encouragement and support from the firm with a prize for the
highest placed Scott Wilson team.
Further information and application forms are available. All
applications must be made by 16 October 1998.

TRAVELLERS

What’’ Goithgr On?
ra1e: A: £100000+; B: £5fl,000 -£99,999;
C: £10,000 -£49,999; D: £5,000 -£9,999;
E: £1,000 -£4,999; F: less than £999

Specialist Aerial Photograph Interpretation Services
for Landslide Inventory, Hong Kong
from Gareth Heam [Scott Wilson, Hong Kongj
Scott Wilson (Hong Kong) Ltd has been appointed to carry out
a Natural Terrain Landslide Study for the Geotechnical
Engineering Office in Hong Kong. The Study is a development
ot the existing Natural Terrain Landslide Inventory, and has two
principal components:
Task A will update the existing landslide database (in digital
and map format) that was collected from a review of aerial
photographs taken over Hong Kong between 1945 and 1994.
The update will involve a comparison of this database with
subsequent photography taken in 1995, 1996 and 1997.
Task B is more of an interpretative study and is concerned with
the recognition, classification and digitisation of large,
potentially deep-seated landslides. The brief is to look at natural
terrain only, but as development expands into marginal, as yet
undeveloped, land, the potential for reactivation of pre-existing
landslides becomes a significant issue. Also, a knowledge of
where existing large, deep-seated failures are located will form
the basis for assessing where they might occur in the future.
Although this prediction is not part of our current brief, the
significance of Task B for the future development planning of
Hong Kong is obvious.
The scale of the project can be gauged by the fact that Task A
will involve a review of over 1,500 high level aerial
photographs, while Task B will require interpretation of in
excess of 5,500, plus other published documentation. To give an
idea of the potential extent of landsliding in Hong Kong we
estimate that upwards of 5,000 landslides may have occurred
since 1994, although perhaps 3/4 of these are likely to be small
(less than 20m wide).
The Study has a scheduled duration of 6 months and will
require intense Aerial Photo Interpretation work. Bob Hunt in
Hong Kong is Project Director and I am Project Manager.
SWHK are fielding staff to undertake Task A, while Task B is
to be undertaken by a combination of Ivan Hodgson
(Basingstoke), Phil Ward (Chesterfield) with assistance from
myself, Cliff Lawrance (from Transport Research Laboratory,
UK) and John Wesling and Richard Wright (Geomatrix mc,
USA). Cliff is a specialist in API and terrain evaluation, while
Geomatrix carried out the pre-feasibility geomorphological and

3
seismic hazard studies and topographic mapping on the
Halsema Highway in the Philippines, prior to SWs arrival for
design.
Prof Michael Thomas form Stirling University is acting as
Specialist Geomorphological Consultant. Doric Tong is
standing by with GIS advice.
The Scott Wilson UK fee input to this project is Fee Scale B.
PS for those readers who have not travelled to Hong Kong since
the opening of the new airport, it couldn’t be more different to
Kai Tak. Acres of space, millions of tonnes of grey metal, not
an aircraft or person to be seen (at least when I arrived) and
baggage carousels that seem as long as LFLR Runway No 1 (in
fact you could probably hold the Olympic Games in the arrivals
hall). I found sitting on the left best for views of the approach
islands, Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and, of course, the
hundreds and thousands of landslides that we have to
meticulously record!
(Fee scale A)

Section, Peter Godfrey Civils Section and Mark Rickus
Geotechnics Section.
There are two new recruits to the Chesterfield Bridges Section,
Huw Morrison a Graduate Engineer and Choon Yong Yung a
one year Placement Student.
Also joining the Matlock team are Mark Davis a Senior
Technician and Scott Eaglesfield a Higher Technician.
A belated welcome to Dominic Speller who joined Basildon
office on 3 August as a Graduate under Agreement.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Victoria Tyers who leaves Peterborough office on
September.
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Azim Manji who leaves Basingstoke office on 11 September.
A Tall Story
from lain McAllister [Scott Wilson Railways (Scotland) Ltd]
The world record for the tallest flagpole in the world is
presently being considered for erection in the Glasgow area.
Funding may become available from a National Bank and
Glasgow Planning Department and the Civil Aviation Authority
have no objection to the proposal. According to the Guinness
Book of Records the current highest flagpole is in Vietnam and
stands at 162 metres.

Lloyd Williams who is leaving Basildon office on 18
September.
Gez Gibbons who leaves Basingstoke office on 11 September.
He says “Thanks to all Basingstoke staff for putting up with me.
Cheers everyone!”

Sports & SocL.ai is

.

Mr Steven Leckie will act as PICOP (Person In Charge of Pole)
for the initial feasibility.

Congratulations!
from the Manchester office to Mike and Ling
Ling Lipscombe, who were married on 5
September. Best wishes for all the happiness
and luck in the world.

Mo VëS
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Caption Competfton

“Aberdeenshire locals flock to the opening of the A96
Blackburn and Kintore Bypass”
from Jason Gillespie [SWSL, A96 Site]

Vacancje
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.
SEEKING TRANSPORT PLANNERS

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Paul White who joined Manchester office on 1 September as a
Structural Technician.
Khaled Majdoub who joined Basingstoke Airports section as a
Graduate Engineer on 7 September.
Hugh Rowntree who joined Basingstoke Highways and
Infrastructure as a Year in Industry Student on 7 September.
This month four new Trainee Technicians have been appointed:
Michael Clark has joined the Matlock office and in the
Chesterfield office Norris Spencer has joined the Construction

Current projects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

West Coast Main Line Upgrade
Aviation Study of South West England
Associated British Ports facilities at Dibden Bay
Development Control for Highways Agency
Martineau Galleries Redevelopment, Birmingham
Procurement of Regional Traffic Control Centres
Bangkok Outer Ring Road Traffic/Revenue Forecasts
Kajang Ring Road technical Audit
Malaysian Formula One Race Track TIA

Senior Transport Planners
Preferably should be chartered, with a minimum of 8-10 years
technical experience of transport planning. A proven ability to
develop new areas of business and direct current projects is
essential.
___:_.._J

___l_r

Diamond Back gents mountain bike hardly
used and in mint condition. 20” chrome-alloy
frame with grey marble finish, light alloy
wheels, 21 gears, Shimano components.
Selling at £200.
Contact : Robert Howie at SWSL, Glasgow
office.
-

Kuala Lumpur
We require a dynamic senior transport planner or engineer to
lead the transport planning capability in our office in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. This position would ideally suit someone
seeking to return to Malaysia.
Birmingham
We are also seeking an equivalent person to join a young
vibrant team in our Birmingham office, to become involved in
exciting projects with good opportunities for career
development.
Planners
We are seeking transport planners with an MSc and at least 3-5
years relevant experience in two or more of the following areas:
traffic modelling (in particular PEDROUTE, EMME2,
TRANSYT, SATURN, LINSIG); intermediate public transport
modes; intelligent transport systems and telematics; transport
impact assessments. An interest and ability to develop new
areas of business will be an advantage although technical
expertise is paramount. These vacancies are in Basingstoke,
London, Birmingham, Chesterfield, Matlock and Mancheste,

NB: illustrations above do not necessarily bear any similarity
to the items on offer!

Sharp Carousel convection/microwave oven. Colour
cream, 650 watt, immaculate condition, little used. £30.

Wooden picnic bench, seats 4, needs completely sanding down
and re-varnishing £FREE. (must collect).
Contact Judith Rose, Ext 248 Chesterfield

1Vhat’on your

Graduates and Technicians
Graduates, preferably MSc, should have 1-2 years relevant
experience in some of the above areas. Technicians should have
ONCIHNC and 1-2 years relevant experience. These vacancies
are in Basingstoke, Chestetfield and Matlock.
If you are interested in any of the above positions, please
contact Sally Mason on ext 210.

Technical Administration Assistant London
-

A relatively new post has evolved in the London Office,
working as the technical administration assistant to the Facilities
Management Department in London. The role involves general
administration, filing, producing spreadsheets and basic reports
and also out of office trips to deliver documents.
The successful candidate must be a competent computer user,
who is familiar with Office 97 (most importantly Excel and
Word). They will need to be confident a good communicator
with a polite telephone manner, as well as being a fast learner.
A position well suited to students taking a year out from
university but open to all.
If you know of anyone who maybe did not get the grades they
were expecting this summer or just wishes to do something
different for a year, please contact Jan Trask on 0171 976 7766.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale:
Vauxhall Astra 1 .4i LS, L reg, 9 months warranty, Tax/MOT,
£4950 o.n.o. Contact Rachel ex 335, Scott House
SAAB 900CDE 2.0 Wine red saloon. 1995 (N) ABS, leather
seats, walnut trim, air conditioning, CD, c/I alarm, maintenance
record, 80,000 miles. Beautiful condition. £12,000 o.n.o.
Contact Russel Matthews on 01235 555535, 01793 515271 or
11865 452132 (eves)

-

-

from Andrew Evans [SWKCL, Telford]
I notice that both Ideas of the Week in Issue 158 have been
suggested before. Perhaps the repetition of these ideas means
that there is a real problem that should be addressed and
solutions implemented.
With respect to David (DWF) Farthing’s idea, this was
suggested by Martin (MHW) Wheeler in Issue 36 of ScottLight
and has been implemented in Telford and London already.
With respect to Emma Conolly’s idea, this was suggested in
Issue 28 of ScottLight (and in similar terms many times since)
and it is a continued source of irritation that standard documents
and forms have not yet been implemented in or word processing
or database systems.

t

Jidea of the Week
from Dave Rawlinson [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

I feel that, in the absence of a structured and formal induction
process for new members of staff, it would be of help to have a
booklet that contains information that new members need to
help them settle in. Suitable information would be:
1. How to find their way around the building
2. Identify the various departments and department heads
3. Who is responsible for aspects of administration, health and
safety, first aid, for example and where they sit
4. Simple everyday procedures, some of which may not feature
in the admin. procedures manual.
Not only will this help to reduce the sense of bewilderment felt
by new entrants but it will cover some aspects of health and
safety that are not covered elsewhere and rely on word of
mouth. This is important to the legal obligations of the
company. An important example of this is he need for those
going abroad for short period to see administration for

insurance. I had assumed that an international company would
automatically have insurance cover for anyone travelling
abroad. I had been here for 6 months, during which I had made
3 foreign trips, before I realised I had not been insured. Another
aspect is the availability of medical kits. I wonder what other
points on foreign travel I should know.
I suggest that the Personnel Department should be responsible
for producing two documents: one for new members of staff
and the other for members returning from abroad. If the
document is a ‘home produced’ one then it could be easily
updated on a bi-monthly basis.

from David Judge [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
To assist internal communications, could the Internal Telephone
List for Basingstoke be extended with the addition of a section
where staff are listed under departments with their job title? At
present, unless one has been with the company for many years
and acquired knowledge of the set-up, it is vely difficult to
identify the most appropriate person to speak to in a department
other than one’s own.

Charity Begins t Home
from John Peters and Team [Manchester Airport Project Office]
In spite of the exploitation surrounding the exchange of
Christmas Cards in relation to their religious background, we
firmly believe that the company should have a serious re-think
as a commercial organisation in terms of reintroducing a
corporate Christmas Card for external use and using the
opportunity presented for our own advantage. It surely must be
one of the cheapest forms of marketing in terms of informing /
reminding hundreds of former / existing / prospective clients of
our expanded diversity etc. A properly designed interior to the
card could serve to remind all current and prospective clients of
both the national and global spread of our organisation (one of
our biggest clients didn’t know we had a local office here!). An
added bonus would be to save the embarrassment experienced
by many staff working in close proximity to clients who
genuinely wish to give and receive greetings / pleasantries at
this time of the year.
Footnote:-

Ifsuccessful, the £25 prizefor this suggestion can be donated to
charity or even the winner of a best internal card design
competition. Should alas the idea falter with our ‘charitable’
selection panel then SW Man. Air would like to take this
opportunity of wishing you all (and our clients) a Happy
Christmas.

\
/e.HAPPYcHRIsmts.

from Ges Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
1.

At least two photocopiers with feeders are needed. When
the only feeding photocopier on the 3rd floor in Scott
House breaks down it causes huge problems.

2.

5
Subsidised staff canteen and common room with pool
This will help provide a greater staff/team
table.
atmosphere.

(Ed. Let ‘.s hope we won ‘t be short of ideas now that Gez is
leaving!)

‘Thoughffor/he tveek
from Adam Symons [SWKCL, Basingstoke]
The following rigorous mathematical proof explains why
engineers and scientists will never make as much money as
business executives.
Postulate 1: Knowledge is power
Postulate 2: Time is money
as every engineer knows: Power

=

Work / Time

Since Knowledge = Power
and Time = Money
Then Knowledge

=

Work / Money

Solving for money, we get:

Money

=

Work / Knowledge

Thus, as knowledge approaches zero, money approaches
infmity regardless of the amount of work done.
In conclusion The less you know, the more money you make,
whether you work hard or not!
-

Scarily true.

All items for inclusion should be mailed, faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle at Berk House,
Basingstokeby 5p.m. on Mondays. Tel: 01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 816835
e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
To:

Date

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)

FaxNo: 01256 816 835
FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLIGHT (continue on a separate page if necessary)

Location

From

Ildea of the Week
Date

To Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
My Idea of the Week is (continue on a separate page if necessary):

Location
Name
(You do not have to fill in this part if you do not want to this applies to Idea of the Week only)
-
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Set up a task group to identify opportunities in Africa for Y2K consultancy.
Capt. 3 Neil Young [SW Mozambique/South Africa] (Issue 155)

2.

Link digital photocopiers to the network so that documents can be printed (double sided)
directly on the photocopier.
eil Pickering [S’WKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 156)

3.

A central server library of clients’ logos set up on the network.
Neil Pickering [SWKCL, Chesterfield] (Issue 156)

4.

List all parcel delivery companies for past service and reliability.
Gez Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke] (Issue 156)

5.

Hold an annual Scott Wilson Barbecue/Outdoor Event for all offices.
Gez Gibbons [SWKCL, Basingstoke]

6.

Produce small quantities of business cards in ‘pushout’ form sheets.
Grant Scholes [SWSL] (Issue 157)

7.

Provide direct dialling facilities and voice mail in Scott House to overcome problem of long
waits for phone to be answered.
Neil Valentine [SWKCL, London] (Issue 157)

Please see overleaf for replies to this month’s ideas

On behalf of Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd, Geoff French, Jim
McCafferty and Martin Nielsen, the directors who constitute the
selection committee, are pleased to announce the Ideas of the
Month awards for August 1998. The committee hope that you
keep your ideas coming and remind everyone that contributions
are invited from all companies in the region.
£25 award, ** = a commendation that very
nearly merited an award, * = a commendation
*

**

=

Accumulate
£25 can be claimed.

through commendations and an award of

Cheques to this month’s winners will be in the post!
Idea 1 Set up a task group to identify opportunities in
Africa for Y2K consultancy.
-

Neil, Europe has a limited marketing role in Africa which is
why each region’s newsletters are exchanged ensuring such
things as good ideas are shared. Whether or not Africa act on
your suggestion is for them to decide As far as Europe are
concerned any idea that is commercially attuned is to be
encouraged For information SWKCL is marketing their Y2K
expertise in a limited way in Basingstoke where they are selling
Y2K services to small to medium size companies To do more
than this would stretch resources which are afready pretty
stretched dealing with our own needs

If staff have particular preferences please let your Director
know.
Produce small quantities of business cards in
Idea 6
‘pushout’ form sheets.
-

In order to maintain the image of Scott Wilson we require that
the standards set for business cards is maintained. There is no
policy in place that denies staff the right to have their own
business card, therefore if staff find they need them they should
request them.
Idea 7 Provide direct dialling facilities and voice mail in
Scott House to overcome problem of long waits for phone to
be answered.
-

The situation Neil refers to is in fact not confined solely to Scott
House and regrettably the situation is not improving. Some
offices have introduced voice mail and this together with direct
dial facilities are considered each time a switchboard is
upgraded. Scott House switchboard is not scheduled for the
next upgrade until late in 2000. As Neil states, and as addressed
in ScottLight Issue 152, it is essential, not just in Scott House
but in all our offices in the region, that we all answer our
phones promptly, courteously, and professionally at all times.
If a phone is ringing in the section and not being answered
please pick it up. We still believe a human response is better
than an electronic response but this only applies if we all do our
bit to answer phones when they are ringing.

Idea 2 Link digital photocopiers to the network so that
documents can be printed (double sided) directly on the
photocopier.
-

Neil, it may well be that the ability to use our photocopiers in
the same way as printers will rank highly when next our
Who knows, the
copying/printing strategy is reviewed.
Environment Agency may not require printed documents in the
near future being content to accept submissions electronically.
Idea 3 A central server library of clients’ logos set up on
the network.
-

Sorry Neil but whilst unnecessary effort should be avoided
wherever possible the amount of administration required to
achieve some things far outweighs the likely benefit.
Idea 4 List all parcel delivery companies for past service
and reliability.
-

The Administration Department monitors service standards and
reliability and staff are reminded that poor or unsatisfactory
service should be reported to help ensure we are only using the
most reliable
Idea 5 Hold an annual Scott Wilson Barbecue/Outdoor
Event for all offices.
-

Each office/company is responsible for organising its own
annual event. These take different forms throughout the region.

All 3 Star Ideas will go forward for consideration at the end
of the year.

,
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Attention

All Staff’

Scott Wilson’s Awards
from Bob McKittrick [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

Following is a list of known Awards won by Scott Wilson to date:
Project

Award

Year

A564 Derby Southern
Bypass : Contract A

Institution of Clvii Engineers
East Midlands Association
First Prize for Excellence lbr
Design & Construction of Civil
Engineering Works

1997

Civic Trust Award from
Warwiekshire County Council

1997

Adelaide Road Bridge
Retbrbishment.
Royal Leamington Spa.
Warwickshire
Preston Beach Sea
Delènces

Special Award from Weymouth
Civic Trust

1996

Filton New Station and
Footbridge

Institution of Civil Engineers
South Western Associations
Merit Award

1996

Survey of London Trees
lbr Task Force Trees and
the Countryside
Commission

Landscape Institute Award for
Research

1995

Hallen Bridge
over MS Motorway

Institution of Civil Engineers
South Western Associations
Merit Award

1995

Institution ofCivil Engineers
South Wales Association
Project Award Winner

1995

Paddington Station.
London
Roof Restoration

Webb Prize of the Institution of
Civil Engineers

1994

Adelaide Road Bridge
Royal Leamington Spa

Institution of Structural Engineers
Structural heritage A.ard

1994

M8 St James Interchange
Improvement. Scotland

The Saltire Society Design
Award

1994

Peterborough Southern
Tonship

A\ard lbr Planning Achiecment
by the Royal To’n Planning
Institute

1993

Grand Buildine. London

Civic Trust Aard

1993

Pontypridd New
Undcrbridge

SWI

Week ending: 18 September 1998

Project

Award

Year

A42 Castle Donington

Institution of Civil Engineers
Excellence in the Design of Civil
Engineering Works

1993

Ahattoir. Bulawayo.
Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe Institution of
Engineers Engineering
Achievement

1991

Drainage Area Study
Callington. Cornwall

Construction News R & D
Commended

1991

Granville Collier>
Land Reclamation Scheme
Tellbrd

British Construction Industry
Special Commendation lbr
Environmental Excellence

1990

St Johns Centre

British Council of Shopping
Centres
Refurbishment Category Award

1989

River Don Bridge

Yorkshire Association of the
Institution of Civil Engineers

1989

Salt Street Bridge
over the M42 near Austrey

North Wai-wickshire Borough
Council Civic Award

1988

Smoo Cave
Caithness

Construction Industiy Award

1988

Hermiston Aqueduct
Scotland

Association tbr the Protection of
Rural Scotland/The Times

1988

[-lermiston Aqueduct
Scotland

Rural Institute of Chartered
Surveyors
Scotland

1988

Survey Report
Competition

Henry Steward Publications

1988

The Malihouse. Totnes

British Construction Industry
Small Projects Category
Highly Commended

1988

Heathrow Airport
Terminal 4

European Award for Steel
Structures

I 985

Heathrow Airport
Terminal 4 Noise Barriers

Concrete Society

1985

Coutts Bank
The Strand. London

Concrete Socict>

1980

Coutts Bank

Civic Trust

1979

North

Lierpool

The Strand. London

2

Year

Award

Project

-

-

M62 River Ouse Crossing

Structural Steel l)esign

1977

British European Airways
Hangar
I leathro

Financial limes

1972

Greta Bridge. Keswick
M6 Motorway

(‘oncrete Society

1972

M6 Motorway
I .ancaster Penrith

Civic Trust

1971

Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst. New Building

Concrete Society

1970

Commercial Union
I leadquarters
I ondon

Structural Steel l)esign

1970

-

-

Industrial Architecture

-

—

If anyone knows of other awards won I would be pleased to

receive details, in writing, by not later than Friday 15 September
l998.

Note of Appreciation
from William Kemp [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

We pride ourselves on giving clients the service that they seek
and although we are often thanked for our efforts it is rare that a
client goes into print to express his/her thanks. I was therefore
particularly pleased to receive the following note of appreciation
from the Highways Agency for the work which we carried out on
Revision of QUADRO Reference Tables’.
“Now that the above contract has been successfully completed. I
should like to record on behalf of the HA and DETR project team
our appreciation of the way in which it was executed and in
particular of the efforts of Mr David Elliott who has carried out a
first class job in producing the revised tables in accordance with
our requirements. The outputs have been delivered on time and
within budget.

I shall certainly recommend that your firm is included on the
tender list fur any future contracts of a similar nature”.
Congratulations to David Elliott and the traffic/transport team in
Chesterfield for a job well done. We look forward to winning
and successfully completing similar projects in the future.

Partnering l4 Oct, Bristol.
15 Oct.
The Analytical Design Planning Technique
London.
Partnering 22 Oct. London.
Minimising Construction Waste on Site 27 Oct, Cardiff
Failures in Screeds and Floor Finishes etc 29 Oct. London.
-

-

-

-

-

More infurmation from me in Rasingstoke, ext 506

Telephone Information
from Leslev Brooks [SWKCL. Basingstoke]

Please note that all 400 extensions are in Network House. All
200 and 300 extensions are in Scott House.
The general fix number for Network Ilouse is (01256) 816 835.
If you need to pick up a call ringing on a different extension to
your own dial * 3 and the other extension number. If you are in
I will be letting section
a group pick-up dial 4’4’ 3 only.
secretaries have a list of the pick-up groups in due course.
Apologies for the present confusion but it is hoped everything
will be running smoothly very soon.

What Going On?
SctIe; A; £I0O.000-1- B: £50,000-f.99.999:
C: £10,000- £49,999; D: £5,000- £9.999;
F: £1 .000 £4.999: F: less than £999
-

Panel of Adjudicators
From Allen Flatman [SWKCL, Chesterfield]

All new Highways Agency Contracts are to include adjudication
provisions in order to meet the requirements of the Housing
Grants Construction and Regeneration Act. The Agency invited
applications to join their Panel of Adjudicators and the Firm
responded by putting forward William Kemp, Allen Flatman,
Robin Dawson and Roger Durgan (all from Chesterfield
Construction Division) and Gordon Bathgate. our Contracts
Advisor in Glasgow.
We were very pleased to learn that the applications have all been
successftil and our names will be included in the Panel brochure.
Gordon has already received his first appointment from the
Secretary of State for DETR, which is particularly welcome as it
provides us with a foothold in the earlier stages of new dispute
resolutions procedures which are being adopted by the Agency.

CIRIA
from David Webb I$WKCL, Basingstoke]

I am taking over the job of the Scott Wilson CIRIA contact.
which means that most of the CIRIA publicity will come to me,
and I will use Scout ight and the Intranet as appropriate to
promulgate information.
I am also hoping to contact all the people currently on the Scott
Wilson mailing list to see if this can be rationalised. and giving
information to particular people in particular areas.
In the meantime, we have details of the following events:
Managing Waste Minimisation on site 22 and 23 Sept, 6
(Jet in Manchester. Glasgow and London.
-

-

Congratulations!
Births

To Gary and Marcia (Scott Wilson Railways Scotland) on the
birth of their son. Liam, on Thursday 13 August 1998, and also
Grant and Denise on the birth of Claire on Thursday 3
September 1998. All concerned are doing well.

4

Good computer skills are required,
education.

as is a good level of

2.

If you are interested in either of the above positions, please
contact Lisa Litchfield. Basingstoke ext 358

It would save time, both for message originators and for the
operator, if short-cede numbers could be given for fax
numbers in the same way they are for phone numbers. If
overtime has to be paid for keying in the codes, this should
quickly pay for itself

Idea of the Week
‘Though/for/he week from Rhodri Jones

from Simon Thomas [SWKCL, Basingstokej

Flying otTthe back olmy success with Hank Hill’s quote:

It looks as though the number of available job numbers will
be reached well before the end of the year. Why not drop the
now defunct regional code letter in the 4th column and use
this column to provide another 26 sequential job characters?

The pessimist says “Trying is the first step towards failure”
The optimist says “Trying is the first step towards success”

To avoid duplication, some of the 5th column office code
letters can be adjusted, but since we have nowhere near 26
offices in SWKCL this shouldn’t be a problem. The
opportunity could also be taken to allocate a letter to overseas
offices currently without a letter, eg Dubai, thus providing
even more ‘space’.

(adapted from the Simpsons):

It occurs to me that even greater capacity would be achieved
by dropping the initial year letter, and merely using a
sequential system for the each of the first 4 job number
letters. The year letter does not seem to provide any useful
information other than a guide as to when the number was
taken out this may be years before the job actually starts.
-

[

All items for inclusion should be maiIe faxed or phoned through to Angela Lowle in Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Mondays. Tel:
01256 461161 x401 Fax: 01256 460 582 e-mail: angela.lowleswkeurope.com
DateS

Angela Lowle (Basingstoke)
Fax No: 01256460 582

To:

FOR INCLUSION IN SCOTTLlGF1T/Ide
(continue on a separate page if necessary)

From

This

is an Scott

of the Week

-

please state which heading

Location

Wilson Holdinizs publication distributcd to all sta(Tin the opcrating

associated

dnd subsidiary companies in the UK and

]
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After zis fifz yar, ye vil hay a reli sensibl riten styl. Zer vil
no mor be trubis or difikiltis and evrivun vii find it ezi to
understand ech ozer.

Move’s
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:-

1’

?j4i%
ZE DREM VIL FINAL! KUM TRtJ!

Linda Hoblyn who joined the Plymouth office SP Division as
Part-time Clerk Typist on 7/9/98.

‘Vacancies

AIaa Naama who joined the London office SP Division on
14/9/98 as Graduate Engineer.

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

Lynda Skipper who joined Basingstoke office CS Division on
14/9/98 as Personnel Assistant.

Part-time Clerk Typist- Plymouth (1.2)

O

The Plymouth office require someone to commit 4 consecutive
hours each working day (hours to suit) to perform word
processing, answering the telephone and general clerical duties.
A willingness to work lull time to cover holiday/sickness and
heavy workload days will also be required.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

Goodbye and Good luck to Lloyd Williams who leaves the
Rasildon office SP Division on 18/9/98.

Sports & SocIa!s
cJf f
EURO-English: The Five-year Plan
from Ian Masterton [Scott Wilson Hong Kong]
The European Commission has announced an agreement
whereby English will be the official language of the EU,
rather than German. which was the other possibility. As part
of the negotiations, Her Majesty’s Government conceded that
English spelling had some room for improvement and has
accepted a 5-year phase-in plan that would be known as
EURO-English.”

The successful candidate must hold a current driving licence and
be willing to use the Company pool car.
If you are interested in the above position, please contact Sally
Mason, Basingstoke ext 210.
Trainee Technicians Basingstoke (ii)
-

We have several opportunities for enthusiastic school leavers to
join the Basingstoke offices CAD section to work with the
design team and be trained in all aspects of CAD operation
within civil engineering drawing preparation and day to day team
and office functions.
Candidates should ideally already possess computer knowledge
and have the appropriate GCSE passes or equivalent. A
willingness to pursue further education and achieve NC and
HNC is essential.
If you know of anyone who may be interested in the above
position, please ask them to contact Sally Mason at the
Basingstoke office ext 210.
-

In the first year, “5” will replace the soft “C”. Sertainly, this
will make the sivil servants jump with Joy. The hard C”
will be dropped in favor of the “K”. This should klear up
konfusion and keyboards kan have one less letter.
There will be growing publik enthusiaism in the sekond year,
when the troublesome PH” will be replaced with the F”.
This will make words like fotograf 20% shorter.
In the 3 ‘ear. publik akseptanse of the new spelling kan be
expekted to reach the stage where more komplikated changes
are possible.
Government will enkourae the removal of double letters,
which have always been a deterent to akurate speling. Also,
al vil agre that the horible mes of the silent “E” in the
language is disgrasful. and they should go away.
th
year. peopl wil be respcctiv to steps such as
By the 4
and W” with
rep lasing TH” with

During ze tifz yer. ze unesesary Q” can be dropd from vords
kontaining ‘OU’ and similar changs vud of kors be aplid to
ozer kombinations of leters.

Administrator Highways (2.3) Basingstoke
-

-

The Highways & Infrastructure section require a Team
Administrator to provide, with assistance, full admin support and
take responsibility for secretarial services to our engineering team
Duties will include maintaining
and senior managers.
information storage and retrieval systems, cost control and
quality assurance systems, client databases, technical and
promotion material.
Computer literacy and a good working knowledge of Word and
Excel is essential. Good A levels and br a relevant diploma
would be an advantage as would knowledge of other computer
software such as PowerPoint and Access.
Administration Assistant (1.2/2.1)
To work alongside the team administrator we require an Admin
Assistant to provide the essential typing, filing and general office
duties.

